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Abstract

Cloud computing and virtualization technologies have created a shift in data center usage pat-

terns, where the sharing of resources and on-demand service offerings can result in varying

workload mixes and sudden bursts in application requests. Enterprises maybenefit from cloud

computing by consolidating multiple Virtual Machines (VMs) on the same virtualizedserver

and sharing CPU, memory and storage devices. However, the shared access to hardware and

software resources can lead to significant performance degradation due to contention and work-

load interference effects. A decisive factor of enterprise application performance are the laten-

cies of data access operations, e.g., read requests to data sets stored in adatabase. In-memory

database technologies try to omit the time-consuming access to disk storage andpromise per-

formance gains by maintaining large data sets in random access memory.

The first part of this thesis introduces a set of performance models for evaluation of consol-

idated disk workloads which are typical of virtualized data centers. In particular we consider

several VMs managed by a single Virtual Machine Monitor (VMM) submitting disk I/O inten-

sive workloads to a shared storage device. Our methodology requires first a study of VMs when

running in isolation, i.e. with only a single VM running. Based on collected measurements we

propose models for homogeneous and heterogeneous workload mixes to forecast the impact of

consolidation on I/O performance.

In the second part we propose and evaluate admission control policies for in-memory database

queries. Our methodologies use system measurements and aim to prioritize mixesof database

queries consuming CPU resources efficiently. The performance of database queries can be sig-

nificantly impacted by the interplay between queries running at the same time. Theinterplay

effects are not limited to heightened resource contention at the CPU cores,but may also involve

delays due to memory access or due to the internal characteristics of the software such as lim-

ited application threads. We demonstrate by trace-driven simulation that our policies are more

efficient than popular policies such as first-come first-served and shortest-expected-processing-

time first.
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JMCQ Join-Minimum-Cost-Queue

JSQ Join-The-Shortest-Queue

KVM Kernel-based Virtual Machine

LAN Logical Area Network

LBA Logical Block Address

LUN Logical Unit Number

MAP Markovian Arrival Process

MPL Multi-Programming Limit

MQO Multi Query Optimization

MVA Mean Value Analysis

NAS Network Attached Storage

NTP Network Time Protocol

OLAP Online Analytical Processing

OLTP Online Transaction Processing

PDF Probability Density Function

PM Postmark

QUB Queens University Belfast

RAID Redundant Array of Inexpensive Disks

RAM Random Access Memory

SAN Storage Attached Network
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SCSI Small Computer System Interface

SEPT Shortest Expected Processing Time First

SFQ Start-Time Fair Queueing

TPC Transaction Processing Council

VMFS Virtual Machine File System

VMM Virtual Machine Monitor
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1 Introduction

The performance of data access operations can play a fundamental rolein enterprise IT sys-

tems. Large latencies of read requests to data sets stored in a database, e.g., may lead to

discontinued customer sales transactions. An important factor influencing the data access per-

formance can be the sharing of storage resources by multiple consumers.The sharing of CPU,

memory and storage devices is enabled by cloud computing and virtualization technologies

which facilitate the consolidation of multiple Virtual Machines (VMs) on the same virtualized

server. Virtualization offers to enterprises the benefits of more efficientresource utilization and

flexible workload placement [139,186]. However, the shared access to hardware and software

resources can lead to significant performance degradation due to contention and interference

between different consolidated workload types [124].

In shared environments the performance evaluation of data access operations is complicated

by varying workload mixes and sudden bursts in application requests. Enterprises commonly

rely on disks as a medium for non-volatile data storage. The first part of this thesis is motivated

by the need for predictive models to forecast the performance implications of disk workload

consolidation in virtualized environments. Our models consider a system where multiple VMs

are installed on the same virtualized server with shared disk storage. In essence we aim to pre-

dict the performance of disk requests as perceived by the VM’s operating system when running

at the same time as other VMs, i.e. in consolidation. The prediction is based on measurements

collected inside the VM when it is running by itself, i.e. in isolation. Our models canassist data

centre administrators in making VM placement decisions, e.g., forVM Appliances: Preconfig-

ured VMs entailing software applications such as web and mail servers. The methodology

requires the collection of system traces of VMs running in isolated environments. Using the

traces from the trace repository system administrators can accurately predict the performance

of disk requests when placing VMs in consolidation on a single server.

In the second part of the thesis we progress to a performance evaluationof systems main-

taining data sets in random access memory (RAM). Recently RAM has become acompetitive

and economically viable storage option for volatile data. Compared to the time-consuming

data access operations to disks, the access times to data residing in system memory are con-

siderably lower. In-memory database technologies try to leverage this advantage and promise

performance gains by maintaining large data sets in RAM. In particular, we study the perfor-

mance of a number of database queries running at the same time in an in-memory database

system. We propose and evaluate a number of policies governing the orderof query admis-

sion to the database by prioritizing certain query types at the expense of others. Our policies

may be employed as part of an admission controller external to the database system aiming to

prioritize query mixes delivering good performance. The external admission controller may
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intercept incoming client queries for change of the admission order to the in-memory database

application according to the admission policies.

The quantitative evaluation of computer systems has been an important research area for a

long time [130,191]. Performance can be a crucial factor during all stages of the system life

cycle and therefore needs to be taken into account during design, development, configuration,

and operation [108]. This relevance is reflected in a large number of models and formalisms

that have been proposed over the years to capture and predict the quantitative behavior of

computing systems.

Software performance modelsaim to integrate performance prediction into the early stages

of the software development process [47]. Typically approaches require the availability of

software artifacts, e.g. design documents, that are subsequently enriched with non-functional

information. Instead, our work focuses onsystem performance modelsand involves the study of

a system implementation. Throughout the thesis the termperformance modelrefers to models

of the latter type.

System performance modeling research has traditionally been based on concepts from queue-

ing theory. Computer systems generally consist of a number of hardware and software re-

sources. A set of jobs compete for limited resource access most likely resulting in queues and

delays. It is therefore natural to model the system by a network of interconnected queues [108].

Modern approaches for performance evaluation also include, e.g., Generalized Stochastic Petri

Nets [138], Stochastic Process Algebra [110], and Stochastic Automata Networks [150].

The objective of performance models is essentially the prediction of metrics such as re-

source utilization, response times, throughputs, queue lengths, and queueing delays. Models

may be distinguished according to the way these metrics are derived.Analytical modelscon-

struct a mathematical representation of the system, the main difficulty being that the domain of

tractable models is rather limited [121]. Simulation modelshave the advantage of being more

general and flexible. However, modeling the system under study in full detail may result in

simulations with large computational costs.

In this thesis we rely on concepts from queueing theory and mainly use simulation to model

the systems under study. In addition to simulation, we apply a number of simple linear equa-

tions for models of VM consolidation scenarios. Our work follows a system approach in that it

makes use of detailed system trace measurements thereby treating the virtualized server and the

in-memory database as black boxes. Maintaining a black box view can be advantageous since

such detailed information may not always be available and usually complicates the model.
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1.1 Research Approach

The first part of this thesis presents a set of performance models for evaluation of consolidated

disk workloads which are typical of virtualized data centres. The performance of I/O-bound

applications is dominated by the time required by the operating system to scheduleread and

write operations and by the response times of the storage devices in completingsuch requests.

Since changes in the workload, as well as in the software and hardware environments, can affect

the latency of disk I/O requests, it is often useful to define performance models to anticipate

the effects of a change.

In particular we consider several VMs managed by a single Virtual Machine Monitor (VMM)

submitting disk I/O intensive workloads to a shared storage device. Our methodology requires

first the study of VMs when they run in isolation, i.e. with only a single VM running. Based on

collected measurements we propose two types of models to forecast the impactof consolida-

tion on I/O performance. Specifically, for each VM of interest we collect traces of arrival times,

estimated service times, and arrival queue lengths for I/O requests. We develop two modeling

techniques that embody this approach. We start by developing what we denote as the Homo-

geneous model to handle scenarios where multiple VMs running the same type of workload

are consolidated. We then extend this technique by developing what we denote as the Decom-

position model. In addition to handling scenarios where consolidated VMs runheterogeneous

workloads, this technique supports the distinction between read and write requests.

We first consider the Homogeneous model. This model is based on a trace-driven simula-

tion that uses start-time fair queueing (SFQ), a popular implementation of fair share scheduling

which is adopted in VMMs. Motivated by the fact that a trace-driven simulation in such a black

box view of the system typically fails to accurately predict I/O request response times under

consolidation, we define an iterative algorithm for optimal parameterization ofthe simulation

model. Specifically, the algorithm estimates the performance impact of VMM levelI/O opti-

mizations such as the splitting of requests and offers a search technique for model calibration.

The Decomposition model approach distinguishes between read and write requests and mod-

els each request type separately. In addition to mean I/O request response times the linear

predictor formulas also forecast throughputs and read/write request mixes in consolidation. Fi-

nally, this approach is complemented with a simulation model to predict latency distributions.

The main contributions of the first part of the thesis are threefold.

1. Our methodology allows us to parameterize models based on system traces obtained from

inside VMs in isolation experiments, i.e. with only a single VM running on the server.

It requires minimal information from the VMM thereby effectively treating the VMM as

a black box. In addition this obviates the requirement to collect model training data for

different VM consolidation scenarios.
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2. We develop a trace-driven simulation model for the prediction of disk request latencies

with several VMs in consolidation, i.e. running concurrently on the same physical server.

The queueing model is enhanced with an iterative calibration technique that approximates

parameterization inaccuracies in the absence of detailed VMM level measurements.

3. A measurement-based model defines a set of simple analytical estimators to approximate

consolidation performance of read/write disk requests separately. This approach is comple-

mented with a simulation model for prediction of disk request latency distributions.

In the second part of the thesis we progress to an investigation of how the transition to

in-memory technologies affects the performance of consolidated databasequery workloads.

The small data access latencies of in-memory databases in combination with parallelization

capabilities of multicore servers enable the near real-time execution of often computationally-

intensive business intelligence applications on very large data sets.

In particular we propose and evaluate four admission control policies forin-memory database

queries. Our methodologies use system measurements and aim to prioritize mixesof database

queries consuming CPU resources efficiently. The performance of database queries can be sig-

nificantly impacted by the interplay between queries running at the same time. Theinterplay

effects are not limited to heightened resource contention at the CPU cores,but may also in-

volve delays due to memory access or due to the internal characteristics of the software such as

limited application threads. In summary the second part of the thesis makes fourcontributions:

1. We propose admission control policies derived from (i) mean job queuelengths, (ii) CPU

utilization, and (iii) a no-interference baseline measure for query class pairs computed from

ratios of queue lengths and utilization. The policies ignore I/O subsystems andtherefore

are highly applicable to in-memory databases. In essence, our policies maintain a table that

characterizes the interplay and prioritizes query classes that are able to use resources more

efficiently, typically at the expense of other query classes.

2. For evaluation of admission control policies we develop a trace-drivensimulation model.

The closed queueing model is validated against system measurements.

3. Using the trace-driven simulation model and simplified synthetic workloads we present a

comparative evaluation of the proposed admission control policies. In particular, we com-

pare throughput, mean response time, and mean weighted slowdown results tothe estab-

lished policies first-come first-served (FCFS) and shortest-expected-processing-time-first

(SEPT) [149].

4. We further validate the queue length and no-interference baseline policies using TPC-H [12]

type workloads and system traces from a commercial solution, SAP HANA [86], a prod-

uct aimed at improving the performance of complex business intelligence workloads using
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in-memory database technology. The SAP HANA database is a memory-centricdata man-

agement system leveraging the capabilities of modern main memory and multi-core CPU

hardware.

Summarizing, in this thesis we evaluate the performance of data operations in environments

with shared resource access. The thesis is structured into two parts. In the first part we present

predictive models for disk I/O request performance with consolidated storage workloads. The

second part studies interplay effects between database queries and introduces admission control

policies for in-memory database applications.

1.2 Project Organization

This section explains the roles of the parties involved in the PhD project. The thesis has been

completed during my time of employment withSAP[10] and enrollment atQueens University

Belfast (QUB). The following people have been involved in the research project:

• Dr. Des Greer holds a Senior Lecturer position at QUB and is the first thesis supervisor

• Dr. Peter Kilpatrick holds a Senior Lecturer position at QUB and is the secondary thesis

supervisor

• Dr. Stephen Dawson is a SAP colleague, the manager of the project, and third thesis super-

visor

• Dr. Giuliano Casale is a Lecturer atImperial College London. He has been a full time

colleague at SAP during the first year of the project and following his transfer to Imperial

College acted as an external consultant and mentor.

• Dr. Diwakar Krishnamurthy holds a position as Associate Professor at theUniversity of

Calgary. He advised the project during a six months sabbatical at SAP. After his return to

Calgary the collaboration continued resulting in joint publications.

• Dr. Alin Jula and Dr. Sergio Pacheco-Sanchez are both SAP colleaguesand have been

involved in the project as publication co-authors.

The contributions presented in the thesis are entirely the work of the author.Where the work

of others in the project has been used or built on, this is specifically stated inthe thesis.
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1.3 Thesis Structure

The remainder of the thesis is organized as follows.

• In Chapter 2 we introduce some key concepts and notation that are essential to the under-

standing of the following chapters.

• Part I of the thesis consists of Chapters 3 and 4.

• The work presented inChapter 3 introduces a trace-driven simulation model for prediction

of disk I/O request latencies in homogeneous workload consolidations. Themethodology

includes an iterative algorithm for the optimal parameterization of the simulation model.

• In Chapter 4 a measurement-based decomposition approach is proposed that distinguishes

between read and write requests and models each request type separately. The linear pre-

dictor formulas forecast average disk request latencies, throughputs,and read/write request

mixes for heterogeneous workload consolidations. The decomposition approach is further

embodied in a simulation model for prediction of disk request latency distributions.

• Part II of the thesis consists of Chapter 5.

• Novel admission control policies for in-memory database queries are proposed and evalu-

ated inChapter 5. The policies are derived from system measurements and evaluated using

trace-driven simulation. We first present a comparative study of the policies using simpli-

fied synthetic workloads. Then we proceed to more realistic workloads based on the TPC-H

benchmark.

• In Chapter 6 we draw final conclusions and outline future research directions.
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2 Background

This chapter introduces the general concepts and terminology used throughout the thesis. Sec-

tion 2.1explains the tools and techniques employed for workload characterization and presents

the most prevalent characteristics of disk I/O workloads. An introduction toqueueing networks

is provided in Section2.2. We then progress from theoretical formalisms to system related top-

ics. Section2.3establishes the thesis context of virtualization and Section2.4 focuses on stor-

age systems. We complete the chapter with an introduction to in-memory databasesin Section

2.5and a brief summary in Section2.6.

2.1 Workload Characterization

The quantitative evaluation of computer systems involves the collection of monitoring measure-

ments while the system is being subjected to a particularworkload[113]. A workload consists

of events generated by the environment in which the system is used, e.g., thearrival times and

service requirements of incoming client requests. The characterization ofworkloads [63] is

one of the central issues in performance evaluation since it is not alwaysobvious what aspects

of the workload are important, in how much detail the workload should be recorded, and how

the workload should be represented and used [121]. In this section we provide a high-level

introduction of tools and techniques for workload characterization and their application to disk

I/O workloads.

2.1.1 Benchmarking Tools

Benchmarks are a commonly adopted tool to generate predefined and reproducible workloads

in order to study a system under controllable conditions. The benchmarkingtechniques for

storage systems can be classified into three categories [190]:

• Macrobenchmarks.Performance is tested against a particular workload that is meant to

emulate some real-world workload. These types of benchmarks may also be referred to as

synthetic benchmarksand usually comprise multiple file system operations. While Mac-

robenchmarks are a valuable tool for the evaluation of overall system performance the cre-

ation of realistic workloads is challenging [90].

• Trace Replays.System traces of data access operations are recorded on a real-worldinstal-

lation and later replayed using a software tool [115,210]. The advantage of using traces is

that the key characteristics of the workload are realistically captured and preserved. Traces

can be collected from measurements or obtained in third party repositories [15,27].
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• Microbenchmarks.These benchmarks comprise only a few file system operations to iso-

late their specific overheads within the system. Such workloads can be useful to test the

performance of specific system parts or study worst-case behavior.

There is a large number of storage benchmarks available for scientific studies [190]. In

this thesis we aim to evaluate our proposed methodologies based on a range of workloads

with distinct characteristics. With the goal of using workloads with propertiesclose to real-

world applications we choose the macrobenchmarksPostmark (PM)[9], Flexible File System

Benchmark (FFSB)[3], Filebench[26], and TPC-H [12]. See AppendixD for the detailed

benchmark configurations.

PM. This benchmark aims to emulate typical disk I/O transactions of electronic mail, net-

news, and e-commerce applications [119]. The workload consists of a large number of short-

lived files of small sizes executed by a single thread and comprises a mix of data-intensive and

metadata-intensive operations. A benchmark run starts with the creation of apool of text files

in uniformly distributed sizes where upper and lower file size bounds are configurable. Once

all files have been created PM performs create or delete operations paired with read or append

operations. The total numbers of files, sub-directories, file-size ranges, and performed opera-

tions, as well as reads-to-append and creates-to-deletes ratios can beconfigured. PM has been

widely deployed in the research community [42,58,123,127,135,153,167,185,202]. For the

work in this thesis we use PM in version1.51-7 [9].

FFSB.This workload generator may be used to emulate large file operations inherent in web,

file, and mail servers. FFSB workloads are highly configurable and allowthe specification of

profiles that are passed as input to the multi-threaded benchmark application. At the beginning

of a benchmark run a number of directories and files are created that arethen subsequently used

to perform seven basic file operations, e.g., read, write, create, delete,and append. Multiple

groups of threads with distinct operation mixes may be configured. An interesting feature of

FFSB is the support of sequential and random access operations. In this thesis the FFSB version

6.0-rc2 is deployed [3]. FFSB has also been used in related work [58,179].

Filebench.A large variety of emulated application and microbenchmark workloads can be

generated with Filebench [26]. The tool features a number of predefined workload types, e.g.,

’web server’, ’mail server’, and ’file server’, as well as a scriptinglanguage for definition of

custom workloads. This flexibility may explain the popularity of filebench in recent scientific

studies [34,85,102,104,105,181,189]. Workload definitions include the directory structure, i.e.,

average file size, directory depth, and the total number of files. In addition, the tool supports

configuration of alpha parameters governing file and directory sizes thatare based on a gamma

distribution. Multiple threads can be configured to execute groups of file system operations,

e.g., read, write, and append. In this thesis we use predefined emulated application workloads

shipped with Filebench version1.4.8.fsl.0.7.
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TPC-H. The Transaction Processing Performance Council (TPC)publishes a number of

standardized transaction processing and database benchmarks for quantification of system per-

formance in industry. TPC-H is a decision support benchmark consisting of 22 business ori-

ented database queries and concurrent data modifications [12]. The benchmark is mainly used

for evaluation of database performance [122,142,211], but can also be found in work regarding

file system and storage research [93,167,198].

2.1.2 Workload Characterization Techniques

Workload characterization involves the analysis of monitoring data for estimation of thework-

load parameters. For example, clustering techniques [148, 166] or Independent Component

Analysis [183] may be employed to determine request classes from measured system logs.In

this thesis we assume types and classes of requests to be known a priori and analyze data sam-

ples to characterize statistical properties of parameters, e.g., for request interarrival, service,

and response times. Two key concepts in statistical analysis are the independence of events

and the randomness of variables. Events are called independent if the observation of one event

does not in any way affect the probability of occurrence of another event. A random variable

receives a value from a set of values with a specified probability.

The most compact form for characterization of workload parameters is a single number that

summarizes the data set ofn observed samples. A commonly used statistic is the sample

arithmetic mean, denotedX. An alternative is themedianwhich is obtained by sorting the

samples in an increasing order and taking thexi value in the middle of the sorted series. Since

the variability of workload parameters has been identified to have large impactson system

performance [147,161], it is often useful to specify the dispersion of sample data, e.g., by the

variance:

σ2 =
1

n− 1

n
∑

i=1

(xi −X)2. (2.1)

The standard deviation, denotedσ, is defined as the square root of the variance. Interpre-

tation of σ may be easier as it is expressed in the same unit as the mean. Additionally, the

coefficient of variation (CV)may be useful for comparisons as it is normalized by the sample

mean:

CV =
σ

X
. (2.2)

The events in a time series do not always occur independently of each other. For example, disk

schedulers aim to organize data access operations to contiguous disk sectors sequentially. Thus,
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the subsequentlogical block addresses (LBAs)in a disk trace may be correlated depending on

spatial locality. Theautocorrelationis a metric to measure the similarity between events as a

function of the time separation, i.e. the time-lag, between them. Autocorrelation is defined as

R(τ) =
(xt −X)(xt+τ −X)

σ2
, (2.3)

wherext andxt+τ are events at timest andt+ τ , respectively. A value ofR(τ) = 1 indicates

perfect correlation.

Another way of summarizing a data set is to present its statistical distribution. A continuous

random variableX can assume all values in the interval[a, b], where−∞ ≤a≤b≤∞, and is

described by itscumulative distribution function (CDF). The CDF specifies the probability that

the random variableX takes values less than or equal tox, for everyx [56]:

FX(x) = P (X ≤ x). (2.4)

The derivative of the CDFFX(x) is called theprobability density function (PDF)of x:

fX(x) =
dFX(x)

dx
. (2.5)

One of the most important distributions in performance modeling is theexponential distribu-

tion, since it can often be used to approximate request interarrival and service times [56]. The

CDF of an exponentially distributed random variable X is given by:

FX(x;λ) =







1− e−λx 0 ≤ x ≤ ∞

0 otherwise,
(2.6)

whereλ denotes the parameter of the random variable. For an exponentially distributed random

variable with parameterλ the following relations hold:

PDF fX(x) = λe−λx,

mean X =
1

λ
,

variance σ2
X =

1

λ2
,

coefficient of variation CVX = 1.

Hence, the mean valueX completely determines the exponential distribution. While the expo-
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Figure 2.1: Example Model of Hyper-Exponential Distribution.

nential distribution is easy to compute and has many useful properties with analytic tractability,

more complex distributions need to be applied for approximation of data sets with high vari-

ability. In cases of empirical distributions with CV> 1 thehyper-exponential distributionmay

be considered. Figure2.1shows an illustration of a model following a hyper-exponential distri-

bution wherek phases with exponentially distributed values and parametersλi are arranged in

parallel. The probability that a value is given based on thejth phase isqj , where
∑k

j=1
qj = 1.

The CDF of a hyper-exponentially distributed random variableX is given by:

FX(x) =
k
∑

j=1

qj(1− e−µjx), x ≥ 0. (2.7)

In addition, the following relations hold:

PDF fX(x) =
k
∑

j=1

qjµje
−µjx, x > 0,

mean X =
k
∑

j=1

qj
µj

=
1

µ
, x > 0,

variance σ2
X = 2

k
∑

j=1

qj
µ2
j

−
1

µ2
,

coefficient of variation CVX =

√

√

√

√2µ2

k
∑

j=1

qj
µ2
j

− 1 ≥ 1.

The parametersµ1, µ2 of a hyperexponential distribution withk = 2 phases can be readily

approximated with a given sample meanX andCVX [56].

Statistical distributions provide means to describe static properties of workload parameters.

In cases were parameter values evolve dynamically over time a realistic approximation addi-

tionally needs to capture the order of events in the description.Markov processes[129] provide

a powerful tool to analyze the dynamic time-varying behavior of workload parameters and sup-
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Figure 2.2: Example Markovian Arrival Process (MAP) [160].

ply the fundamental theory of queueing networks, described in Section2.2. A Markov process

with discrete state space can be described by aContinuous Time Markov Chain (CTMC)[56]

consisting of a finite number of states and transition rates between those states. Markovian

Arrival Processes (MAPs)[155] are a compact, tractable and expressive class of stochastic

models that generalize the CTMC framework to capture not only the moments in a probability

distribution, e.g. mean or variance, but also the autocorrelation in a time series. In this thesis we

employ MAPs as a compact mathematical model of a series of service times. Specifically, we

collect measurement samples of service times, use available tools from theKPC-Toolbox[69]

to fit the measured service times to a MAP, and subsequently deploy the MAP to generate

service times with identical statistical properties as the measured ones.

In what follows we use an introduction from related work [160] to explain the basic concepts

of MAPs. Figure2.2 illustrates an example MAP composed ofJ = 4 states. The active state

at timet is X(t) ∈ {1, 2, . . . , J}. Assuming the model is in statek, it spendstk time before

moving into statej 6= k; we assume thattk follows an exponential distributionPr(tk = t) =

λk,ke
−λk,kt, thusX(t) is a CTMC. The destination statej after a move is selected according

to probabilitiespk,j ,
∑J

j=1
pk,j = 1.

A MAP extends a CTMC by introducing the semantics for defining interarrival times. Upon

moving from statek to j a MAP defines probabilitiesphk,j andpok,j , p
h
k,j + pok,j = pk,j , that the

state transition will behiddenor observable, respectively. The only effect of hidden transitions

is a change of the active stateX(t). Observable transitions additionally lead to the emission of

asample. Relating this property to our specific application of MAPs, it is evident that aservice

time sample of a measured trace is modeled in a MAP as the time elapsed between successive

activation of any two observable transitions, i.e., the interarrival times at observable transitions.

For example, if the MAP depicted in Figure2.2 is initialized in state1 where it remains for

time t1, moves to state2 spendingt2 units of time, and then takes the transition to state4, then

the sample values0 is generated by summation of the sojourn timess0 = t1 + t2. The next
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samples1 is similarly generated starting from state4; thus, the time spent in state4 is included

in s1. Successive visits to the same state are all cumulatively accounted for in the generated

sample value. Note also that since samplesi is generated according to the target state of the

observable transition that definessi−1, a careful definition of observable state transitions can

create statistical correlations between consecutive samples generated bya MAP.

Following these definitions, a MAP can be used to generate arbitrary numbers of samplessi,

i ≥ 0. If the MAP parameters are appropriately chosen, the statistical properties of these sam-

ples can be imposed in order to fit the characteristics of a measured trace. Once this is achieved,

the MAP provides a mathematical model for the trace. For example, ifsi is interpreted as the

interarrival times between successive I/O requests to a disk, then the MAPis a model for the

arrival process to the storage device. In this thesis a MAP is fitted to model the service times

of disk I/O requests and then used to generatesi service time samples with similar statistical

properties as the measured trace.

2.1.3 Workload Characterization of Disk I/O Workloads

This section highlights performance relevant properties of disk workloads that should be con-

sidered during workload characterization. In particular, we describe disk I/O request types,

arrival patterns, and service times.

Request type.From a system performance perspective storage access operations may be

categorized into synchronous and asynchronous request types [171]. For example, application

threads submitting a read request often block until the result has been fetched from the storage

device [179]. Conversely, write requests are often completed asynchronously once they are

written to system memory [21,99]. A fine-grained taxonomy of I/O request types is presented

in [91]: Time-critical requests cause the submitting process to halt execution until the request

is completed;time-limitedrequests must be completed within a certain time limit otherwise

they become time-critical; requests that need to complete for maintenance of a stable system

state, but do not impose blocking of the submitting process, are classifiedtime-noncritical.

Time-critical and time-limited requests directly affect the performance of the submitting pro-

cess, while time-noncritical requests affect performance indirectly, e.g.,by interferingwith the

completion of time-critical requests.

An extensive measurement study on UNIX systems has shown that most real workloads

consist of a mixture of synchronous and asynchronous requests [171]. The different nature of

request types can lead to varying feedback effects that complicate workload characterization

and modeling. For example, the time taken to complete a synchronous read request might

affect the submission time of a subsequent request. Feedback effects instorage workloads have

been identified to have significant impact on performance [90]. Workload characterization may
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address feedback effects withopenandclosedmodels [92]. An open model assumes there are

no feedback effects between individual request completions and subsequent arrivals. Closed

models correlate the arrival times of requests with the completion times of the previous ones

(see Section2.2for a more complete explanation of open and closed models).

Arrival pattern. A disk request may be characterized by its device ID, read/write type,

start block address of the access location, request size, and arrival time. The sequence of the

first four parameters is known as theaccess pattern, while the sequence of time instants in

which access operations are submitted to the storage device is commonly referred to asarrival

pattern [90]. Disk arrival patterns have been shown typically to exhibit high burstiness [96,

101,169,171]. An arrival pattern is bursty if it contains interspersed periods of smalland large

interarrival times. A burst comprises a large number of requests condensed in a small time

interval, e.g., related work determines bursts in a time series by including all consecutive I/O

requests whose interarrival times fall below a predefined threshold value [171]. Workloads

with high burstiness exhibit longer and more intense periods of high load relative to the periods

with low load [90].

Burstiness has been identified as an important source of performance degradation [67,147].

Thus, realistic models of interarrival times need to consider the correlation inbursty arrival

patterns. In [97] the authors analyze disk traces for burstiness and present a stochastic model

with ON/OFF periods. A statistical model capturing access and arrival patterns of disk traffic

is developed in [199]. The approach in [200] uses machine learning techniques to buildClas-

sification and Regression Trees (CART)from disk traces for modeling burstiness in access and

arrival patterns.

Service time.The service requirements of disk requests are a function of multiple factors,

e.g., spatial locality, caching along the I/O path, request size, and properties of the storage

device technology. Access patterns can be either sequential or random.Sequential requests

access a sequence of contiguous block addresses on the disk device,while random request ac-

cesses may be dispersed across the block device address space. Theservice times of sequential

and random requests can significantly differ [99], since sequential requests are most directly af-

fected by the transfer speed of the disk drive, while random requests are most directly affected

by disk seek time [21, 88]. For example, if a single motion of a disk arm due to mechanical

constraints takes the static timet, then moving the disk arm to serven requests produces lower

per request service times compared to servingn− 1 requests.

Reducing disk seek times can substantially improve performance [188]. Disk schedulers

aim to maintain sequential access patterns by usingelevator algorithmsthat reorder queued

requests in increasing block address numbers and possibly merge requests with contiguous

block addresses into larger units. In addition, sequential read requestscan also take advantage

of read-ahead caching, which assumes that an application reading fromdisk blockn will next
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ask to read from the subsequent disk blocks. The read-ahead mechanism decreases seek times

by caching the following disk blocksn+1, n+2, etc., into memory, but is turned off once the

system detects a non-sequential file access [21].

There are a number of approaches that aim to approximate the service times of disk I/O re-

quests with detailed models of device internals. In [184,196] the authors develop an analytical

model for disk drives with read-aheads and request reordering. The service time computa-

tion considers, e.g., seek time and request size. The authors in [200] present a CART model

maintaining a black box view of the storage device using disk traces with spatiallocality infor-

mation.

In this thesis we evaluate closed and open models to capture the effects of themostly syn-

chronous and asynchronous read and write requests, respectively. For accurate handling of

burstiness in interarrival times and spatial locality in service times we use detailed system

traces as model parameters. The traces store access and arrival patterns as measured in the

reference system and therefore include bursts in arrivals, as well asservice times affected by

elevator algorithms and caches. Measured traces are replayed in trace-driven simulations.

2.2 Queueing Networks

Queueing networks[56,130] are a powerful and versatile tool used to model and analyze en-

vironments with shared resources, e.g, production, communication, and computer systems. A

queueing network model of a computer system consists of a collection ofservice stations, i.e.

servers, representing the system resources. The servers are connected viadirected paths and

provide service to a collection ofcustomers, e.g., representing jobs, users, requests, or transac-

tions. Customers move between the servers and competition for resource service corresponds

to queueing into the servers [46,121].

Queueing networks can be classified intoopenandclosedmodels. In an open model cus-

tomers arrive from an external source and depart after receiving some service. The number of

customers in the system may vary over time. Figure2.3(a) shows an example of an open model

with external arrivals, departures, a single server, and a queue. Inclosed models the number of

customers in the system stays constant and is denoted aspopulation. Figure2.3 (b) depicts an

example of a closed model where customers circle to a server and after each round of service

enter adelay stationwhere they remain for athink timeinterval before taking another trip to

the server.Single-classmodels consist exclusively of statistically identical customers, while

multi-classmodels are used to represent workloads with multiple distinct customer types.

A queueing network model can be evaluated with analytical methods or using simulation

to derive some performance measures, e.g., resource utilization, throughput, and customer re-
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Figure 2.3: Example Open and Closed Queueing Network Models.

sponse time. The stochastic process underlying a queueing network is typically a discrete space

continuous time Markov process where the state definition includes the numberof customers

in each queue. Consider a network withM servers and letni denote the customer population

at nodei, n = (n1, ..., nM ) the network joint queue length, andπ(n) = π(n1, ..., nM ) the

stationary joint queue length distribution. In cases where the queueing network is stable the

stationary state probability vector of the Markov process, denotedπ, is defined by the linear

system:

π Q = 0, (2.8)

whereQ is the transition rate matrix [46]. Stochastic analysis of queueing networks derives

the performance indices from the stationary state distribution of the process. While the gen-

erality of this approach is appealing, the linear system might not always be tractable due its

computational complexity: The state space may grow exponentially depending on the number

of servers, customers, and customer classes in the network.

Product form queueing networks[49] satisfy a number of constraints allowing the definition

of efficient analytical algorithms to evaluate their performance [113]:

1. The servers use one of the followingservice disciplines: First-come-first-served (FCFS),

processor sharing (PS), infinite servers (ISs or delay station), or last-come-first-served pre-

emptive-resume (LCFS-PR).

2. Customers can belong to multipleclasses. Each class is characterized by a different set of

routing probabilities and service time distributions at the resources. Servicetime distribu-

tions can be load-dependent, but they can depend only on the load at the station the served

job is currently at.

3. If a resource has FCFS scheduling, to have a product-form it is additionally requested that

the meanservice timesof all classes are identical. Since each class can visit a resource

a different number of times, due to the different routing probabilities, the total amount of
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service requested at a resource can still differ arbitrarily across classes.

4. State-dependent service: The service time at a FCFS server can depend only on the total

queue length at the server. The service time for a particular class at servers with PS, LCFS-

PR, and IS discipline can additionally depend on the queue length of that particular class,

but needs to be independent of the queue lengths of other classes. Theaggregate service

rate of a subnetwork can be dependent on the total number of customers inthe subnetwork.

5. Arrival processes: Bulk arrivals are not permitted. Arrival rates may be state dependent.

In open networks, the interarrival times of a class should be exponentiallydistributed. Net-

works can be mixed, i.e., open with respect to some classes and closed with respect to

others.

Some real world behavior of computer systems does not satisfy the product form constraints,

e.g, simultaneous resource possession, resource blocking, and the creation and synchronization

of sub-processes [130]. It can be shown that individual queues in a product form orsepara-

ble network can be analyzed independently of other queues [56]. An important property of

product form queueing networks is a simple closed form expression of the stationary state dis-

tribution. In other words the joint probability of queue lengths ofM queues can be computed

by multiplying the individual probabilities. In general, the stationary joint queue length proba-

bility (sometimes denoted equilibrium probability)π defined by the solution of the associated

Markov process as given in (2.8) has a product form solution:

π(n) =
1

G
V (n)

M
∏

i=1

gi(ni), (2.9)

whereG is a normalizing constant andn is the total network population. The functionV is

defined based on the network parameters, i.e. arrival and service rates at the servers and routing

probabilities, andgi is a function of the stateni depending on the type of serveri, 1≤i≤M .

For open networks holdsG = 1, while an attribute of closed networks isV (n) = 1 [46].

The basic input parameters of a queueing network are the number of servers, customer rout-

ing probabilities, scheduling disciplines, and service times. In addition, openmodels are pa-

rameterized with an arrival rate, while closed models take as input the population. Important

output parameters are customer response times, as well as queue lengths,throughputs, and uti-

lizations at the servers. LetT be the length of time the system is observed,I the number of

customer arrivals,C the number of customer completions, andB the length of time the server

was observed to be busy. All following basic quantities of queueing networks are assumed to

be averaged [130]:
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Arrival rate: Rate at which customers arrive to the server λ =
I

T
,

Throughput: Number of completions per unit of time X =
C

T
,

Utilization: Server busy periods per unit of time U =
B

T
,

Demand: Service requirement per customer D =
B

C
,

Response time: Time customer spends at the resource queueing or in service R,

Think time: Time customer spends at a delay station Z,

Queue length: Number of customers at server including those in serviceQ,

Arrival queue length: Length of queue seen by customer at arrival instant A.

In models where customers do multiple trips to the servers before they complete,it may

be of interest to study the performance indices at the individual resources. The visit countVi

describes the average number of trips a customer makes to a server and is defined as:

Vi =
Ci

C
, (2.10)

whereCi are the number of customer completions at theith resource. It is important to note

that the service requirement of a customer may be described in two ways. A customer may

performVi visits to a server and at each visit requires the serviceSi. Equivalently, the total

demand of service at theith server required by the customer may be specified as:

Di = ViSi. (2.11)

In addition, the total service demanded by a customer at all resources, denotedD, is defined as

the sum of theDi.

The analytical methods for performance evaluation of queueing networkscan be categorized

into operational analysis [62,81] and stochastic approaches [56]. In addition to simulation, this

thesis focuses on the analysis of queueing network models using some fundamental relation-

ships derived by operational analysis [130]:
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The Utilization Law: Ui = XiSi = XDi,

Little’s Law: N = XR,

The Response Time Law:R =
N

X
− Z,

The Forced Flow Law: Xi = ViX,

whereN is the number of customers in the system andUi andXi respectively denote the

utilization and throughput at theith server. The performance indices of product form closed

queueing networks can be computed with a recursive algorithm calledmean value analysis

(MVA) [168]. This technique allows computation of the steady state queue lengths without

evaluation of the normalizing constantG, described in (2.9). Consider a closed network with

N customers andM load independent servers. The MVA algorithm is based on the following

recursive relationship:

Ri(N) = Si(1 +Qi(N − 1)), (2.12)

whereRi andSi respectively describe response time and service time at theith server. The

termQi(N − 1) stands for the mean queue length at serveri with N − 1 customers in the

network. For an intuitive explanation of this recursion consider a taggedNth customer added

to a network withN − 1 customers. Upon arrival at theith server, the tagged customer sees

Qi(N − 1) customers ahead, including the one being served. The tagged customer therefore

expects to waitQi(N − 1)Si before being admitted to the server. Consequently the total

response time of the tagged customer accounts to(1 + Qi(N − 1))Si which includes the

service time of the tagged customer itself [113]. Given the response times at individual servers

computed from (2.12) the steady state queue lengths can be readily derived applying Little’s

Law to the network:

X(N) =
N

∑M
i=1

ViRi(N)
, (2.13)

Qi(N) = X(N)ViRi(N). (2.14)

While the MVA algorithm provides exact solutions for product form closedQN, it is difficult

to find approximations forFork-Join Queueing Networks (FJQN)[56, 193]. This subclass of

QN does not have product form properties and has been used to modelmultiprocessor systems,

where parallel jobs can be split, i.e.forked, into tasks that are then concurrently executed

on separate processing units. A job only completes once all tasks have been processed and
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Table 2.1: Summary of Main Extensions to the JINQS Tool.

Class Description

Package:network

AdmissionControlNode Controller for custom admission policies

BatchCustomer Batch job

BatchTunnelForkStation Job fork element

BatchTunnelJoinStation Job join element

LoadDependentQueueingNode Load dependent queueing element

SFQCustomer Job with proportional priorities

SFQQueue Queue with start-time fair queueing discipline

SFQMergingQueue SFQ Queue with job merging functionality

Package:tools

LoadDependentDistributionSampler Load dependent service times

hence needs to wait for all tasks to finish andjoin. The fork-join structure is a simple model

of the behavior of such parallel systems [194,195]. However, the synchronization constraints

introduced by forking and joining and the resulting complexity make it difficult toanalyze

these systems [193].

In the performance evaluation of complex systems it might be useful to decompose models

into several submodels and solve them independently [121]. For example, if the model contains

a number of classes of weakly interacting random processes it may be possible to consider each

class separately.Decomposition approximationshave been shown to be especially applicable

to queueing networks [172].

For our simulations we build on the event-driven simulation tool JINQS [87]. The open-

source Java implementation constitutes an extensible library for simulation of multiclass queue-

ing networks. JINQS consists of the two Java packagesnetwork andtools which provide

primitives for compositional assembly of queueing networks and modeling of advanced con-

structs, e.g., customer- and state-dependent routing, time delays, and simultaneous resource

possession. Application specific behavior can be introduced via subclassing. Table2.1 sum-

marizes our most important extensions to the JINQS implementation.

2.3 Virtualized Systems

Software systems have traditionally been installed on dedicated infrastructures which offer

full control over the underlying hardware. The call for more efficientutilization of hardware
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Figure 2.4: Example System Architecture Using Virtualization Technologies

resources, as well as for more agile and dynamic IT infrastructures hasled to new developments

in Virtualization technologies, which were initially developed as a method of time-sharing

extremely expensive mainframe hardware [77,94].

Figure2.4shows a conceptual illustration of a virtualized system architecture. In virtualiza-

tion several isolated guest systems can share the underlying hardware by means of a software

layer calledHypervisoror Virtual Machine Monitor (VMM). The guest domains are indepen-

dent entities running separate operating system instances, while the VMM manages the concur-

rent execution of the guestVirtual Machines (VMs). The currently available system virtualiza-

tion technologies can be categorized intofull virtualization, paravirtualization, andhardware

assisted virtualization[133,173].

Full virtualization. These technologies allow hosting of VMs without modifications of the

guest operating system kernel. The VMM virtualizes the hardware resources by exporting a

functionally identical virtualized hardware interface that reflects the underlying machine ar-

chitecture. Hardware instructions submitted by the guest system are trapped and managed at

the VMM layer. This approach simplifies migration and portability, since the virtualization is

fully transparent to the guest OS. However, the management of concurrently executing VMs

can induce VMM overheads that may lead to variations in system performance [124,203]. Full

virtualization technologies are commonly used in enterprises and, for example, are championed

by companies such as VMware [18,20].

Paravirtualization.Management operations of the VMM layer may be reduced with special-

ized guest systems that directly utilize properties of the virtualized environment. In paravirtu-

alization the VMs run modified operating systems that facilitate more efficient communication

with the VMM [48]. The approach requires changes to the guest operating system kernel,

which is a requirement difficult to implement for some proprietary software. An example plat-

form using paravirtualization isXen[19]. Related work has used this open source project for

performance evaluation of virtualization overheads [73,207].

Hardware assisted virtualization.Another approach to reduce VMM overheads and improve
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performance is to incorporate support for virtualization directly in hardware architectures. In

particular, the hardware exports a number of primitives to the VMM, e.g., forcombination of

control states for guest and host or direct execution of guest instructions without trapping [32].

For example, the open source projectKernel-based Virtual Machine (KVM)[5] is a platform

exploiting hardware with virtualization extensions.

In this thesis we focus on the performance evaluation of systems using full virtualization.

2.4 Storage Systems

The termstorage systemhas initially been used to describehard disk drive (HDD)technology

introduced by IBM in the early ’50s. Since then the evolution of modern storage systems

subsequently added layers of software and hardware to the raw capabilities of storage devices in

order to build reliable and manageable systems with high performance [152]. This development

has led to complex storage hierarchies in enterprises where storage tiers may comprise random

access memory (RAM), solid state disks (SSDs), HDDs, and tape storage [33,83,209].

The communication between host side storage controllers and storage devices can be orga-

nized using file-oriented or block-oriented protocols [134]. In file-oriented systems the proto-

col provides a complete file abstraction, e.g., file creation, file deletion, file reads and writes.

Conversely, block-oriented systems provide a physical device interface, e.g, for read and write

requests to disk blocks. Thus in file-oriented systems the file system related functions are per-

formed by the storage system, while with block storage these functions need tobe managed by

the host submitting data access operations [121].

For block storage the Small Computer System Interface (SCSI) protocol can be used to

manage the communication between operating system hosts and disk devices. According to

the SCSI client/server model hosts typically act as clients and disks act as servers, respectively

denotedinitiators and targets. Storage is presented to the host as a number of contiguous

storage areas calledlogical units (LUs)identified by alogical unit number (LUN)[174].

Storage devices can be dedicated and directly attached to a single host or shared by multiple

hosts over a network. Resource pooling using networked storage has several advantages over

directly attached storage, e.g., higher flexibility, scalability, and data mobility [134]. Network

storage technologies differ in terms of the network composition, e.g.,Fibre Channelor Gigabit

Ethernet, and the employed communication protocols [74]. The two main system architectures

for sharing of network storage among multiple hosts arestorage area networks (SANs)and

network attached storage (NAS), respectively applying block- and file-oriented protocols [74].

Figures2.5 (a) and (b) show simplified illustrations of disk arrays connected via SAN and

NAS topologies, respectively. Disk arrays such asredundant arrays of inexpensive disks
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Figure 2.5: Examples Storage Attached Network (SAN) and Network Attached Storage (NAS).

(RAID) [72] combine multiple independent disks into a single large unit: Data can be striped

across multiple disks for improved performance or stored redundantly forbetter reliability. In

Figure2.5 (a) the host connects to the SAN over alocal area network (LAN). The commu-

nication is organized using theinternet SCSI (iSCSI)protocol which essentially encapsulates

SCSI commands for transport over TCP/IP networks. In the NAS example,depicted in Figure

2.5 (b), all disks in the array share a common file system and are accessed using file system

commands.

In the first part of this thesis we evaluate the performance of data accessoperations to a

shared block storage device. In particular, we consider a fully virtualized server connected

to a SAN. The VMM hosts a number of VMs that share disk space located on the same disk

array. Figure2.6shows a high-level illustration of such a virtualized system. Thevirtual disks

of the VMs are represented by files that reside on the same LU. The VMM traps data access

operations of the VMs and manages disk I/O using the iSCSI protocol [24]. The disk array is

governed by a storage server through a hardware RAID controller.

2.5 In-Memory Databases

Database systems are an essential part of the enterprise IT stack as theyare used to maintain

business critical data, e.g, of clients, products, accounts, and employees. The workloads of

enterprise databases typically consist ofonline transaction processing (OLTP)or online an-

alytical processing (OLAP)queries. OLTP queries comprise short running transactions that
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Figure 2.6: Example Virtualized System Connected to a SAN

access only small portions of the data set and process both read and writeoperations, e.g.,

sales order entry or banking transactions. Conversely, OLAP workloads consist of long run-

ning queries performing mostly read operations on large data sets. For example, Business

Intelligence (BI)applications submit OLAP queries for generation of sales reports. A common

storage medium for hosting of enterprise database systems are disk arrays where query perfor-

mance is dominated by the time consuming I/O operations to secondary storage [136]. Main

memory database systems can significantly decrease the data access times of OLTP and OLAP

workloads by maintaining data sets in system RAM [122,164].

In-memory databases were initially proposed in the ’80s [82] and have recently evolved as a

mainstream technology. Some of the first commercial in-memory systems for OLTP workloads

were TimesTen [7] (acquired by Oracle), P*TIME [70] (acquired by SAP), and SolidDB [4]

(acquired by IBM). Examples of in-memory systems for OLAP workloads are the research

project Monet [137] and the SAP development TREX [131]. In addition, related work proposes

in-memory databases for mixed OLTP/OLAP workloads [122,164].

Relational databases store data in structures where rows correspond toreal-world entities

and columns correspond to entity attributes. For physical data storage this conceptual two

dimensional data organization needs to be mapped into one dimensional structures as storage

media provide only one dimensional interfaces, i.e., read or write from a given linear offset.

Databases implement this mapping by storing table structures either row-by-row or column-

by-column as depicted in Figures2.7 (a) and (b), respectively. The choice of implementation

depends on the application scenario and performance expectations [28].

Column stores [76] maintain separate structures for each attribute and preserve the logi-
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Figure 2.7: Example Row and Column Store Databases.

cal table schema using surrogate identifiers. The performance of OLAP workloads can be

significantly increased using this approach [55, 175], since analytical applications are mostly

attribute-focused as opposed to entity-focused [28]. In other words, only a small number of

table columns need to be considered for satisfaction of OLAP queries.

Column store databases can increase the performance of OLAP workloads via more efficient

data access and processing operations. The attribute-focused natureof the workload allows

reading of only the required columns resulting in more cache-friendly I/O patterns. Thus, in

the case of disk storage only few seeks are required to find the page of ablock that has the

first field in a particular column, and then data can be read in larger blocks.For in-memory

storage the pre-fetching algorithms of DRAM controllers can exploit spatiallocality and ensure

good L2 cache hit ratios for sequentially laid out columns [175]. In addition, compression

techniques can be used to reduce the volumes of processed and cacheddata allowing more

efficient numerical processing and caching strategies [131]. For example, the data sequence

“eeeee” might be compressed to “e{5}”.

The processing of column store data facilitates exploitation of high parallelization levels.

Table attributes may be partitioned into individual fragments and distributed to multiple pro-

cessors. The illustrative example depicted in Figure2.8 shows multiple threads processing

individual table columns and regions. OLAP workloads can especially benefit from the paral-

lelization capabilities of modern multicore architectures, since the parallel execution of read-

only queries requires less synchronization effort [175].

In this thesis we study the thread parallelization levels of a system hosting a column store

database in order to derive novel admission control policies for database queries. Our tech-

niques are especially applicable for in-memory databases as they ignore theI/O subsystem and

focus on CPU processing tasks.
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2.6 Summary

This chapter has introduced the preliminary concepts used throughout the course of this thesis.

In the first part of the thesis we use benchmarks for emulation of disk workloads to evaluate

the performance of disk I/O requests when submitted to a shared block storage device. In

particular we consider multiple VMs hosted on the same fully virtualized host connecting to the

storage device via block-oriented protocols. The second thesis part studies the performance of

a decision support type workload on an in-memory database system. In particular we propose

admission control policies for database queries that consider the resource usage patterns of a

query mix concurrently running on a server with multiple processing cores.For performance

evaluation we make use of the concepts provided by queueing theory. Thepresented open and

closed models are solved with operational analysis and customized simulation tools. Model

parameterization is derived from measured system traces.
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3 I/O Performance Prediction in Homogeneous Con-

solidated Environments

3.1 Introduction

The performance of I/O-bound applications is dominated by the time required by the operating

system to schedule read and write operations and by the response times of the storage devices

in completing such requests. Since changes in the workload, as well as in thesoftware and

hardware environments, can affect the latency of disk I/O requests, it isoften useful to de-

fine performance models to anticipate the effects of a change. This is especially important in

virtualized data centers, where the concurrent shared use of a storage device by several Vir-

tual Machines (VMs) managed by a Virtual Machine Monitor (VMM) can leadto significant

performance degradation [124]. In such systems estimates of I/O contention for a given VM

placement configuration can support management and consolidation decisions. However, mod-

eling the performance of disk requests is very challenging due to the joint interaction of the I/O

flows issued by several VMs and because of the complexity of caching mechanisms, schedul-

ing algorithms, device drivers, and communication protocols employed by boththe VMs and

the VMM.

We tackle this complexity by introducing a trace-driven simulation approach for I/O per-

formance prediction in consolidated environments where multiple VMs can share access to a

remote storage server. Our methodology, summarized in Figure3.1, requires first a study of

VMs when they run in isolation on a virtualized server. After collecting measurements, we use

simulation and specialized parameterization techniques to forecast the impact of consolidation

on I/O performance.

Specifically, for each VM of interest we collect traces of arrival times and estimated service

times for I/O requests. We then use these isolation scenario traces to parameterize a queueing

model for a specified consolidation scenario. A feature of our queueingmodel is also the use

of start-time fair queueing (SFQ), a popular implementation of fair share scheduling which is

adopted in VMMs. The model focuses on the prediction of response times for homogeneous

workload consolidations, i.e. scenarios where multiple VMs submit workloadsof the same

type, and hence is denoted Homogeneous Model.

Motivated by the fact that a trace-driven simulation that uses only such arrival and service

time traces typicallyfails to predict accurately I/O request response times under consolida-

tion, we define an iterative algorithm for optimal parameterization of the simulationmodel.

Specifically, the algorithm estimates the performance impact of VMM level I/O optimizations

such as the splitting of I/O requests and offers a search technique for model calibration. Ex-
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Figure 3.1: Problem Approach.

tensive experimentation on test workloads generated with the Postmark (PM)and FFSB disk

benchmarks reveals that our methodology can forecast successfully consolidation effects on

I/O performance.

Summarizing, the main contributions of this chapter are twofold.

1. Our methodology allows us to parameterize a simulation model based on data obtained

inside VMs in isolation experiments. It requires very little information from the VMM

thereby effectively treating the VMM as a black box. It also obviates the need to collect

model training data for different VM consolidation scenarios.

2. The trace-driven simulation model is enhanced with an iterative calibrationtechnique that

approximates parameterization inaccuracies in the absence of detailed VMM level measure-

ments.

The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. Section3.2 lists the addressed re-

search questions. Section3.3 motivates the use of prediction tools to quantify performance

degradation of disk requests in shared environments. Related work is shown in Section3.4and

Section3.5 introduces the reference system and monitoring tools for our study. The proposed

Homogeneous modeling methodology is presented in Section3.6and its validation results are

shown in Section3.7. Section3.8offers summary and conclusions.

3.2 Research Questions

In this chapter we address the following research questions:

• Is it possible to accurately predict the performance of a fully virtualized system with a

queueing network simulation model?

• Can we use block device I/O traces obtained within VMs in isolation benchmark experi-

ments for parameterization of models simulating homogeneous consolidation scenarios?
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• How can we calibrate the simulation model given the black box view of the VMM?

• How does the quality of such a trace-driven simulation model relate to an existing technique

for performance prediction?

3.3 Motivational Example

In virtualized environments, the VMM adds an additional layer to the I/O architecture that

needs to be considered in I/O performance models. The hypervisor supports storage requests

from varying operating system types and the disk scheduler might do some further optimization

processing of incoming traffic. For example, disk schedulers do not operate in a true first-

come-first-served (FCFS) manner, but try to optimize disk access patternsby reordering queued

requests according to the targeted disk sector addresses. Furthermore, large requests can be

split into smaller requests while similar requests that arrive within a specific time window can

be aggregated and processed together in order to decrease latencies of the storage device.

In consolidation scenarios where more than a single VM submits large numbersof I/O re-

quests, competition for the disk drive can lead to significant increases in latencies, i.e. response

times. To illustrate the problem Figure3.2 compares the mean response times in three exper-

iments conducted on our reference system, which is introduced in Section3.5. In the first

two experiments, denoted isolation experiments, single VMs run on the system thus avoiding

contention from other VMs. In the third experiment, denoted consolidation experiment, we

run two VMs on the same virtualized server and find that their disk requests experience stor-

age contention. Response times are computed as the time between request issue and request

completion as recorded by the VM operating system.

In consolidation we record large mean response time increases of roughly170% and71%

for web and mail server type disk workloads, respectively. This makes astrong case for the

significant performance impact that consolidation can have on end-to-end response time of

I/O requests and motivates the investigation in this thesis. Specifically, the example provides

motivation for the need of accurate models that can capture and quantify thepossible I/O per-

formance degradation related to consolidation effects.

3.4 Related Work

This section outlines the related work in the area and is structured into the categories schedul-

ing, measurement, and prediction.
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Figure 3.2: Effect of VM Consolidation on Disk Request Latencies.

3.4.1 Scheduling

A large amount of research literature is concerned with scheduling algorithms for disk I/O in

virtualized environments. The main challenges regarding scheduling are to provide fair access

to the shared storage resource for all applications, while maintaining performance isolation,

i.e. disk accesses by one application should not affect the I/O performance of another. This

work can be structured based on the system layer under investigation. The authors in [58] use

Xen and VMWare Server environments to investigate how the combination of VMand VMM

level disk schedulers affects throughput and fairness between VMs.In [123] the performance

isolation between multiple in-VM applications hosted on Xen is studied and extensions to cur-

rent Linux schedulers are proposed. Other approaches investigate the performance impact of

scheduling algorithms at the VMM layer. In [158] multiple VMs are consolidated on a Xen

server. Each VM submits a single processor-intensive, bandwith-intensive, or latency-intensive

workload and the authors propose enhancements to the VMM I/O schedulerto assign resources

more fairly. A virtual I/O scheduler providing performance isolation and fair I/O resource shar-

ing with concurrent disk access is developed in [180]. Furthermore, the PARDA [100] tech-

nique allows coordination of I/O scheduling across multiple independent virtualized servers

sharing a storage device [100]. In contrast, our work focuses on the prediction of I/O request

performance as observed by the operating system within the VM and considers only a single

VMM instance. Furthermore, we do not propose changes to the system’s I/O schedulers or

evaluate the fairness provided by the reference system. Instead we usethe standard system

configuration and aim to predict the performance of consolidated storageworkloads. Through-

out our work we assume a system configuration assigning equal proportional storage resource

shares to all VMs.

Other research addresses theQuality-of-Service (QoS)during shared resource usage. The

work includes approaches for proportionate bandwidth allocation to storage servers for appli-
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cations deployed on a single server [114] or on multiple independent servers [99, 104]. In

addition, techniques guaranteeing disk request latencies have been proposed [103]. The QoS is

out of scope of our work.

3.4.2 Measurement

The performance of a VM may vary over time depending on the backgroundworkload, i.e.

interference, originating from other VMs deployed on the same host. Several research groups

have provided measurement studies of interference in virtualized Xen environments. In [124]

the interference effects between system-level workloads, e.g.cpandmake, are quantified using

a normalized score. The authors consider a two VM consolidation scenariowhere each VM

submits a single workload and find a significant degree of performance interference between

disk I/O-intensive applications. A monitoring framework for measurement ofCPU overheads

in the VMM layer is presented in [73]. The workload consists of a single VM and disk and

network I/O intensive applications. Similarly, performance interference due to the concurrent

processing of network I/O workloads is measured in [165] and [143] for two and up to seven

VM consolidation scenarios, respectively. The performance of multi-tier applications in vary-

ing deployment configurations and consolidation scenarios is measured in [161]. Closer to us,

the workload characterization studies in [34] and [101] measure disk workload characteristics

and performance metrics in isolation and two VM consolidation VMware environments, re-

spectively. Contrary to us they do not consolidate by placing two workloads on the same LUN,

but consolidate two LUNs into a single RAID group.

3.4.3 Prediction

Efficient resource sharing requires some capacity planning and workload analysis in order to

identify which workloads to consolidate on the same server. Predictive performance models

have been shown to be useful for assisting workload placement. In [207] a regression model is

proposed to predict the CPU resource requirements when migrating applications from a native

to virtualized Xen environments. The authors in [51] discuss asymptotic bounds and average

value equations for open class queueing networks for a similar use case.In [35] a mathematical

model for prediction of disk I/O throughputs is derived when moving from anative system to an

isolated VMware ESX server environment. In contrast, our predictive models focus on varying

numbers of consolidated VMs and do not evaluate overheads compared tonative installations.

The dynamic allocation of shared resources requires a provisioning technique determining

how to partition server resources between the applications. In [71] a number of applications

are configured to share a server. The server is modeled as a time-domain queueing model and
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a non-linear optimization technique is used to compute and assign resource shares considering

workload variations over time. Other approaches useLayered Queueing Networks (LQNs)

to model the consolidated deployment of multi-tier applications in virtualized environments

and utility functions for resource allocation [117, 118]. The authors in [52, 144] employ a

combination of open and closed queueing models and utility functions to dynamically allocate

CPU resources. Instead, our work addresses systems in steady state and does not consider

dynamic allocation.

The authors in [124] develop mathematical models usingprincipal component analysisand

linear regression techniques for prediction of normalized performance scores in two VM con-

solidations. In [145] a statistical model for estimation of joint CPU demands of consolidated

VMs is proposed. Recently, the authors in [127] present an iterative model training technique

based on artificial neural networks for resource allocation in consolidated virtualized environ-

ments. While some of the work above captures coarse grained disk requirements in the model

in order to predict effects of resource allocation changes on performance of consolidated appli-

cations, none specifically tries to predict fine grained disk I/O request performance degradation

due to workload consolidation. Closer to us, prediction of disk request response time granular-

ity based on a machine learning technique is presented in [200,201]. The approach employs

Classification And Regression Tree (CART) models and treats the storage device as a black

box. However, the model does not consider shared resource access or workload consolidation.

3.5 System Characteristics

We begin with a specification of the hardware and software environment used in the experi-

mentation and advance to present the tool used to obtain I/O measurements. Our modeling

techniques have been tested only on the architecture described below, but we believe them to

be representative of virtualized environments which adopt similar softwaretechnologies.

3.5.1 Reference System

We conduct our study on an AMD-based enterprise server with 4 quad-core processors con-

taining a total of 16 CPU cores each clocked at 2.21GHz. The system is equipped with 68GB

of RAM and is connected to an OpenFiler [6] storage server via the iSCSI protocol and 1 GBit

Ethernet. The storage server comprises 8 Intel Xeon processors clocked at 2GHz and 15GB

of RAM. It manages a 3ware 9000 series SATA-II hardware RAID controller with 256MB of

RAM. The 15 disc RAID 5 array uses a stripe size of 64k and disk write-caching is turned off.

On the server we host the virtualization platform VMware ESX Server 3i - 3.5.0 [18], which

accesses the storage device through a software iSCSI host bus adapter (HBA). We specifically
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Figure 3.3: I/O Architecture and Storage Queues of the Reference System.

choose VMware, as it is a widely adopted virtualization technology. The virtualized environ-

ment consists of multiple Debian 5.0.1, kernel 2.6.26-2, guest VM systems, each with identical

configuration of 1 virtual CPU, 500MB RAM, and 50GB of “virtual” hard disk formatted as

ext3file system.

The virtual disks are represented by a large file and can be thought of as a linear array made

up of units of space, i.e. logical blocks. In the remainder of this paper the term “block” refers

to logical block units, rather than the storage device’s physical block units.

The VMM formats and stores virtual disk files in the Virtual Machine File System(VMFS).

The VMFS provides distributed locking mechanisms facilitating concurrent access to virtual

machine disk files from multiple physical machines. A VMFS volume may also be extended

over multiple LUNs for storage pooling [24].

The storage contention in our reference system is characterized by a single connection from

the ESX software iSCSI HBA to a single LUN on the RAID array. We do not consider scenarios

with multiple physical hosts or VMFS volumes spanning over multiple LUNs. All virtual

machine disk files are hosted on the same LUN.

Disk I/O requests issued from a VM consist of one or multiple contiguous blocks for either

reads or writes. Once an application running inside the VM submits a request,the request first

goes to the disk driver of the VM operating system as shown in Figure3.3 (a). The driver

processes the request and forwards it to the VMM, where it is trapped and may undergo further

optimization operations before being issued to the LUN via the storage driverand the iSCSI
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HBA [35].

On their way through the previously described layers of the storage subsystem, requests

can be queued multiple times, as illustrated in Figure3.3 (b). Hence latencies of requests

may be affected by multiple queueing delays. Furthermore, requests may undergo multiple

optimizations such as aggregating and reordering operations by in-VM schedulers, as well as

request splitting at the VMM level. Such operations are used to optimize disk access patterns,

e.g., by aggregating multiple requests for small amounts of contiguous blocks tofewer requests

for large amounts of contiguous blocks. In virtualized environments these operations can have

a significant impact on disk request performance, as scheduling policiesat VM and VMM level

may impair each other [58].

In our environment the Debian guest VMs are configured to use the completely fair queueing

(CFQ) [45] scheduler, which has per default 64 internal queues to maintain and keep disk I/O

requests [21]. The in-VM scheduler optimizes disk access for the ext3 file system, which is

configured at the default block size of 4kB. Hidden from the operating system of the VM, the

VMM conceptually comprises two sets of queues, namely the VMM kernel queues and the

device driver queue. The VMM kernel maintains a queue of pending requests per VM for

each target SCSI device [100], controlled with a fair-share (FS) [79] scheduler. This class of

algorithms schedules shared resources among competing flows of request classes where each

request is associated with a cost [53,95,98]. Resource sharing entails the need to control how

consolidated request classes consume the resource in order to isolate performance and manage

differentiated resource access. Without this management load surges ofcompeting flows may

impair each other unacceptably. FS allocates resource capacities in proportion to weights that

have been assigned to the competing request classes. See Section3.6.1 for more detailed

information on the scheduling.

Furthermore, the server maintains a device driver queue for each LUN,which controls the

issue queue lengthdefined as the number of pending requests the server can have at the storage

device at a time [11]. Virtualized servers typically allow configuration of the issue queue

length for each LUN [58,99]. When multiple host servers issue requests to the same LUN, this

parameter can be used to control resource utilization and fairness across hosts.

Summarizing, our reference system comprises a network of interconnected queues with mul-

tiple classes of customers corresponding to the multiple VMs and various scheduling disci-

plines, which need to be represented in the performance model. In this casethe application of

classic solutions for product form queueing networks [49] is complicated due to complex split-

ting, aggregating, and reordering operations on arriving requests that depend on spatial locality

on the storage device. Although forking and joining operations may alleviate such difficul-

ties, they are hard to parameterize in the absence of direct measurement ofthe VMM internal

optimization processes, which is the typical situation in practice. Furthermore,the batched sub-
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mission of requests can result in extreme behavior of the arrival patternswhere large amounts

of requests are condensed into large bursts. Bursts have been identified as important sources of

performance degradation [67,147] and we handle them in this work by resorting to trace-driven

simulation.

3.5.2 Measurement Tool

This section describes the monitoring tool we have used to quantify the performance of disk

requests, as well as to collect necessary data for parameterization of our model. All measure-

ments are obtained inside VMs with the block layer I/O tracing mechanismblktrace[1]. Figure

3.4 illustrates how the tool allows us to capture disk I/O traces, as they are recorded from the

VM operating system kernel. Traces compriseissueandcompletionevents for each disk re-

quest:Issueevents specify that a request that has previously resided in the disk I/O scheduler

queue of the VM operating system has been sent to the driver, whilecompletionevents mark

that a previously issued request has been completed [61]. Collecting this data at the operating

system level, rather than at the level of the in-VM application, has the advantage that sorting

and merging operations of the VM CFQ scheduler are reflected in the monitoring trace.

We prevent monitoring data from interfering with measurements by storing captured events

into a temporary file system residing in system RAM [25]. Figure3.5shows an example trace

comprising a relative nanosecond scale time stamp for each event, the eventtype, a flag that

indicates whether a request was a read or write, the logical block address (LBA) pertaining to
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TIME EVENT TYPE READ/WRITE TYPE LBA BLOCKSIZE
...

11.575226201 I W 79930319 8
11.576754924 C W 79909447 8
11.576766766 D W 79910559 32
11.576838516 D W 79910695 32
11.576924596 D R 79910743 32
11.577008319 D R 79910871 16
11.577093686 C W 79909463 8

...

Figure 3.5: Example Disk I/O Trace From Blktrace

the request, and the number of blocks accessed. The blktrace tool can collect a large number of

events, e.g., inserted into the I/O scheduler queue (I), issued to the driver (D), and completion of

the previously issued request (C). This detailed information is helpful forbuilding the system

model, since it enables us to compute per request arrival times at the VMM. Based on the

unique LBA identifier we are able to correlate events corresponding to the same request. We

note that we calculate per request response times as the time difference between completion

and issue events in the trace. We are aware of the timekeeping inaccuraciesin virtualized

environments and use the network time protocol (NTP) to synchronize time between VMs.

NTP has been reported to work fairly well on our reference system [22].

3.6 Homogeneous Model

Our model comprises trace-driven simulations to predict the performance degradation of VM

disk request response times due to storage device contention in homogeneous workload con-

solidations, i.e. scenarios where multiple workloads of the same type are deployed on a single

server. The fundamental idea of our approach is to first record application traces in isolation

benchmark experiments and then utilize these traces to parameterize simulation models of con-

solidation scenarios. The challenge is to define realistic models of contention and of the internal

VMM I/O optimizations which affect the end-to-end delays of read and write operations. Our

methodology considers a heuristic for request splitting behavior at VMM level and introduces

a model calibration technique to alleviate parameterization inaccuracies, e.g. on request ser-

vice times. Model parameterization is solely based on measurements obtained within the VMs

and information that we gathered from available documentation on VMM operations such as

fairshare scheduling and splitting. As a result, we essentially treat the VMM as a black box in

this work.

Figure3.6 shows an overview of our methodology and introduces some of the terminology
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Figure 3.6: Methodology Overview Homogeneous Model.

used in the following sections. The model allows us to study a specified consolidation sce-

nario consisting of a set of VMs concurrently sharing a storage device.Input parameters for

the queueing model are request arrival traces obtained from in-VM measurements in isolation

benchmark experiments for each of the VMs considered in the consolidationscenario. Our

methodology can account for environment specific, VMM level requestsplitting behavior by

means of a pre-processing step on arrival traces, where eachith arriving request of classk,

denotedcik, may be split inton requests. Section3.6.2.1explains in detail how request arrival

timesA(ci,nk ) are assigned. Requests are also provided with a service timeD(ci,nk ) sampled

from a Markovian Arrival Process (MAP) as described in Section3.6.2.2. As shown in Figure

3.6, we use a simulation model that schedules requests using the SFQ(H) [114] scheduling

policy across a pool of servers, each representing a parallel connection to the LUN. This model

additionally introduces a calibration technique by means of a merging heuristic.The merging

bundles a configurable number ofω requests and enables them to share a server. The queue-

ing network and the scheduling algorithm are presented in3.6.1. The search algorithm we

developed to iteratively estimate the parameterω is introduced in Section3.6.3.2.

Finally, the model outputs requests with a response time estimateC(cik). This involves a

post-processing task wherein, as shown in Figure3.6, the requests that have been split in the

pre-processing step are rejoined.

3.6.1 Simulation Model

We represent the system under study as a multiclass open queueing model. Requests submitted

from individual VMs are distinguished in separate classes as shown in Figure3.7. As described

in Section3.5.1, virtualization environments typically provide a configurable parameter which
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controls the maximum VMM issue queue length to the LUN. We capture this aspectby mod-

eling the storage device as a pool of parallel servers. In our reference system this parameter is

maintained at its default value of 32 and consequently our model comprises 32 servers.

The model implementation extends JINQS [87], a library for simulating multiclass queueing

networks. Based on available documentation on the VMM, we implemented a practical SFQ

disk scheduling discipline to schedule requests on to the servers. Fair queueing [79] algorithms

are work-conserving and schedule shared resources between competing requests by allocating

resource capacity based on proportional weights. Practical fair queueing algorithms consti-

tute approximations to generalized processor sharing (GPS) [162] scheduling by considering

requests to be indivisible, rather than fluid flows.

Conventional SFQ schedulers do not consider concurrent service of requests at a resource.

Our simulation model implements SFQ(H), a special variation of SFQ [98], which has previ-

ously been used in related work [100] to model our reference system. The depth parameter

H controls the number of concurrent requests in service and consequently corresponds to the

number of servers in our model. Upon arrival of theith requestcik of classk, it is assigned a

start tagS(cik) and afinish tagF (cik) by the scheduler. The tag values represent the times at

which each request should start and complete service according to a system notion ofvirtual

timev(t). Tags are computed as:

S(cik) = max{v(A(cik)), F (ci−1

k )}, i ≥ 1 (3.1)

F (cik) = S(cik) +
dik
φk

, i ≥ 1 (3.2)

whereA(cik) is the arrival time of requestcik, F (c0k) = 0, v(0) = 0, dik is the service time

of the request, andφk > 0 is the weight or share of classk,
∑K

k=1
φk = 1. Throughout the
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experiments, we assign equal shares to all request classes. The scheduling algorithm reserves

the specified minimal share to each class. In cases where a class has no active requests surplus

resources are shared among active classes according to their relativeweights.

The scheduler issues a maximum ofH requests to idle servers in increasing order ofstart

tags. When a request completes the queued request withmin(start tag)is selected and issued

to an available server to maintain a concurrency level ofH. Virtual timeadvances by assigning

it the start tag of the last request issued on or before timet, i.e., the queued request with the

lowest start tag at the time of the last issue. As mentioned previously, in additionto SFQ(H)

scheduling we also selectω requests, merge them together, and issue the merged request to the

servers. The superposition of this behavior with SFQ(H) is described in Section3.6.3.2.

3.6.2 Model Parameterization

This section describes how we obtain the interarrival and service times of requests. In this step,

we account for the request splitting operations of the VMM which are triggered when the block

sizes of arriving requests exceed a certain threshold.

3.6.2.1 Interarrival Times

The simulation model is parameterized with measured arrival traces, which are recorded in

a series of benchmark experiments. Benchmark workloads are submitted from within VMs

running in isolation, where only a single VM is running on the server. For each VM we build

a trace repository comprising multiple benchmark runs. Traces are recorded with theblktrace

tool, where we include every in-VM request issue as an arrival in the model.

When predicting request response times for consolidation scenarios, werandomly choose an

arrival trace for each considered VM from the repository and run a consolidation simulation.

Parameterizing the simulation model with arrival traces measured in isolation experiments is a

valid approximation, since our measurements in Section3.7.2.2show that the interarrival time

distribution of disk requests to the VMM is not significantly impacted by workloadconsol-

idation. This indicates that in the presence of contention delays disk requests are queued at

the VMM, rather than at the VMs. Queueing requests at the VMM is preferable, since queue

depths should be larger than at the VMs and the VMM can use system specific information to

optimize disk access of queued requests. We expect this observation to hold unless the VMM

queues are saturated.

We account for splitting operations of the VMM by performing additional processing steps

on model input parameters and output results. Each arriving requestcik has an arrival time

A(cik) and a block sizeB(cik). Given the maximum request size thresholdlmax, we pre-process
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the trace and split all arrivals whereB(cik) > lmax intoN separate arrivals, such that:

N i
k =

⌈

B(cik)

lmax

⌉

(3.3)

A(ci,nk ) = A(cik) (3.4)

B(ci,nk ) =































lmax n ∈ {1..N i
k − 1} ∨

B(cik)modlmax = 0

B(cik)modlmax n = N i
k ∧

B(cik)modlmax 6= 0,

(3.5)

whereN i
k is the total amount of splitting operations for arrivalcik determined by the ceiling

function,mod finds the remainder of the division, andn ∈ {1..N i
k}. Since splitting operations

are performed by the VMM and are not visible to the VMs, previously split requests need to be

rejoined once they have completed service. Our methodology includes a post-processing step

on requests that leave the simulation model and as a result are assigned a response timeC(cik).

We compute the response times of joined requests as the mean:

C(cik) =
1

N i
k

N i
k

∑

n=1

C(ci,nk ). (3.6)

As requests are likely to be served in parallel by the storage array, computing the mean

response time of split requests can only be an approximation of the real behavior at the device.

We investigate the effectiveness of this approximation in Section3.7. In our reference system

the VMM splits arriving requests exceeding a size of 512kB, corresponding to 128 blocks

in an ext3 file system with 4kB block size. We consider this behavior in our model and set

lmax = 128.

3.6.2.2 Service Times

Service times are key parameters for specifying queueing models and are typically estimated

based on direct data measurement and statistical inference. A common approach to character-

izing the resource consumption of requests is to monitor system utilization and use regression

techniques based on operational laws [130]. As our black box approach does not involve instru-

mentation of the VMM or of the storage server in order to collect utilization samples, a practice

which is in any case difficult or impossible in many real-world systems, we approximate the
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service times of disk requests from response time measurements in isolation benchmark ex-

periments. When utilization levels at the VMM are low, disk requests do not face queueing

delays as they get instantly issued to the storage device. In fact our measurements show that

the mean number of requests in the system during an isolation run does not exceed the number

of available connections from the VMM to the LUN. Thus measured requestresponse times in

isolation should be a reasonable approximation to the actual service requirement at the disk.

Request service times belonging to a specific VM collected during isolation experiments are

fitted to a MAP [69], which is then used to randomly sample a service time for each arrival.

The role of MAPs in our methodology is to generate random traces which follow the same

statistical properties (distribution, autocorrelations) observed in the isolation experiments.

3.6.3 Model Calibration Methodology

Our simulation experiments in Section3.7.3.2indicate that prediction results can be signifi-

cantly improved if the model is calibrated with a merging heuristic to account for inaccuracies

in parameter approximations. Calibration methods can aid in building simple models ofcom-

plex systems [50], e.g., in case studies like ours where detailed documentation of commercial

software internals are not available. As we mentioned previously, our model allows the sched-

uler to merge queued requests and use the merging to compensate for possible deficiencies in

the parameterization of the model. For example, deficiencies in service times may arise due

to the burstiness inherent in disk workloads and the resulting impact on storage system behav-

ior [169]. By enabling the scheduler to merge, i.e. aggregate, queued request we effectively

model such batching behavior. Furthermore, our analysis of storage server monitoring data in

Section4.5.2.1shows evidence that, under simplifying assumptions, service times at the disk

can be load dependent. For example, service times can decrease at high loads. Since we approx-

imate service times from low load measurements, the merging of requests may help modeling

of such load dependent behavior. The merging algorithm is described in Section3.6.3.1. The

iterative technique to quantify the number of scheduler merging operations performed for a

given workload configuration is described in Section3.6.3.2.

3.6.3.1 Request Merging Algorithm

The model merges a configurable number of queued requests in such a way that they still

remain separate entities, but share a server, i.e., connection to the LUN. Asshown in Algorithm

1, we pass a merge value parameter, denotedω, to the simulator, which serves as a modeling

abstraction in our black box model. Merging values can range in[1,∞], where we consider

a merge value of 1 as a single job being issued per service station, i.e. no merging, whereas

a largeω indicates that several requests are merged together before issue to the server. Since
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Algorithm 1 Implementation of Merging
ω ← merge value
merged_jobs← struct
while service station idle AND job queueddo
x← get_int_value(ω)
for i = 1 to x do
job← queued job with min start_tag
if i == 1 then
merged_jobs← merged_jobs+ job

else
if class job == class merged_jobs then
merged_jobs← merged_jobs+ job

else
break

end if
end if

end for
schedule merged_jobs to idle service station

end while

requests are indivisible, we implement a functionget_int_value to obtain fromω the number

of merged requests in each round of calibration. For example, ifω is configured as 2.5 there is

an equal probability that the maximum number of merging operations performednext by the

simulator will be either two or three.

The technique maintains the properties of the SFQ scheduler by merging requests in increas-

ing number of start tags. Furthermore, only requests of the same class aremerged. As a result,

the algorithm aborts in cases where the queued request with the minimum start tag is of a dif-

ferent class as the already merged requests. Once a merged job has received service and exits

the model, each of the merged requests counts as a separate completion. Since each of the

requests sharing a service station has an individual service time, we approximate the aggregate

service requirement of merged requests with the mean of the individual request service times.

3.6.3.2 Merge Value Estimation

The challenge is to calibrate our model without detailed knowledge of the VMM internals.

To estimate the extent of merging operations in this black box view of the VMM we have

developed an iterative search technique. Our technique controls the meannumber of requests

in simulation experiments, i.e. the mean queue length, through theω parameter and terminates

once the mean queue length seen in simulation closely matches an inferredexpectedqueue

length, as follows.

Inference of Mean Expected Queue Length.The first step of merge value estimation is to
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Table 3.1: Summary of Input and Output Parameters for the Homogeneous Model.

Input

A(cik) Arrival time trace measured from VMs running in isolation. Traces are
further processed to account for environment specific VMM requestsize
thresholds.

D(cik) Service times sampled from a MAP, fitted from measured traces of VMs
running in isolation.

lmax Maximum request size threshold of VMM environment.

H Number of servers based on VMM to LUN issue queue length configu-
ration.

ω Model calibration parameter estimated in iterative search algorithm.

Output C(cik) Predicted request response times in consolidation.

Table 3.2: Measurements and Expected Mean Number of Requests N in the System in Isola-
tion (Iso) and Consolidation Scenarios with Two VMs (Con 2) and Three VMs (Con 3).

Workload Iso Con 2 Con 3
N iso

meas N2
meas N2

exp N3
meas N3

exp

PM-1 11.9 27.5 23.8 43.7 35.7
PM-2 14.1 30.2 28.2 44.6 42.3
FFSB-1_S 4.6 8.5 9.2 12.8 13.8
FFSB-1_R 4.8 8.5 9.6 13.3 14.4
FFSB-2_S 3.5 6.4 7.0 9.0 10.5
FFSB-2_R 4.0 7.5 8.0 10.0 12.0

infer the expected mean queue length in the system for the consolidation scenario under study.

We infer the expected mean queue length for a consolidation scenario withK classes based on

the assumption that the mean number of requests in the system grows linearly when moving

from isolation to consolidation:

NK
exp =

K
∑

i=1

N iso
meas, (3.7)

whereK is the total number of request classes considered in the simulation model,NK
exp is the

expected mean queue length in simulation, andN iso
meas is a measurement of the mean queue

length obtained in isolation benchmark experiments. The queue length parameters we consider

include requests that have been issued by the VM operating system and are either queued at

the VMM or in service, i.e. pending, at the LUN storage device.

To validate this linear assumption Table3.2 shows measurements of the mean number of

requests from benchmark experiments in our reference system. We present measurements for a
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number of workload configurations averaged over 15 benchmark runs. For detailed information

on the considered workloads see Section3.7.1. Results indicate that the linear assumption is

a good approximation of system behavior. We expect our assumption to holdas long as the

aggregate mean number of requests outstanding from VMs, i.e. requests issued and not yet

completed, does not exceed the number of available connections from the VMM to the LUN.

Iterative Search.The expected queue length approximation is an input parameter for an iter-

ative search technique, which we propose to estimate the merge value parameter for the simu-

lation model. As shown in Algorithm2, the search is further parameterized with a configurable

initialization point and a maximum relative error value,∆max, that serves as a search termina-

tion condition. Each search iteration begins with a number of simulator runs that incorporate

merging operations according to the current value ofω. Every simulator run is parameterized

with a random combination of interarrival time traces drawn from a trace repository, depending

on the number and type of considered request classesk. At the end of each search iteration we

compute the corrected mean queue length in simulations,N ′

sim, with

N ′

sim =
Nsim

ω
, ω ≥ 1 (3.8)

whereNsim is the mean queue length over all simulation runs andN ′

sim represents the effective

queue length after the merging transformation withω. The effective queue length in simulation

is then used as input parameter for the functionget_merge_error, which computes the relative

error∆ω produced by the currentω estimate according to the error function

∆ω =

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

NK
exp −N ′

sim

NK
exp

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

, (3.9)

whereNK
exp is the inferred expected queue length computed according to (3.7) from isolation

experiments. The search terminates if the corrected queue length is accurate within 5% of

NK
exp. In cases where the estimation error is outside this range, we control search direction

andω values on the basis of a binary search. Letω = g(N ′

sim) be the merge value used in

simulation to obtainN ′

sim. If N ′

sim is smaller thanNK
exp, we decreaseω in order to increase

the mean number of requests in simulation. In cases where previous iterationshave produced

a N ′

sim,old, such that{N ′

sim,old > NK
exp > N ′

sim} the merge value for the next iteration is

determined by

ω = g(N ′

sim)−
g(Nsim)′ − g(N ′

sim,old)

2
, (3.10)

which is half the distance betweenω values used to obtainN ′

sim andN ′

sim,old. In cases where
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Algorithm 2 Iterative Estimation of Merge Value
ω ← merge value initialization point
Nexp ← inferred expected queue length
∆max ← 0.05
flag ← 0
while flag != 1do
#run configurable amount of simulator iterations
for i = 1 to max_simulator_iterationsdo

for k = 1 to K do
draw random arrival trace from repository

end for
simulate(ω)

end for
#search merge value ω
Nsim ← mean queue length over simulator iterations
N ′

sim ← (Nsim/ω)
∆ω ← get_merge_error(N ′

sim)
if ∆ω ≤ ∆max then
flag ← 1

else ifN ′

sim < Nexp then
ω ← decrease

else ifN ′

sim > Nexp then
ω ← increase

end if
end while

no suchN ′

sim,old exists, we decreaseω by a configurable step size parameter. The inverse of

the above applies for the opposite search direction. Table3.1offers a summary of the input and

output parameters for the Homogeneous model.

3.7 Validation Experiments: Homogeneous Model

In this section we validate the proposed methodology with data obtained in a number of bench-

mark experiments from our reference system. We first present the benchmark applications

considered and their measured workload characteristics. We later compare our prediction re-

sults with measured results from consolidation scenarios and predictions from an analytical

product form queueing model.

3.7.1 Workload Generation

We consider a number of different workload types, which are submitted from within VMs

running in isolation, as well as in consolidated scenarios. The workloads consist of varying
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Table 3.3: Workload Configurations.
Parameter Conf-1 Conf-2

PM

Size low bound 500 byte 9.77 kB
Size high bound 9.77 kB 19.53 kB
Size read 512 byte 2 kB
Size write 512 byte 2 kB

FFSB
Size Read 4 kB 32 kB
Size Write 4 kB 32 kB

configurations of two benchmarks with quite distinct characteristics. The Flexible File Sys-

tem Benchmark (FFSB) [3] is a multi-threaded benchmark comprising large file operations.

Conversely, Postmark (PM) [9,119] is a synthetic single-threaded workload comprising small

file and metadata-intensive operations designed to emulate I/O patterns of Internet applications

such as e-mail and e-commerce. We specifically choose these two workloadtypes to validate

our model since the different file size distributions should result in distinct quantities of VMM

I/O request splitting operations.

In order to obtain a system steady state, benchmarks for each configuration are submitted

over a period of 75 minutes in five minute intervals. While the FFSB application canbe param-

eterized to run for a specified time frame, PM does not provide such an option. In cases where

a PM run needs less than five minutes to complete we restart it, but only collect monitoring data

within the five minute time window that captures a run. In total we run 720 benchmarks and

collect roughly 87 million measurement samples for our analysis. See Appendix C for more

detailed statistics of the conducted benchmark experiments.

PM. File servers running Internet applications typically work with a large numberof short-

lived, relatively small files (1kB-100kB). PM was designed to emulate scenarios of this domain,

where at any given time files are being rapidly created, deleted, read, orwritten, at random

locations on the storage device. At the beginning of each benchmark run an initial pool of

random text files is created, with sizes ranging in configurable bounds. Then a specified number

of create/delete and read/append operations occur. Finally, upon completion of all operations

the set of files is deleted.

We have considered two configurations of a PM workload in our investigation, denoted PM-1

and PM-2. The workloads differ in the file sizes of the initial file set, as well as the sizes of

read and write requests (see Table3.3). The “size” parameters specify how much data is read

or written to files at a time. When using PM-2 the benchmark creates a file set spanning

a large size range and performs reads/writes of increased sizes. In both PM configurations

read/append, as well as create/delete operations are equally likely to occur.

FFSB.Similar to PM we have defined two FFSB configurations, but this benchmark addi-
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tionally supports the execution ofsequential, as well asrandomizedreads/writes. The response

times of sequential and random requests can significantly differ, since sequential requests are

most directly affected by the transfer speed of the disk drive, while random requests are most

directly affected by disk seek time [21]. Sequential read requests can also take advantage of

read-aheads, which assume that an application reading from disk blockn will next ask to read

from the subsequent disk blocks. The read-ahead mechanism decreases seek times by caching

the following disk blocksn + 1, n + 2, etc., into memory, but is turned off once the system

detects a non-sequential file access. Considering the sequential and randomized options es-

sentially leaves us with four distinct FFSB workloads for our study, denoted as FFSB-1_S,

FFSB-1_R, FFSB-2_S, and FFSB-2_R.

At the beginning of each benchmark run FFSB dedicates a single thread to create an initial

file set for the subsequent operations. In our specific configuration theapplication creates

a structure of 400 files and 10 directories. Even though both configurations are initialized

with the same total number of files, the distribution of file sizes is different. FFSBallows us

to specify the quantity of certain file sizes, as well as the probability of I/O operations via

relative weights. The file sizes in FFSB-1_S/R and FFSB-2_S/R range in[4kB, 32MB] and

[32kB, 32MB], respectively, with the highest request frequencies for the smaller sizes. We

define a single threadgroup consisting of 100 threads and set the think time parameter to zero.

Read and write I/O operations are configured with the same weight, but different sizes, as

shown in Table3.3.

See AppendixD for the benchmark configuration files used throughout our PM and FFSB

benchmark experiments.

3.7.2 Workload Characterization

In this section we present how workloads submitted by the benchmark application are translated

into logical block requests by the VM operating system. The disk I/O scheduler of the VM

operating system aggregates and reorders queued requests. As a result the total number and

sizes of disk requests issued by the VM operating system to the VMM can significantly differ

from the total number and sizes of requests submitted by the application to the VMoperating

system. We first illustrate the request size distribution and the interarrival timedistribution

for requests submitted by a VM to the VMM. In particular, we show the effectof workload

consolidation on interarrival times of requests issued by a VM. Finally, we also present service

time statistics for all workload configurations considered.
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(a) PM-1
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(b) PM-2
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(c) FFSB-1_S
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(d) FFSB-2_S

Figure 3.8: Measured Distribution of Request Sizes for PM and FFSB Workload Configura-
tions.

3.7.2.1 Request Size

To illustrate the different size characteristics of the workload configurations considered, Figure

3.8 shows measurements of VM disk request size distributions of sample benchmark experi-

ments. For ease of presentation we have grouped the data into bins. The sizes of the bins are

chosen on the basis of a related workload characterization study [34]. As shown in Figure3.8

(a) the VM kernel aggregates the majority of requests submitted by PM-1 into sizes larger than

four and less or equal to eight blocks. Since the standard file system block size on our reference

system is4kB, a request for eight blocks has a size of32kB. Figure3.8(b) reflects the main dif-

ference between the two PM workload configurations. PM-2 submits requests of larger sizes.

This results in a lower frequency of32kB (eight blocks) request sizes and additional requests

for block sizes greater than eight. A common attribute of the two PM workloads isthat neither

workload causes the VM scheduler to issue a significant number of requests with blocks sizes

greater than128.

Figures3.8 (c) and (d) show request size distributions of FFSB workloads and reveal that

workload characteristics are quite different compared to PM workloads.Similar to PM the

VM scheduler aggregates a large number of the FFSB workload to requests of size32kB (eight

blocks). However, the total number of requests is significantly lower and the proportion of

requests with large sizes is significantly higher than in the case of PM. Evaluating the main
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(b) FFSB-1_S and FFSB-2_S
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(c) FFSB-1_S and FFSB-1_R

Figure 3.9: Distribution of Arrival Processes of PM and FFSB Workloads in Isolation.
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(a) PM-1
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(b) FFSB-1_S
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(c) FFSB-1_R

Figure 3.10: Impact of Workload Consolidation on Arrival Processes of PM and FFSB Work-
loads.

differences between FFSB-1_S and FFSB-2_S, the increased file sizes and frequency of large

file operations of FFSB-2_S allow the scheduler to translate FFSB-2_S workloads into fewer

requests of larger sizes as seen in Figure3.8 (d). The total number of requests compared

to FFSB-1_S decreases, while the frequency of requests of block size64 and above increases.

For both FFSB workloads large proportions of requests are merged to block sizes> 128, which

corresponds to request sizes> 512kB.

3.7.2.2 Interarrival Times

The significantly different characteristics of the considered workload configurations are also

reflected in the distributions of request interarrival times. Figure3.9 (a) shows the interarrival

time distributions of requests to the VMM, as recorded when submitting the PM workloads.

While both distributions have a similar shape, there is a higher probability for longer interarrival

times in PM-2. We computed the mean interarrival times for PM-1 and PM-2 as0.72ms and

0.81ms, respectively, as shown in Table3.4.

Figure3.9(b) illustrates the arrival distributions for both FFSB configurations whenperform-

ing sequential read/write operations. Compared to the PM workloads, the interarrival times are

considerably longer. We observe a significantly higher probability for longer interarrival times
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Table 3.4: Mean in ms, Standard Deviation (std), and Coefficient of Variation (cv) Statistics for
Request Interarrival and Service Times.

Workload Interarrival Times Service Times
mean std cv mean std cv

PM-1 0.72 15.4 21.0 8.61 43.4 5.0
PM-2 0.81 13.4 16.4 11.5 58.8 5.1
FFSB-1_S 3.07 28.5 9.2 13.9 46.8 3.4
FFSB-1_R 3.24 29.6 9.1 15.6 49.1 3.1
FFSB-2_S 4.36 43.4 9.9 15.2 52.4 3.4
FFSB-2_R 3.54 38.2 10.8 14.1 50.1 3.6

Table 3.5: Mean in ms, Standard Deviation (std), and Coefficient of Variation (cv) Statistics for
Request Batch Sizes.

Workload Batch Size
mean std cv

PM-1 4.04 2.52 0.62
PM-2 4.14 3.44 0.83
FFSB-1_S 4.98 6.39 1.28
FFSB-1_R 5.27 6.77 1.29
FFSB-2_S 5.26 6.33 1.20
FFSB-2_R 5.30 6.94 1.31

for FFSB-2_S with a 95th percentile of13.6ms. FFSB-1_S has a shorter mean interarrival time

across the whole range of the distribution with the 95th percentile of interarrival times being

8.5ms or less. The distribution of arrivals does not seem to be affected by randomizing disk

access, as Figure3.9(c) indicates.

Since our model uses information recorded during isolation benchmark experiments only,

we are especially interested in quantifying the impact of workload consolidation on request in-

terarrival times. Figure3.10shows the interarrival time distributions of disk requests submitted

from VMs when running in isolation (Iso) compared to consolidation scenarios with additional

VMs submitting an identical workload in the background. Interestingly none of the arrival

distributions from the VM to the VMM displays a large deviation from their corresponding

isolation distributions when the workload on the server is doubled (Con 2) ortripled (Con 3).

We take this as a clear indication that queueing of disk I/O requests due to resource contention

takes place at the VMM layer, rather than at the VMs themselves.

3.7.2.3 Service Times

Our methodology approximates the service requirement of disk requests withmeasured re-

sponse times in isolation scenarios as described in Section3.6.2.2. In isolation the utilization
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levels at the VMM are likely to be low and thus requests may not incur queuing.Table3.4

shows mean service time statistics for all workload configurations averagedover all VMs and

benchmark runs. The service requirements for FFSB workloads are higher than for PM. This

is probably due to the larger request sizes of FFSB which entail increased lengths of read/write

operations at the disk drive. Interestingly, randomizing workload patterns does not automati-

cally lead to higher service times. FFSB-1_R has a larger service time than FFSB-1_S, while

it is the opposite for FFSB-2_R and FFSB-2_S.

3.7.2.4 Batch Sizes

The batched submission of I/O requests results in bursty arrival patternsof disk workloads

[169]. Burstiness has been identified to impact system performance [67,147] and complicates

modeling efforts [146]. We include an analysis of batch sizes for the considered workloads and

structure this section in two parts. First we use an example to explain our custom method to

locate batches in a time series before reporting batch size measurements.

Figures3.11(a) and (b) show example intervals of measured interarrival times to illustrate

how the VM schedulers submit PM and FFSB requests to the disk. The samplesconvey a

varying number of consecutive requests submitted within a short time interval,i.e. with small

interarrival times, followed by a single arrival with an increased interarrival time. We consider

this observation in our analysis and define the elements of a batch as

∀cik ∈ Bn : diff{A(ci+1

k ), A(cik)} ≤ tval, (3.11)

where batchBn holds all arrivalscik that have interarrival times ranging within a timeout con-

strainttval. In order to approximatetval we filter the interarrival time series of a representative

run from the increased values that mark interfaces between consecutive batches. The timeout

constraint vectort is defined as

∀A(cik) ∈ t :
A(cik)

A(ci−1

k )
≤ h, (3.12)

whereh is an upper bound on the ratio between the interarrival times of two consecutive re-

quests. We approximate the upper bound ash = 3, i.e. interarrival times that are more than

three times larger compared to the predecessor are not included int. The timeout constraint

value,tval, is set to the 95th percentile oft in order to exclude possible outliers. Figures3.11(c)

and (d) illustrate how elements oft are filtered from the previous example series of interarrival

times using our technique. Finally, we passtval as an input to Equation (3.11) and determine

batch locations and batch sizes in the measured arrival trace. Figures3.11(e) and (f) complete

our example and show batch arrivals identified by our technique.
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(c) PM-1 Timeout Constraint
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(d) FFSB-1_S Timeout Constraint
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(e) PM-1 Detected Batches
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(f) FFSB-1_S Detected Batches

Figure 3.11: Example of Custom Technique for Workload Batch Arrival Analysis.
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The statistics reported in Table3.5convey that mean batch sizes are similar for all workloads.

However, the variation in batch sizes is almost twice as large in FFSB workloads compared

to PM, with coefficients of variation ranging in[1.20, 1.31] and [0.62, 0.83] for FFSB and

PM, respectively. For two reasons we are especially interested to learn how response times of

individual requests relate to thejoint response times of batch arrivals:

1. Our methodology uses response times recorded in low utilization benchmarkexperiments

to approximate service requirements as described in Section3.6.2.2.

2. The model calibration technique in Section3.6.3can merge a configurable number of con-

secutive arrivals into a single unit and requires approximation of servicetimes of merged

requests.

We introduce the termbatch window sizeto specify the response time of a batch unit and

define this quantity as

W (Bn) = max(E(cik))−min(A(cik)), ∀cik ∈ Bn (3.13)

whereW (Bn) is the window size of batchBn, E(cik) is the departure time of requestcik,

andA(cik) is the arrival time of requestcik. Furthermore, we denote the mean response time of

requests that are part of a batch unit as

C(Bn) =
1

|Bn|

∑

C(cik), ∀cik ∈ Bn (3.14)

where|Bn| is the size of batchBn. Table3.6shows mean and median statistics forW (Bn)

andC(Bn). We report these metrics during varying utilization levels and compare the relative

difference as

∆B =

∣

∣

∣

∣

W (Bn)− C(Bn)

W (Bn)

∣

∣

∣

∣

. (3.15)

The results from isolation scenarios show considerably lower deltas for the median compared

to the sample mean indicating that the latter may be affected by outliers. Delta valuesof the

median are generally low ranging in[0.09, 0.20]. In the higher utilized case of Con2 the relative

differences between batch windows and mean batch request responsetimes decrease: Delta

values range in[0.23, 0.36] and[0.05, 0.12] for mean and median, respectively. Our analysis

of low utilization Iso cases shows that the time taken to serve a batch arrival, i.e. the service

requirement of a batch, may be approximated based on the service times of batch request

elements. It is interesting to note that the accuracy of this approximation increases in higher

utilizations, since the modeling of consolidation scenarios is the focus of this study.
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Table 3.6: Mean and Median Statistics in ms for Batch Window Sizes W (Bn), Batch Request
Response Times C(Bn), and the Relative Error ∆B

Workload Iso Con 2 (VM 1)
W (Bn) C(Bn) ∆B W (Bn) C(Bn) ∆B

PM-1 mean 19.8 9.30 0.53 37.5 27.3 0.27
median 2.22 1.87 0.13 4.39 3.94 0.07

PM-2 mean 25.8 12.3 0.52 44.8 28.8 0.36
median 2.39 2.02 0.14 4.23 3.76 0.08

FFSB-1_S mean 21.7 15.2 0.30 28.6 22.0 0.23
median 10.7 7.49 0.10 13.2 10.3 0.06

FFSB-1_R mean 28.0 19.1 0.32 34.6 25.2 0.27
median 12.0 8.67 0.09 11.7 9.48 0.05

FFSB-2_S mean 22.4 14.5 0.35 29.4 21.4 0.27
median 14.8 8.60 0.19 20.2 13.9 0.11

FFSB-2_R mean 25.9 17.1 0.34 29.8 21.8 0.27
median 14.5 8.42 0.20 19.4 13.4 0.12

3.7.3 Model Validation

In this section we study the accuracy of our proposed methodology to predict the mean re-

sponse time of disk requests when consolidating storage workloads. For validation we conduct

a series of benchmark experiments on our reference system using the previously introduced

workload configurations. Workloads are submitted from within VMs. We consider scenarios

with up to three VMs, denoted VM 1, VM 2, and VM 3, where we consolidate homogeneous

workloads, i.e., workloads of the same type. We specifically choose this number of VMs as it

resembles a realistic situation for the consolidation of disk I/O intensive applications and the

storage contention scenario in our reference system [24]. Each benchmark experiment consists

of 15 individual 5 min runs and results are reported as means over all runs. We first show

measurement results before comparing the prediction accuracy of our simulation model to a

product form analytical solution, as well as a baseline model without calibration heuristics.

3.7.3.1 Measurement Results

We present measurements that illustrate the impact of workload consolidation on disk request

response times. Disk response times are an important metric since they may directly affect the

performance of end users of applications, e.g. in cases where processes block until completion

of a read request. All results are based on in-VM measurements obtained with theblktracetool

as described in Section3.5.2.

Table3.7shows that workload consolidation leads to an increase in disk I/O response times

across all workload configurations. The PM workloads suffer a higher performance degradation
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Table 3.7: Mean Response Time Measurements of Disk I/O Requests in ms for VMs in Isolation
(Iso), Confidence Interval Width of Isolation Measurements (CIiso), and Mean Response Time
Measurements of Consolidation Scenarios with Two VMs (Con 2) and Three VMs (Con 3).

Workload VM 1 VM 2 VM 3
Iso CIiso Con 2 Con 3 Iso CIiso Con 2 Con 3 Iso CIiso Con 3

PM-1 9.45 3.7 28.3 47.7 8.49 3.1 25.4 48.2 7.9 4.5 37.8
PM-2 11.5 5.0 31.1 53.3 11.9 3.9 30.8 56.0 11.0 3.6 43.9
FFSB-1_S 14.8 27.0 18.4 24.9 13.5 6.0 16.8 24.5 13.3 8.3 25.2
FFSB-1_R 16.4 5.6 21.5 29.8 15.2 6.8 20.1 25.6 15.3 6.7 28.2
FFSB-2_S 15.4 5.9 19.9 24.9 15.2 5.9 20.4 22.3 15.1 5.9 23.6
FFSB-2_R 14.6 5.1 19.6 23.5 13.7 5.8 19.4 22.9 13.8 4.8 23.3

than FFSB, with an increase ranging in approximately[158%, 199%] and[299%, 468%] in the

two and three VM consolidation scenarios, respectively. In case of the FFSB workloads this

increase is less severe, but still ranges approximately in[26%, 41%] and [47%, 81%] over all

VMs and configurations. Furthermore, there is no clear trend showing that response times of

random FFSB workloads increase to a larger degree than sequential FFSB workloads when

consolidating. Interestingly, VMs seem to have slightly different I/O characteristics even for

identical workload configurations. For example, in a three VM consolidationscenario PM-2

requests submitted from VM 2 have a mean response time of56ms, while the mean response

time of PM-2 requests submitted from VM 3 is43.9ms. Such discrepancies may be explained

due to the spatial locality of VM disk images on the LUN. We indicate the stability of our

monitoring using a95% confidence interval and report the confidence interval widthCIiso as

the percentage of the mean measured response time in isolation over all benchmark runs.

3.7.3.2 Prediction Accuracy

In this section we present predictions of mean disk request response timesobtained using the

proposed methodology. We validate model predictions against system measurements. We then

compare the quality of our predictions to an open product form solution, which has previously

been successfully applied in environments with shared resources [52]. Furthermore, our model

is evaluated against a baseline model without splitting and merging heuristics to show the

effectiveness of the proposed model calibration techniques. Responsetime estimates for the

product form model are determined analytically as

Cest,k =
Dk

1−
∑K

t=1
λt

n
×Dt

, (3.16)

whereCest,k is a response time estimate for classk requests,D is the mean service time,λ the

mean arrival rate,K the number of request classes, and{n = 32} the number of servers in the

model.
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Table 3.8: Confidence Interval Width of Simulation Results (CIβ), as well as Mean Relative
Errors of Response Time Predictions for Simulation (∆ω), Base (∆b), and Product Form (∆p)
Model.

Workload Con 2 Con 3
CIβ ∆ω CIβ ∆b ∆p CIβ ∆ω CIβ ∆b ∆p

PM-1 11.6 0.13 7.06 6.58 0.46 17.9 0.09 20.7 427.6 18.4
PM-2 8.9 0.08 11.3 8.84 2.26 10.3 0.06 7.56 984.6 64.9
FFSB-1_S 2.3 0.03 3.14 0.02 0.12 12.3 0.02 6.83 0.04 0.06
FFSB-1_R 4.2 0.03 3.06 0.04 0.09 27.7 0.30 10.1 0.23 0.03
FFSB-2_S 6.6 0.09 0.69 0.20 0.03 19.4 0.04 1.19 0.31 0.05
FFSB-2_R 1.8 0.16 1.64 0.20 0.03 5.05 0.15 2.9 0.23 0.04

Table 3.9: Comparison of Merging and Splitting Operations Performed by the Simulation
Model.

Workload Con 2 Con 3
Ψ ω ω

PM-1 1.01 2.55 4.7
PM-2 1.02 2.43 4.35
FFSB-1_S 1.56 2.0 2.9
FFSB-2_S 1.83 2.2 3.075
FFSB-1_R 1.54 2.0 3.9
FFSB-2_R 1.64 1.9 2.575

Predictions of our simulation model are averaged over multiple simulation runs, with the

number of runs≥ 50 and≥ 100 for PM and FFSB simulations, respectively. We indicate the

reliability of the estimate using a95% confidence interval and report the confidence interval

width CIβ as the percentage of the mean, averaged over all classes. Furthermore, the model

incorporates some specific characteristics of our reference system. The VMM splits incoming

traffic above a size threshold of512kB (128 blocks), which we consider in the parameterization

of the model as described in Section3.6.2.1. The quantity of splitting operations is reported as

Ψ =
JI
split

JI
, (3.17)

whereJI is the total number of request arrivals before our splitting step,JI
split the total number

split of arrivals, andΨ the splitting ratio. Prediction accuracy is evaluated by the error function

∆ =
K
∑

k=1

1

K

∣

∣

∣

∣

Cmeas,k − Cest,k

Cmeas,k

∣

∣

∣

∣

, (3.18)

which is the mean relative error over allk classes of the estimated response timeCest,k with

respect to the measured valueCmeas,k.
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Figure 3.12: Comparison of Response Times from Measurement (Meas), Simulation (Sim),
Simulation Base-Line (Base), and Product-Form (Prod) Model for Two and Three VMs Con-
solidation Scenarios With Postmark Workloads. Legend Shown in Figure (a) is Identical for
Figures (b), (c), and (d).

PM. The simulation model delivers accurate prediction results for PM-1 and PM-2 in both

consolidation scenarios, as shown in Table3.8. In light of the extent to which response times

of these workloads increase in consolidation, the quality of results is highly satisfactory. Con-

versely, the product form model delivers larger errors and is not competitive except for the case

of PM-1 in Con 2. The effectiveness of the model calibration technique is further highlighted

by the large errors of the baseline model: Table3.9 shows that we estimate largeω values

especially for the Con 3 consolidation cases of the PM workload.

As we have shown in Figures3.8 (a) and (b) the numbers of requests larger than 512kB are

very small for PM workloads, thus splitting operations are negligible. Figure3.12shows that

predictions of the simulation model underestimate the measured response times, except for the

case of VM3 in PM-2 Con 3. We reason this might be due to the necessary approximation

of service times for merged requests, where we estimate the aggregate service requirement

with the mean. Even though it is likely that the storage device serves merged requests asyn-

chronously, this might be an optimistic approximation. Results for product form and baseline

models are both grossly overestimating the measured response times.

FFSB.Simulation and product form models deliver good results when predicting response

times of sequential FFSB workload configurations. The simulation model performs especially
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Figure 3.13: Comparison of Response Times from Measurement (Meas), Simulation (Sim),
Simulation Base-Line (Base), and Product-Form (Prod) Model for Two and Three VMs Consol-
idation Scenarios With FFSB Sequential Workloads. Legend Shown in Figure (a) is Identical
for Figures (b), (c), and (d).

well for the cases of FFSB-1_S. Interestingly, the product form modelworks significantly better

than for the PM workloads. Our technique performs VMM level splitting operations on the

arrival trace, as well as merging, as shown Table3.9. We have particularly found the splitting

behavior difficult to model, as it needs to maintain temporal dependence in the measured arrival

trace. Furthermore, one needs to rejoin split requests and make additionalapproximations on

the aggregate response time. For the case of Con 2 splitting and merging operations in our

model almost compensate each other, explaining the competitive results of the baseline model.

Figure3.13shows that our model predicts optimistic response time values, except for the

case of FFSB-2_S Con 3. The baseline model outputs larger errors forthe FFSB-2 workload

configurations. Table3.9reports increased split ratios andω values for FFSB-2_S thus further

confirming the effectiveness of our proposed methodology.

Table3.8 conveys that the product form model works well for the workloads with random

disk access patterns. Errors of our model are marginally larger, but except for the difficult

case of FFSB-1_R range in[0.03, 0.16]. With FFSB-1_R we also find the only case of our

study where the baseline model without calibration delivers noticeably betterresults than the

heuristically calibrated one. Figure3.14 further shows that most of our modeling results are

optimistic. Only in the case of FFSB-1_R Con 3 the simulation and baseline models predict

larger response times compared to measurement.
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Figure 3.14: Comparison of Response Times from Measurement (Meas), Simulation (Sim),
Simulation Base-Line (Base), and Product-Form (Prod) Model for Two and Three VMs Con-
solidation Scenarios With FFSB Random Workloads. Legend Shown in Figure (a) is Identical
for Figures (b), (c) and (d).

3.8 Summary and Conclusions

Conclusions.We presented a trace-driven simulation model that can predict responsetimes of

disk I/O requests when consolidating homogeneous workloads on to a shared storage device.

Our contributions are twofold. Firstly, we parameterize the model with in-VM measurement

data only instead of instrumenting the VMM. Secondly, we introduce techniques that incorpo-

rate VMM level optimization operations such as I/O request splitting and calibrate the model

with an iterative search technique that merges queued requests.

The proposed methodology is validated against system measurements using arange of syn-

thetic workloads and produces better results than an established productform solution for cer-

tain homogeneous workload types. Our findings indicate that prediction quality of disk request

response times in homogeneous consolidation scenarios can be increasedwith enhanced mod-

els, which can account for splitting operations of the VMM disk scheduler and are heuristically

calibrated.

Limitations. The approach is limited to homogeneous workload consolidations. However,

the range of application for such models significantly widens if they are also able to accu-

rately predict response times in heterogeneous consolidation scenarios.Model calibration with

multiple workload types is more difficult since each type requires individualω merge values
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and thus complicates the merge value estimation step. We leverage our findings from model-

ing homogeneous workload consolidations and tackle this additional complexitywith a model

refinement as described in Chapter4.
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4 I/O Performance Prediction in Heterogeneous

Consolidated Environments

4.1 Introduction

In this chapter we propose models for predicting the performance of heterogeneous storage

workload consolidations, i.e. disk workloads of different types. Such models are more power-

ful and realistic than homogeneous ones, because they support systemadministrators in finding

the workload mixes with the least interference effects and can be especiallyimportant in Cloud

environments that employ virtualization technologies. In virtualized data centers the concur-

rent shared use of a storage device by several Virtual Machines (VMs) submitting different

disk workloads may lead to significant performance degradation [124]. Estimates of disk I/O

contention for a given VM placement configuration can support management and consolidation

decisions in such systems.

In particular, we introduce simple models for I/O performance prediction in consolidated

environments where multiple VMs can share access to a remote storage server. Our methodol-

ogy, summarized in the previously introduced Figure3.1, requires first a study of VMs when

they run in isolation on a virtualized server. Based on collected measurementswe propose

two types of models to forecast the impact of consolidation on I/O performance. Specifically,

for each VM of interest we collect traces of arrival times, estimated service times, and arrival

queue lengths for I/O requests.

We develop two modeling techniques that embody this approach. We start by developing

what we denote as the Linear Estimation Formulas to forecast mean read/write mixes, through-

puts, and response times in consolidation. Additionally, we introduce a simulation model for

predicting response time distributions. Such a capability is particularly usefulfor cloud opera-

tors interested in providing Service Level Agreements (SLAs) to customers.

Our models support distinction between read and write requests by decomposing the work-

load according to request type. Read and write requests may affect system performance in

very different ways. Ganger and Patt [91] introduce three classes of requests based on how

individual request response times influence system performance. An I/O request is consid-

eredtime-critical if the generating thread blocks until the request is completed, e.g. a process

is halted until a synchronous read request has been completed.Time-limitedrequests must be

completed within a given amount of time otherwise they will become time-critical, for example

file system read-aheads. Requests that do not require waiting times of the submitting process

are classified astime-noncritical. Such disk I/O requests must be completed to maintain stable

copies of nonvolatile storage, for example background flushes of asynchronous writes. Time-
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noncritical requests can indirectly impact performance when interfering with the completion

of more critical requests, thus model definition is complicated by the interaction between these

different workload behaviors.

Extensive experimentation on emulated application workloads generated with the Filebench

disk benchmark reveals that our methodologies can forecast successfully consolidation effects

on I/O performance. Summarizing, the main contributions of this work in predicting consoli-

dated workload performance are threefold.

1. Our methodology allows us to parameterize models based on data obtained inside VMs in

isolation experiments. It requires very little information from the VMM thereby effectively

treating the VMM as a black box. It also obviates the need to collect model training data

for different VM consolidation scenarios.

2. The measurement-based decomposition model defines a set of simple analytical estimators

to approximate mean performance of read/write disk requests separately.

3. The simulation model builds on the decomposition approach to derive fine-grained request

response time distributions.

The remainder of the chapter is organized as follows. Section4.2lists the addressed research

questions. Section4.3 introduces the reference system for our study and Section4.4motivates

the workload decomposition. Our models for heterogeneous workload consolidations are illus-

trated in Section4.5, while Section4.6 presents the corresponding validation results. Section

4.7offers summary and conclusions.

4.2 Research Questions

This chapter addresses the following research questions:

• Can a block device I/O workload be decomposed for parameterization of separate models

for read and write requests?

• How can block device I/O traces obtained within VMs in isolation benchmark experiments

be used for performance prediction of heterogeneous workload consolidation scenarios?

• Is it possible to predict per request response times of heterogeneous workload consolidations

for derivation of response time distributions?
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Figure 4.1: Monitoring of Reference System With the Blktrace and Tshark Tools.

4.3 Reference System

The reference system for this study is the same as that described in Section3.5.1. In order

to refine our model and analyze how the VMM submits I/O requests to the storage server, we

extend the monitoring tool chain and use the network protocol analyzertshark[14] to intercept

iSCSI network packets. This extension allows us to obtain data for analysis of request arrival

and completion times at the storage device. The tool is installed at the storage server and only

collects the headers of iSCSI packets, which enables us to extract operational codes and control

information without handling iSCSI payloads. We prevent monitoring data from impairing

measurements by buffering into system RAM and only persist data to disk once benchmarking

experiments are finished. Figure4.1illustrates how the monitoring extension complements the

blktracemeasurements described in Section3.5.2while still maintaining a black box view of

the VMM layer.

The iSCSI protocol defines the direction of data transfer from the perspective of the initiator.

Therefore write commands from the initiator, i.e. VMM, to the target, i.e. LUN, are considered

outbound, while read commands are considered inbound [134]. We extract the disk I/O trace

from the captured network packets by filtering for iSCSI operational codes defining read and

write commands. The basic procedure for a read operation involves threesteps:

1. The initiator sends a SCSI read command to the target, specifying the startingLBA and the

number of contiguous blocks to transfer.
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TS OC TYPE IP_SRC P_SRC IP_DST P_DST BS SIZE LBA TAG
...

1.258608000 1 W 10.55.168.33 49168 10.55.168.22 3260 8 4096316217895 75694649
1.258647000 49 N 10.55.168.22 3260 10.55.168.33 49168 0 0 0 75694649
1.258807000 5 N 10.55.168.33 49168 10.55.168.22 3260 0 0 0 75694649
1.258967000 37 N 10.55.168.22 3260 10.55.168.33 49168 0 0 0 75694644
1.259357000 1 R 10.55.168.33 49168 10.55.168.22 3260 16 8192 313038479 75694650
1.259457000 1 R 10.55.168.33 49168 10.55.168.22 3260 16 8192 314753783 75694651
1.259467000 1 R 10.55.168.33 49168 10.55.168.22 3260 16 8192 313039343 75694652
1.260804000 1 R 10.55.168.33 49168 10.55.168.22 3260 16 8192 313004399 75694653
1.263053000 33 N 10.55.168.22 3260 10.55.168.33 49168 0 0 0 75694649

...

Figure 4.2: Example Disk I/O Trace From Tshark

2. The target sends the requested data to the initiator.

3. The target sends a SCSI status indicator to the initiator.

The procedure for a write operation involves four steps:

1. The initiator sends a SCSI write command to the target, specifying the starting LBA and the

number of contiguous blocks that will be transferred.

2. The target sends an indication that it is ready to receive the data.

3. The initiator sends the data.

4. The target sends a SCSI status indicator to the initiator.

We define response times as the time difference between the first and the laststep pertaining

to a read/write operation. Figure4.2 shows an excerpt from a captured tshark trace consist-

ing of a nanosecond scale time stamp (TS), iSCSI operational code (OC), read/write request

type (TYPE), IP-address of the request source (IP_SRC), port number of the request source

(P_SRC), IP-address of the request destination (IP_DST), port number of the request destina-

tion (P_DST), number of blocks (BS), size of the request in byte (SIZE), LBA, and the iSCSI

field Initiator Task Tag(TAG). The tag in the final field allows us to correlate multiple steps

belonging to a single read/write operation.

Extracting iSCSI traces from network packets facilitates the computation of per request ar-

rival and response times at the storage server. We synchronize system times between VMs and

the storage server with the network time protocol (NTP). However, a 1:1 mapping of request

data obtained with blktrace and tshark is not straightforward, since LBA address spaces differ

at VM and VMM level.
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4.4 Decomposition Analysis

We use the tshark tool to study how the reference system submits consolidated workloads

to the storage device. Section4.4.1 uses the monitoring data from the storage server for a

static analysis of the arrival instant queue lengths seen by read and writerequests. In Section

4.4.2we show examples of how the arrival queue lengths dynamically change over time. Our

investigation considers emulated mail, file, and web server application workloads, as described

in Section4.6.1.

4.4.1 Static Analysis of Arrival Queue Lengths

The I/O workload of the storage device consists of a mixture of read and write requests. Due

to the mixed nature of consolidated workloads, ideally the system must minimize situations

where time-noncritical write requests may interfere with time-critical reads. Weuse thetshark

tool and the workloads described in Section4.6.1to observe how the arrival queue length at

the storage server is partitioned between read and write requests, in order to study how our

reference system submits requests of different types.

Figures4.3(a)-(f) show measurements from scenarios where only a single VM is running in

isolation and convey the general impression that I/O requests of different read/write types are

rarely submitted in the same time interval. Read requests of the file server workload mostly see

small arrival queues of roughly five reads. Figure4.3 (a) reveals a few cases where up to five

writes are detected in the queue. The situation is similar for read requests from the mail server,

as shown in Figure4.3 (c). Arriving read requests of the web server workload, depicted in

Figure4.3(e), may see some instances with larger queues containing up to 32 reads. However,

we do not observe any cases where the web server read arrival queue contains write requests.

The write requests appear to be submitted in batch sizes of up to four or 16 asshown in

Figures4.3(d) and (f) for mail and web server workloads, respectively. This property is not as

evident for the file server workload, where Figure4.3(d) reveals mostly small write queues of

up to five requests. It is important to note that in low utilized isolation scenarios queues seen

by arriving write requests rarely contain any reads.

For our model of heterogeneous workload mixes we are especially interested to learn how

the VMM submits consolidated I/O workloads to the disk. We present results oftwo VM

consolidation scenarios in Figures4.4 (a)-(f). Specifically, we consolidate one web and one

mail server, denoted Web+Mail, one file and one mail server, denoted File+Mail, and one web

and one file server, denoted Web+File.

Figure4.4 (a) shows that a majority of arriving read requests in Web+Mail find only reads

ahead of them. Mostly the utilization of the storage server is low, since only a small fraction
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of the 32 available connections from the VMM to the storage server are being used. However,

there is a significant number of instances where the maximum number of available connections

are in use indicating high utilization periods. Interestingly, we also see a noticeable number

of cases where the arrival queue contained 16 writes. In File+Mail, presented in Figure4.4

(c), arriving reads do not see such large numbers of write requests inthe arrival queue and

additionally the number of reads in the queue is generally small. Figure4.4 (e) suggests that

high utilization periods of read requests might be a property of the web server workload, as we

also observe situations where all 32 available connections from the VMM to the storage server

are busy in Web+File.

Figure4.4(b) shows more variability in the arrival queue lengths for write requests.On most

occasions arriving write requests in Web+Mail find a small number of reads, as well as other

write requests roughly ranging in[1; 16]. These observations further suggest that a maximum

of 16 write requests are batched from the VMM to the storage device. However, there also are

noticeable frequencies where arriving write requests see large queues of read requests. These

cases could indicate situations where batches of write and read requests are submitted within

a short time interval. Such clashes of large amounts of read and write requests are not present

in File+Mail. However, Figure4.4 (d) illustrates high variability in the arrival queue where

arriving writes do not only find other writes, but also up to 15 reads ahead of them. In Web+File

the number of writes in the arrival queue is lower than in the previous cases,but Figure4.4(f)

confirms that the VMM schedules write requests to the storage server whilstthere are still read

requests pending to be completed.

4.4.2 Time-varying Arrival Queue Lengths

To better understand the dynamic behavior of arrival queues, we randomly choose a 1s interval

and illustrate how the queue at the storage server changes over time. Figures 4.5 (a) and

(b) use the example of Web+Mail to show the time-varying arrival queue for read and write

requests, respectively. The arrival patterns of both request typesappear to be extremely bursty

indicated by large numbers of requests submitted within a short time interval. Read requests are

submitted in large bursts varying roughly in ranges of[5; 32] that may utilize all the available

32 connections from the VMM to the storage device. Write requests appearto be scheduled in

smaller batch sizes≤ 16.

In the case of File+Mail we also observe the batched submission of requests. However, Fig-

ure4.6(a) shows that read request batch sizes are not as large, an observation that is confirmed

by the analysis of the static arrival queue in Figure4.4 (c). We can see some occasions where

a burst of write requests finds a few scattered read requests and vice versa. Figure4.6 (b) il-

lustrates that arriving write requests find up to 16 read requests in the queue ahead of them.
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Figure 4.3: Arrival Queue Lengths From Single VM Experiments.
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(f) Arrival Queue as Seen by Arriving Writes in
Web+File (39639 Arrivals)

Figure 4.4: Arrival Queue Lengths From Two VM Consolidation Experiments.
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However, the system seems to batch read and write requests independently: largely it either

submits a burst of reads, or a burst of writes.

Summary.The static analysis of arrival queues has shown that in isolation measuredqueues

at the storage device rarely contain requests of both read and write types. In consolidation this

observation only holds for reads. This suggests that the VMM assigns a form of priority shares

for read requests, e.g. similar to original UNIX systems (System 7) that used a disk request

scheduler giving read requests non-preemptive priority. Thus read requests mostly compete

with other read requests for the storage device, while the interference effects from writes is

small. For write requests this property is not as evident, as our study finds situations where

arriving write requests also find quantities of reads ahead of them at the storage device. The

investigation of time-varying arrival queues confirms that the VMM submits read and write

requests to the storage device in bursts.

4.5 Decomposition Model

In this section we present models that decompose the workload into read andwrite requests to

approximate performance metrics of heterogeneous disk I/O workload consolidations. Section

4.5.1introduces a set of linear estimators to predict mean values of read/write mixes, through-

puts, and response times. In Section4.5.2we present a simulation model that builds on the

linear estimator concepts and outputs per request response times.

4.5.1 Linear Predictor Formulas

In this section, we discuss modeling the consolidation of heterogeneous workloads submitted

from within VMs in ESX server using analytical predictors. We assume detailed information

about each VM to be available from the isolation experiments, and we focus on the prediction

of the expected I/O performance of the VMs in consolidation. Our performance prediction

methodology considers the following performance metrics. We only include definitions for

two VM consolidation scenarios as the generalization is obvious:

• TR
i : mean throughput of VMi’s read requests in isolation

• TR
i,j : mean throughput of VMi’s read requests in consolidation with VMj

• XR
i,j : throughput of read requests, originating from any VM, in the consolidation of VMs i

andj

A similar notationTW
i , TW

i,j , andXW
i,j is used for write requests. We also introduce the follow-

ing derived quantities:
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Figure 4.5: Time-Varying Analysis of Arrival Queue Lengths in Web+Mail.
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Figure 4.6: Time-Varying Analysis of Arrival Queue Lengths in File+Mail.
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• Ti = TR
i + TW

i : mean throughput of VMi in isolation

• Ti,j = TR
i,j + TW

i,j : mean throughput of VMi in consolidation with VMj

• αR
i = TR

i /Ti: relative throughput fraction of read requests for VMi in isolation

• αR
i,j = TR

i,j/Ti,j : relative throughput fraction of VMi’s read requests in consolidation with

VM j

• βR
i,j = (TR

i,j + TR
j,i)/(Ti,j + Tj,i): mix of read requests, originating from any VM, in the

consolidation of VMsi andj

Similar quantitiesαW
i , αW

i,j , andβW
i,j are defined for write requests. In addition, for response

times we define indexesCR
i , CR

i,j with similar meaning of the corresponding indexes for

throughputs. We now propose three classes of linear estimators for request read/write mixes,

throughputs, and response times in consolidation.

4.5.1.1 Approximation of Consolidation Read/Write Mixes

Let us first introduce the following linear predictor for the consolidation read/write mixesβR
i,j

andβW
i,j .

βR
i,j ≈ αR

i

(

Ti

Ti + Tj

)

+ αR
j

(

Tj

Ti + Tj

)

(4.1)

βW
i,j ≈ αW

i

(

Ti

Ti + Tj

)

+ αW
j

(

Tj

Ti + Tj

)

(4.2)

Justification. Let L be the length of the period over which the system was observed and

denote withnR
i (resp.nW

i ) the number of read (resp. write) requests completed by the system

in L. Then by definitionTR
i = nR

i /L, TW
i = nW

i /L, and thusαR
i = nR

i /(n
R
i + nW

i ), αW
i =

nW
i /(nR

i + nW
i ). Using a similar notation for consolidation we getαR

ij = nR
i,j/(n

R
i,j + nW

i,j),

αW
ij = nW

i,j/(n
R
i,j + nW

i,j). Then by definition

βR
i,j =

TR
i,j + TR

j,i

Ti,j + Tj,i
=

nR
i,j + nR

j,i

nR
i,j + nW

i,j + nR
j,i + nW

j,i

=

(

nR
i,j + nW

i,j

nR
i,j + nW

i,j + nR
j,i + nW

j,i

)(

nR
i,j

nR
i,j + nW

i,j

)

+

(

nR
j,i + nW

j,i

nR
i,j + nW

i,j + nR
j,i + nW

j,i

)(

nR
j,i

nR
j,i + nW

j,i

)

where we can identify the termsαR
i,j = nR

i,j/(n
R
i,j + nW

i,j) andαR
j,i = nR

j,i/(n
R
j,i + nW

j,i). Con-

sider now the approximationαR
i ≈ αR

i,j , which assumes that the relative throughput fraction of
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reads incoming from VMi is the same in isolation and consolidation. This approximation is

accurate if the arrival process of VMi is loosely dependent on the overheads of consolidation.

Using this approximation we get

βR
i,j =

(

ni,j

ni,j + nj,i

)

αR
i +

(

nj,i

ni,j + nj,i

)

αR
j

=

(

Ti,j

Ti,j + Tj,i

)

αR
i +

(

Tj,i

Ti,j + Tj,i

)

αR
j

where the last passage follows by first scaling numerator and denominators byL. The final

formula is obtained by further approximating the throughput ratios in consolidation by the

ratios ofTi andTj in isolation. This corresponds to the assumption that a common overhead

factorcoh exists for the two VMs such that

(

Ti,j

Ti,j + Tj,i

)

=

(

cohTi

cohTi + cohTj

)

=

(

Ti

Ti + Tj

)

The justification forβW
i,j follows in a similar way.

4.5.1.2 Approximation of Consolidation Throughputs

Using a similar justification as the one for read/write mixes, we define the followingheuristic

for estimating the total throughputs of read and write requests in consolidation

XR
i,j ≈ TR

i

(

Ti

Ti + Tj

)

+ TR
j

(

Tj

Ti + Tj

)

XW
i,j ≈ TW

i

(

Ti

Ti + Tj

)

+ TW
j

(

Tj

Ti + Tj

) (4.3)

4.5.1.3 Approximation of Consolidation Response Times

The approximation we propose involves using the response times and arrival queue-lengths

collected with theblktraceor tshark tools in isolation experiments to estimate the expected

response times in consolidation. Our measurements indicate that quantities fromboth tools

are very similar in isolation. LetSR
i andSW

i be the estimated service times of read and write

requests in isolation. Assuming first-come first-served as an approximation of the scheduling

policy at the disk, we use the following expression:

SR
i ≈ CR

i /(1 +AR
i ), (4.4)

where1 + AR
i is the queue-length seen upon arrival by a read request at ESX including the

arriving job itself [126]. Equivalently, the arrival queue-length can be considered at the storage
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server if ESX data is not directly available, since we found that in isolation thedifference

between the two measurements is often negligible. Then we estimate the expected response

time for a read request in consolidation as

CR
i,j ≈ CR

i + SR
j A

R
j (4.5)

This approximation assumes that the overheads for reads in consolidation for VM i are only

due to the interference with reads issued by the other VMj; write requests do not interfere with

the response times of reads for VMi. Figures4.4 (a), (c), and (e) support this assumption, as

the large majority of read arrivals only find requests of the same type in the system.

For write requests the non-interference property is not as evident, seeFigures4.4(b), (d), and

(f) where some reads can be found in the system by an arriving write. However, it is interesting

to observe that such reads rarely exceed 5-10 in number, except fora few rare events, e.g.

depicted in the middle of Figure4.4 (b) where tens of both reads and writes are found on

arrival to the system. Our approximation ignores such rare events and weleave this extension

of our estimator for future work. Based on this approximation approach, we define the mean

response time of write requests in consolidation as

CW
i,j ≈ CW

i + SW
j AW

j (4.6)

Finally, similar expressions are defined for the response times of VMj, i.e.,CR
j,i andCW

j,i . We

refer to Table4.1for a summary of parameters and estimators of the linear predictor formulas.

4.5.2 Simulation Model

We complement the decomposed modeling methodology with a simulation model that not only

facilitates prediction of mean response times in consolidation, but additionally allows us to

approximate the response time distribution. In some situations prediction of response time dis-

tributions might be preferable to mean values, e.g. in cases where certain percentiles specified

in Service Level Agreements (SLAs) need to be satisfied.

Our model follows the concepts of the linear estimators introduced in Section4.5.1 and

focuses on the mostly synchronous and performance critical read requests [171]. To capture

the feedback effects between read request completions and arrivals we resort to a multiclass

closed queueing model as sketched in Figure4.7. Feedback effects in disk workloads can

have significant impact on performance [90]. Requests submitted from individual VMs are

distinguished inK separate classes. Based on the assumptions and approximations in Section

4.5.1.3the simulation model uses a single server with FCFS scheduling.

To maintain the burstiness in the arrival process throughout the simulation run the model
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Table 4.1: Summary of Input and Output Parameters for the Decomposition Model Linear
Estimators When Predicting Read Requests in Two VM Consolidation Scenarios. The Notation
for Write Requests is Similar.

Input

Ti, Tj Mean throughput of VM i (resp. VM j) in isolation.

TR
i , TR

j Mean throughput of VM i (resp. VM j) read requests in isolation.

αR
i , α

R
j Relative throughput fraction of read requests for VM i (resp. VM

j) in isolation.

CR
i , C

R
j Mean response time of VM i (resp. VM j) read requests in isola-

tion.

AR
i , A

R
j Mean arrival queue lengths of VM i (resp. VM j) read requests in

isolation.

Output

βR
i,j Mix of read requests from any VM in consolidation of VMs i, j.

XR
i,j Mean throughput of read requests from any VM in consolidation

of VMs i, j.

TR
i,j , T

R
j,i Mean throughput of VM i (resp. VM j) read requests in consoli-

dation with VM j (resp. VM i).

CR
i,j , C

R
j,i Mean response time of VM i (resp. VM j) read requests in con-

solidation with VM j (resp. VM i).

population consists ofBatchCustomers, denotedbcR andbcW , that are forked and joined in

custom model elements. Before arriving at the queue eachBatchCustomerenters aBatchFork-

Station, where it is forked into a batch, such that:

(n ∈ N, 1 ≤ n ≤ bR) : A(cR,i,n
k ) = A(bcR,i

k ), (4.7)

wherebR is a read request batch size sampled from a probability distribution,cR,i,n
k is a forked

read request of classk, A(cR,i,n
k ) is the arrival time of a forked request, andA(bcR,i

k ) is the

arrival time of aBatchCustomer. After leaving the service station all elements of the previ-

ously forkedBatchCustomerare re-joined in theBatchJoinStationmodel element. We compute

per request response times for eachcR,i,n
k as the time difference between request completion

E(cR,i,n
k ) and arrivalA(cR,i,n

k ). A similar notationbW , cW,i,n
k , A(cW,i,n

k ), A(bcW,i
k ), E(cW,i,n

k )

is used for write requests.

4.5.2.1 Model Parameterization

The parameterization process of the simulation model consists of two steps as outlined in Algo-

rithm 3. First we use measurements obtained withblktracein a single representative isolation

benchmark experiment to determine disk I/O request batch sizes, batch thinktimes, and service
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Figure 4.7: Customized Closed Queueing Model.

Algorithm 3 Parameterization of Simulation Model
#step 1: parameters from isolation measurements
Pr[|BR

k,n| = bR]← measured distribution of batch sizes

Trace[ZR
k,n]← measured trace of batch think times

Exp[D(cRk,ak)]← exponential service as function of load
#step 2: estimate population parameter
XR,est_lin

k ←throughput estimate from linear predictor

XR,est_sim
k ← throughput estimate from simulation

NR,bc
k = 1← init model population

while XR,est_sim
k < XR,est_lin

k do
simulate
increase NR,bc

k

end while
lower = NR,bc

k − 1← lower bound population size

upper = NR,bc
k ← upper bound population size

times. Secondly, we find an approximation of the model population by modulating this param-

eter until throughputs in simulation match a throughput estimate computed with the linear

predictor formulas. See the following paragraphs for detailed definitions of model parameters.

Batch Sizes.The batched submission of I/O requests is an important modeling parameter as

bursty arrival patterns can have a large impact on system performance[97]. We have found

the batch size parameter to largely influence the quality of the modeling result andinitially

determine this quantity from measured disk I/O request arrival traces. The elements of a batch

are defined as:

∀cR,i
k ∈ BR

k,n : diff{A(cR,i+1

k ), A(cR,i
k )} ≤ tval, (4.8)
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where batchBR
k,n holds all read arrivalscR,i

k that have interarrival times ranging within a time-

out constrainttval. We specifytval using the custom technique described in Section3.7.2.4and

report its value in Section4.6.2.2. Similar quantitiescW,i
k , BW

k,n, A(cW,i
k ) are defined for write

requests.

Once the batches in the arrival time series are found, we define the size ofa batchBR
k,n

as |BR
k,n| and compute the probability distributionPr[|BR

k,n| = bR] for each workload. The

distribution of batch sizes constitutes a parameter of theBatchForkStationmodel element: A

batch sizebR is uniformly sampled for each arrival of a read requestBatchCustomerbefore it

is forked intobR requests.

Think Times.The model captures think times as the time between completion of batchn and

arrival of the following batchn+1. We compute this parameter based on the batch population

as:

ZR
k,n = diff{min(A(cR,i

k ), cR,i
k ∈ BR

k,n+1),

max(E(cR,i
k ), cR,i

k ∈ BR
k,n)},

(4.9)

where the think timeZR
k,n is the difference between the largest completion timeE(cR,i

k ) of

batchBR
k,n and the smallest arrival time of any request belonging to the successive batch

BR
k,n+1

. We define similar quantitiesZW
k,n, E(cW,i

k ) for write requests. In the simulation model

we use measured think time traces to assign a think timeZ(bcR,i
k ) for eachBatchCustomer

bcR,i
k .

Service Times.We approximate the service requirement of requests using the well-known

mean value analysis (MVA) expression introduced in (4.4). As Section4.6.2.1reveals our

workload characterization study has shown that service times are load dependent under the

simplifying assumption of FCFS scheduling. We estimate the mean request service time as a

function of the queue seen on arrival by

D(cRk,ak) ≈
1

n

n
∑

i=1

C(cR,i
k )/(1 +AR

k ), ak = (1 +AR
k ), (4.10)

whereD(cRk,ak) is the mean service time of read requests given the arrival instant queue length

ak and measured response timeC(cR,i
k ). For write requests we define the quantityD(cWk,ak).

During simulations of consolidation scenarios each read request arrival cR,i,n
k observes the

arrival queue length of requests of its own class,AR
k , and samples an exponentially distributed

service time with meanD(cRk,ak), whereak = 1 +AR
k .

Population.The model is parameterized with a population ofBatchCustomers. Before en-

tering the queueing station eachBatchCustomeris forked into a number of individual requests

and thus represents a batch arrival. Determining the population size from measurements, e.g.
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Table 4.2: Measured Throughputs (cmd/s) in Isolation at VM and Storage Server Level.
Workload VM Storage Server

Blktrace Tshark Ratio
R W R W R W

File 330 237 198 153 0.60 0.65
Mail 245 370 245 380 1.00 1.03
Web 470 44 462 53 0.98 1.20

the number of benchmark application threads, is difficult, since a batch of requests submitted

by in-VM schedulers might consist of requests originating from multiple threads. In order to

approximate the appropriate population size in consolidation based on isolationmeasurements

only, we leverage results obtained from the previously introduced linear predictor formulas.

Specifically, we predict consolidation throughputs as defined in Section4.5.1.2and then modu-

late the population size in simulations until simulation throughputs closely match the analytical

prediction.

Since the configurable population size constitutes batch arrivals rather than individual re-

quests, it might not always be possible to exactly match analytically estimated with simulated

throughputs. In such cases we determine upper and lower bounds on population sizes and

record response time predictions via linear interpolation between these bounds.

4.5.2.2 Model Calibration Methodology

During benchmark experiments we found that in-VM throughput measurements can signif-

icantly differ from throughputs measured at the storage server. In the absence of detailed

knowledge of VMM internals we explain this behavior with optimization operationsalong the

storage I/O path. Table4.2 shows measurements averaged over 15 benchmark runs and re-

veals that file server throughputs are especially affected by these operations, where measured

throughputs at the storage server are reduced to roughly60% and65% compared to quantities

recorded inside VMs for read and write requests, respectively. Throughputs for web and mail

server read workloads are monitored at almost identical quantities acrossthe system stack.

Interestingly, we record20% larger throughputs for web server write requests at the storage

server.

We model this behavior with a heuristic calibration technique similar to Section3.6.3.1.

However, instead of parameterizing the queueing station with a static merge valueω we esti-

mate this parameter dynamically for each batch arrival. Theω value is based on the throughput
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Table 4.3: Summary of Input and Output Parameters for the Decomposition Simulation Model
When Predicting Read Requests. The Notation for Write Requests is Similar.

Input

Pr[|BR
k,n| = bR] Measured distribution of request batch sizes from VM in

isolation.

Z(bcR,i
k ) Trace of request batch think times measured from VM in

isolation.

D(cRk,ak) Mean measured request service time for arrival queueak.

XR,est_lin
k Throughput estimate in consolidation from linear predictor

formulas.

ω Merge value parameter from measured throughput ratio.

NR,bc
k Population ofBatchCustomersderived through calibration.

Output
C(cR,i

k ) Predicted request response times in consolidation.

XR,est_sim
k Predicted throughput in consolidation.

ratios measured in isolation, as well as the sizebR of an arriving batch:

ω = bR (1−
TR
k,san

TR
k,vm

), TR
k,vm ≥ TR

k,san, (4.11)

whereTR
k,vm andTR

k,san are the throughputs measured at VM and storage server level, respec-

tively. Thus we merge an equivalent percentage of requests from each batch arrival as we

observe throughput reductions in our isolation measurements. Table4.3 offers a summary of

input and output parameters for the decomposition simulation model.

4.6 Validation Experiments: Decomposition Model

In this section we validate the accuracy of the proposed decomposition modelbased on a num-

ber of benchmark experiments. We first introduce and characterize the workload types consid-

ered before showing measurement results and prediction errors.

4.6.1 Workload Generation

We conduct our study using emulated disk workloads of mail, web, and file server type applica-

tions. Workloads are generated with FileBench [26], a framework for measuring and comparing

file system performance. We maintain the default workload specification anduse the recom-

mended parameters for small configurations (50000 files in the initial file set).The presented

measurements are gathered during a series of benchmarking experiments,each consisting of
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Figure 4.8: Percentages of Read/Write Mixes for File, Mail, and Web Server Workloads.

10 runs of 300s length. See AppendixD for the utilized benchmark configurations. We report

results as the means over all 10 iterations or based on a representative run. In total we con-

duct 420 benchmark runs and collect roughly 53 million measurement samples. AppendixC

provides a more detailed summary of benchmark statistics. Experiments are conducted with a

single VM running in isolation and with two or three VMs on the same server in consolidation.

For example, we consolidate one web and one mail server, denoted Web+Mail, and one web

and two file servers, denoted Web+File+File.

Figure4.8 shows the measured read/write mixes for the considered workloads in isolation.

File and web server workloads contain a majority of reads, with the latter only comprising a

small write portion of less than 10%. On the contrary, the mail server workload mix has a

larger fraction of writes. Summarizing, the considered application workloads feature distinct

read/write mixes to allow a wide range of evaluation scenarios for our decomposed modeling

approach.

4.6.2 Workload Characterization

In this section we show a characterization of measured disk I/O request service times, batch

sizes, and batch think times that are used for model parameterization.

4.6.2.1 Service Times

We estimate the mean service time of disk I/O requests based on measurements of response

times and arrival queue lengths obtained in isolation as described in Section4.5.2.1. Our ob-

servations show that service times during phases of lower loads are larger than during phases

of higher loads. We explain this behavior due to the disk device’s capabilitiesto serve large

batches of requests faster than small amounts of individual requests, i.e.the per request ser-

vice times of a batched sequential read versus service requirements of multiple random reads.
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Table 4.4: Mean in ms, Standard Deviation (std), and Coefficient of Variation (cv) Statistics for
Read Request Service Times, Batch Sizes, and Batch Think Times as Measured in Isolation
with Blktrace. tval in ms Specifies the Measured Batch Timeout Constraint From Isolation.

Workload Service Time Batch Size Batch Think Time Batch T-Constraint
mean std cv mean std cv mean std cv tval

File 2.94 4.39 1.50 5.07 4.85 0.96 151 188 1.24 2.35
Mail 2.66 2.82 1.06 5.55 5.39 0.97 120 104 0.86 1.03
Web 1.58 2.43 1.56 5.79 6.97 1.20 141 88.4 0.63 2.34

Table 4.5: Mean in ms, Standard Deviation (std), and Coefficient of Variation (cv) Statistics for
Write Request Service Times, Batch Sizes, and Batch Think Times as Measured in Isolation
with Blktrace. tval in ms Specifies the Measured Batch Timeout Constraint From Isolation.

Workload Service Time Batch Size Batch Think Time Batch T-Constraint
mean std cv mean std cv mean std cv tval

File 0.75 4.50 6.01 4.00 2.96 0.72 147 283 1.9 0.12
Mail 0.35 0.93 2.70 4.84 6.77 1.40 175 118 0.67 0.70
Web 1.16 8.01 6.93 4.62 4.36 0.94 884 1574 1.78 0.16

This may be a mechanical property of the disk serving multiple requests with a single motion

of the disk arm. Tables4.4 and4.5 show service time statistics for read and write requests,

respectively.

Figure4.9(a) reveals that read request service requirements of file and mail server workloads

are almost identical. Service times decrease with increasing load and stabilize roughly at arrival

queue lengths≥ 9. Web server disk requests generally take less time to serve. However, the

distribution follows the same trend as workloads of types file and mail. Service demands of

read requests in the queueing model are assumed to be exponentially distributed. We have

found this to be a good approximation since our measurements roughly match thetheoretical

exponential ofCV = 1: The CV of measured service times ranges inCV R
ak

= [0.39; 3.13] for

all D(cRk,ak).

The service times of write requests are also load dependent, but we find higher variability in

the measured quantities. Figure4.9 (b) shows that service requirements of writes are consid-

erably smaller than those of read requests. Write requests of the mail server load display the

clearest trend and stabilize with increasing load roughly around arrivalqueue lengths of≥ 5.

File server requests take longer to serve and the distribution is not as stableas in the case of

mail. We record the largest write request service times for the web server.The unclear trend of

the web server service time distribution might be due to interference effects from read requests

and the small amount of write samples in the measurement: The portion of write requests in

the web server workload is≤ 10%. We model the high variability of write request service de-

mands with a hyper-exponential distribution. The CV of measured service times ranges mostly

in CV W
ak

= [3.54; 10.8], except for a few cases with CVs close to1 for mail server writes.
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Figure 4.9: Load Dependent Service Times for File, Mail, and Web Server Workloads.

4.6.2.2 Batch Sizes

The batched submission of disk requests may result in bursty arrival patterns that have large im-

pacts on system performance. Our model tries to capture such bursts by first detecting batches

in isolation measurements using the technique described in Section3.7.2.4and secondly using

the batch size distribution as a model parameter. Tables4.4and4.5show statistics of our batch

detection technique and batch sizes for read and write requests, respectively. Mean batch sizes

of read requests are marginally larger than the ones of write requests. Both request types also

share a low variability of measured batch sizes withCV s close to1.

We are especially interested to learn how batch sizes are impacted by workload consolida-

tion, since we use isolation batch size measurements to parameterize simulations ofconsoli-

dated workloads. The examples in Figures4.10 (a)-(c) show that batch size distributions of

read requests are similar in isolation and consolidation. Distributions of file and web server

requests almost converge, while the probabilities for larger read request batch sizes of the mail

server are slightly higher in isolation compared to Web+Mail.

Consolidation also appears to have only minor effects on the batch sizes of write requests.

Figure4.11 (a) illustrates that the distributions of file server batch sizes are similar in isola-

tion and Web+File. We observe more variability in the cases of mail and web server work-

loads. However, Figures4.11(b) and (c) illustrate that batch size distributions follow the same

trend when comparing isolation measurements to the consolidation examples Web+Mail and

Web+File, respectively.
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Figure 4.10: Measured Distribution of Read Request Batch Sizes for File, Mail, and Web
Server Workloads.
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Figure 4.11: Measured Distribution of Write Request Batch Sizes for File, Mail, and Web
Server Workloads.

4.6.2.3 Batch Think Times

We measure think times of batches as the time between the largest request completion time

of batchn and the smallest request arrival time of batchn + 1. Interestingly, measurements

indicate that mean think times are similar for both request types across workloads, except for

the web server workload with the significantly increased value of884ms. Variabilities in think

times are quite low withCV ranging in[0.63; 1.9]. See Tables4.4and4.5for think time details

of read and write requests, respectively.

Consolidation seems to affect read request batch think times of the considered workloads

to different extents. Figure4.12(a) conveys a good match of batch think time distributions in

isolation and Web+File consolidation for the file server workload. Conversely, in Figures4.12

(b) and (c) we find higher probabilities for larger consolidation think times in the cases of mail

and web server reads, respectively. This discrepancy may be explained with feedback effects

of the mostly synchronous read requests, e.g. when the submission of a read batch relies on the

completion of another batch of reads.

Figures4.13(a)-(c) show that isolation and consolidation batch think time distributions of

write requests match considerably better than the previously discussed read request batch think
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(c) Web

Figure 4.12: Measured Distribution of Read Batch Think Times for File, Mail, and Web Server
Workloads.
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Figure 4.13: Measured Distribution of Write Batch Think Times for File, Mail, and Web Server
Workloads.

time distributions. Our study shows slightly larger probabilities for increased write batch think

times in the presented consolidation examples. We take these findings as further indication that

the majority of write requests in the considered workloads are asynchronous and therefore not

subjected to feedback effects.

Summary.Our workload characterization study has shown that service times of readand

write requests are load dependent under the simplifying assumption of FCFSscheduling at the

storage device. Furthermore, the distributions of batch sizes are similar in isolation and consol-

idation thus consolidation only has minor effects on the sizes of bursts. As our model samples

batch sizes from a distribution measured in isolation, this modeling abstraction seems to be a

good approximation of system behavior. Think times of write batches are onlymarginally im-

pacted by workload consolidation. Using batch think time isolation measurements for model

parameterization therefore is a valid approximation. For read request batch think times this

observation is not as clear as some workloads are more affected than others.
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Table 4.6: Response Time (ms), Throughput (cmd/s), and Queue Seen On Arrival Statistics
From Isolation Measurements: Mean, Coefficient of Variation (cv), 95th Percentile, and Auto-
correlation Function Lag 1 (autocorr(1)).

Measured in Isolation
Metric Statistic File Mail Web

R W R W R W

Response Time

mean 20.0 4.82 17.3 2.35 11.8 6.78
cv 1.78 8.18 1.31 5.20 1.92 6.16
95th perc. 65.7 9.22 53.2 4.62 35.4 16.1
autocorr(1) 0.75 0.58 0.54 0.36 0.72 0.69

Throughput mean 330 238 245 370 470 44.3
Arrival Queue mean 9.67 8.47 7.86 8.32 8.35 9.41

4.6.3 Model Validation

In this section we present measurement results of heterogeneous workload consolidations, as

well as the prediction quality of the proposed linear estimators and the simulation model. For

completeness the result set is additionally complemented with homogeneous consolidation sce-

narios. Validation results are reported as:

∆ =

∣

∣

∣

∣

measurement− prediction
measurement

∣

∣

∣

∣

, (4.12)

which is the absolute relative error of predictions compared to measurement.We consider

approximations with absolute relative error values< 0.30 as being of sufficiently good accu-

racy. Linear estimation formulas deliver predictions of mean read/write mixes,throughputs,

and response times. The simulation model outputs per request response times.

4.6.3.1 Measurement Results

We compare response time and throughput measurements for read/write diskI/O requests ob-

tained with theblktracetool in isolation and consolidation benchmark experiments. Table4.6

reveals that we record larger latency averages for read requests compared to write requests

across all workloads in isolation. Interestingly, response times of write requests display in-

creased variability with CVs of reads and writes ranging in[1.31, 1.78] and [5.20, 8.18], re-

spectively.

Measurements of heterogeneous workload consolidations reflect the difficulties in predicting

such quantities, as the joint resource usage of workload mixes may result involatile interference

effects on disk requests. Table4.7shows that consolidation causes latencies of both read/write

request types to increase. For read requests we find the highest ratesof performance degrada-
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Figure 4.14: Measured Response Time of Web and File Server Workloads in Isolation (Iso)
and Heterogeneous Consolidation Web+File.

tion in web server workloads: In particular, the consolidation with file server workloads leads to

the largest increases of242% and437% in the cases of Web+File and Web+File+File, respec-

tively. Furthermore, write requests of the mail server workload appear tobe most sensitive to

consolidation where we record response time increases of mail writes ranging in [199%; 543%].

Variabilities in response time measurements are high and not always intuitive: Mail server

read latencies, e.g., are measured at 45.5ms in File+Mail and at 39.0ms in the higher utilized

scenario of Mail+Web+Web. We use the example of Web+File to illustrate how diverse con-

solidation may effect response time distributions. Figure4.14 (a) reveals that read request

response times of the web server are significantly more affected by Web+File consolidation

than the read requests originating from the file server depicted in Figure4.14 (b). Probabil-

ities of larger write request response times are higher in consolidation for both web and file

server workloads. However, the web server workload suffers larger write request response

time penalties than the file server.

In homogeneous workload consolidations response time increases are not as severe as in het-

erogeneous ones. We record increased response times of read requests ranging in[72%; 125%]

and[157%; 239%] for two and three VM consolidation scenarios, respectively. The measure-

ments in Table4.8reveal that, similar to the heterogeneous consolidations, we record the largest

degradation of read request latencies for workloads of the web server. In the case of write

requests response time increases for two and three VM scenarios rangein [17%; 170%] and

[86%; 385%], respectively.

The sharing of the storage resource causes I/O throughputs of both request types to drop.

Workload interference effects are clearly visible, e.g., in the case of Web+Mail where the read

throughput of the mail server workload is monitored at 132cmd/s whereas we only record
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Table 4.7: Measurement of Throughputs and Response Times for Heterogeneous Workload
Consolidation.

Measured Response Times (ms) Measured Throughputs (cmd/s)
Workload VM1 VM2 VM3 VM1 VM2 VM3

R W R W R W R W R W R W
File+Mail 35.0 6.90 45.5 7.92 N/A N/A 198 138 95 190 N/A N/A
Web+File 40.3 9.45 29.6 7.19 N/A N/A 225 18 223 158 N/A N/A
Web+Mail 33.0 7.97 28.0 7.03 N/A N/A 250 25 132 256 N/A N/A
Mail+Web+Mail 46.8 12.3 55.5 12.0 45.0 13.0 78 155 145 24 77 167
Mail+Web+Web 39.0 13.5 47.3 12.0 48.5 13.3 86 159 175 27 177 22
Web+Web+File 55.2 15.5 54.0 16.1 43.6 16.7 174 16 173 20 148 96
Web+File+File 63.4 19.1 49.8 19.5 51.0 19.0 155 16 125 91 133 88
Mail+Mail+File 54.9 14.6 54.9 15.1 45.4 13.1 81 147 78 153 146 96

Table 4.8: Measurement of Throughputs and Response Times for Homogeneous Workload
Consolidation.

Measured Response Times (ms) Measured Throughputs (cmd/s)
Workload VM1 VM2 VM3 VM1 VM2 VM3

R W R W R W R W R W R W
File+File 35.4 7.64 34.3 7.60 N/A N/A 173 108 186 122 N/A N/A
Mail+Mail 38.5 4.76 37.1 6.35 N/A N/A 117 208 103 213 N/A N/A
Web+Web 26.6 8.19 25.0 7.93 N/A N/A 300 25 277 29 N/A N/A
File+File+File 52.9 18.1 51.3 15.7 53.0 15.0 116 70 109 70 121 72
Mail+Mail+Mail 52.7 9.79 53.3 11.4 52.0 10.1 71 137 64 152 72 158
Web+Web+Web 40.0 12.6 38.8 13.0 39.4 13.2 204 23 210 27 214 23

95cmd/s throughputs for mail server read requests in File+Mail. For maximizingmail server

read throughputs consolidating web and mail server workloads appearsto be preferable, since

the difference in read throughput is only minor for the web server in both Web+Mail and

Web+File.

Summarizing, our measurements of homogeneous and heterogeneous workload consolida-

tions show workload interference effects that may defy intuition and further motivate the need

for accurate performance predictions that can support workload placement decisions.

4.6.3.2 Prediction Accuracy of Read/Write Mixes

Tables4.9 and4.10 report approximation errors of read/write mix predictions from the lin-

ear estimators for heterogeneous and homogeneous consolidations, respectively. Prediction

results for two VM heterogeneous workload consolidations are excellentwith errors ranging

in [0.02, 0.12]. When moving to higher utilizations where three VMs are consolidated on the

server modeling results slightly worsen, but still remain in a low range of[0.01, 0.20]. The lin-

ear estimators work equally well for the homogeneous workload consolidations. In particular,

results for the web server are accurate. In contrast, predicting the mix ofmail server consolida-

tions is more difficult and delivers the largest single error of0.26 in the three VM case. Given

the black box view of the system, as well as the simplicity of the modeling approach the quality
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Table 4.9: Accuracy of Read/Write Mix Predictions for Heterogeneous Workload Consolida-
tions from Linear Predictors.

Measured Mix Predicted Mix
Workload Total Accuracy

R W ∆R ∆W

File+Mail 0.47 0.53 0.03 0.02
Web+File 0.72 0.28 0.03 0.07
Web+Mail 0.58 0.42 0.09 0.12
Mail+Web+Mail 0.46 0.54 0.20 0.17
Mail+Web+Web 0.68 0.32 0.07 0.16
Web+Web+File 0.79 0.21 0.01 0.04
Web+File+File 0.68 0.32 0.01 0.01
Mail+Mail+File 0.44 0.56 0.05 0.04

Table 4.10: Accuracy of Read/Write Mix Predictions for Homogeneous Workload Consolida-
tions from Linear Predictors.

Measured Mix Predicted Mix
Workload Total Accuracy

R W ∆R ∆W

File+File 0.61 0.39 0.05 0.07
Mail+Mail 0.34 0.66 0.16 0.09
Web+Web 0.91 0.09 0.0007 0.008
File+File+File 0.62 0.38 0.06 0.10
Mail+Mail+Mail 0.32 0.68 0.26 0.12
Web+Web+Web 0.89 0.11 0.02 0.18

of read/write mix predictions is very good.

4.6.3.3 Prediction Accuracy of Throughputs

We show validation results for predictions of the total read/write throughputaccording to the

linear estimator (4.3), as well as per-VM throughput estimates. Tables4.11and4.12illustrate

that approximation errors for total throughputs are equally low as when predicting read/write

mixes. Here results for two VM and three VM heterogeneous cases are similar and range in

[0.02, 0.13] and [0.02, 0.20] for throughputs of read and write requests, respectively. Except

for the0.35 value in the three VM consolidation of web server workloads, our method delivers

prediction errors of similar quality to homogeneous consolidations.

We are especially interested in the accuracy of per-VM throughput predictions. The decom-

posed simulation model leverages these estimates to approximate request classpopulations

and so large errors for per-VM throughputs may also reflect on response time predictions of

the simulation model. Our approach delivers mostly fair results< 0.30 for reads in hetero-
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Table 4.11: Accuracy of Throughput Predictions for Heterogeneous Workload Consolidations
from Linear Predictors.

Predicted Total Predicted per-VM
Workload Total VM1 VM2 VM3

∆R ∆W ∆R ∆W ∆R ∆W ∆R ∆W

File+Mail 0.02 0.02 0.22 0.19 0.39 0.10 N/A N/A
Web+File 0.11 0.16 0.01 0.15 0.21 0.20 N/A N/A
Web+Mail 0.09 0.15 0.16 0.20 0.04 0.34 N/A N/A
Mail+Web+Mail 0.08 0.19 0.07 0.19 0.04 0.37 0.15 0.16
Mail+Web+Web 0.07 0.20 0.03 0.16 0.09 0.41 0.10 0.27
Web+Web+File 0.13 0.14 0.15 0.12 0.04 0.18 0.21 0.13
Web+File+File 0.09 0.08 0.06 0.11 0.08 0.09 0.13 0.06
Mail+Mail+File 0.10 0.15 0.02 0.15 0.11 0.09 0.28 0.22

Table 4.12: Accuracy of Throughput Predictions for Homogeneous Workload Consolidations
from Linear Predictors.

Predicted Total Predicted per-VM
Workload Total VM1 VM2 VM3

∆R ∆W ∆R ∆W ∆R ∆W ∆R ∆W

File+File 0.07 0.03 0.05 0.09 0.10 0.01 N/A N/A
Mail+Mail 0.12 0.09 0.03 0.13 0.23 0.06 N/A N/A
Web+Web 0.16 0.14 0.24 0.15 0.07 0.15 N/A N/A
File+File+File 0.04 0.12 0.06 0.12 0.03 0.15 0.08 0.11
Mail+Mail+Mail 0.20 0.14 0.12 0.12 0.32 0.13 0.16 0.16
Web+Web+Web 0.22 0.35 0.26 0.39 0.19 0.38 0.21 0.28

geneous consolidations, with a single outlier of0.39 for File+Mail. Interestingly, our model

appears to capture three VM cases better than scenarios with two VMs. Approximation errors

for writes range in[0.06, 0.41].

Similarly, prediction errors for reads are low in homogeneous workload consolidations and

range in [0.03; 0.32]. The accuracies of per-VM write request throughput predictions are

slightly worse, but still of fair quality: Errors mostly are≤ 0.15, except for the web server

workload where we find the single largest error value of0.39.

Notice that read requests have errors generally lower than write requests; this is a positive

property since predicting the performance of read requests, which aremostly synchronous,

is much more relevant than predicting the performance of write requests, which are mostly

asynchronous and thus do not impact much on the response times of the applications in the

VMs.
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Table 4.13: Accuracy of Response Time Predictions for Heterogeneous Workload Consolida-
tions from Linear Predictors.

Predicted per-VM
Workload VM1 VM2 VM3

∆R ∆W ∆R ∆W ∆R ∆W

File+Mail 0.01 0.10 0.23 0.07 N/A N/A
Web+File 0.25 0.16 0.04 0.50 N/A N/A
Web+Mail 0.19 0.20 0.02 0.30 N/A N/A
Mail+Web+Mail 0.15 0.10 0.30 0.03 0.12 0.14
Mail+Web+Web 0.17 0.07 0.33 0.27 0.35 0.11
Web+Web+File 0.32 0.09 0.31 0.05 0.12 0.002
Web+File+File 0.24 0.21 0.02 0.24 0.04 0.21
Mail+Mail+File 0.08 0.36 0.08 0.38 0.11 0.27

Table 4.14: Accuracy of Response Time Predictions for Homogeneous Workload Consolida-
tions from Linear Predictors.

Predicted per-VM
Workload VM1 VM2 VM3

∆R ∆W ∆R ∆W ∆R ∆W

File+File 0.08 0.18 0.11 0.18 N/A N/A
Mail+Mail 0.17 0.08 0.14 0.18 N/A N/A
Web+Web 0.27 0.56 0.23 0.61 N/A N/A
File+File+File 0.07 0.28 0.10 0.16 0.06 0.12
Mail+Mail+Mail 0.11 0.19 0.12 0.30 0.09 0.22
Web+Web+Web 0.33 0.49 0.31 0.45 0.32 0.43

4.6.3.4 Prediction Accuracy of Response Times

Linear Estimators.The heterogeneous workload consolidation results in Table4.13 indicate

that our heuristic for response time predictions works well for read requests, which are the

most important to predict; most of absolute relative errors are in a narrow interval ranging

in [0.01, 0.25], while a few cases show larger errors ranging in[0.31; 0.35]. In particular,

consolidation scenarios of web server workloads appear to be difficultto predict for the linear

estimators. However, in light of the above addressed 435% measured latency increase for

consolidated web server workloads, such prediction errors may be satisfactory. The situation

is similar for homogeneous workload consolidations, where Table4.14 further confirms that

response time predictions for the web server are the most difficult. Approximation errors for

mail and file server workloads range in[0.06; 0.17].

Results for write request response times contain some larger error values and are in a few

cases significantly worse than the read results. In heterogeneous consolidations results range in

[0.002; 0.38], apart from the difficult case of Web+File. Our records of homogeneous consoli-
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Table 4.15: Accuracy of Response Time Predictions for Heterogeneous Workload Consolida-
tions from Simulation.

Predicted per-VM
Workload VM1 VM2 VM3

∆R ∆W ∆R ∆W ∆R ∆W

File+Mail 0.17 0.33 0.10 0.20 N/A N/A
Web+File 0.09 0.67 0.25 0.17 N/A N/A
Web+Mail 0.11 0.36 0.49 0.28 N/A N/A
Mail+Web+Mail 0.06 0.49 0.21 0.18 0.04 0.46
Mail+Web+Web 0.14 0.50 0.26 0.14 0.19 0.23
Web+Web+File 0.29 0.35 0.37 0.33 0.21 0.67
Web+File+File 0.33 0.38 0.25 0.60 0.26 0.60
Mail+Mail+File 0.12 0.51 0.16 0.51 0.06 0.58

Table 4.16: Accuracy of Response Time Predictions for Homogeneous Workload Consolida-
tions from Simulation.

Predicted per-VM
Workload VM1 VM2 VM3

∆R ∆W ∆R ∆W ∆R ∆W

File+File 0.07 0.51 0.14 0.31 N/A N/A
Mail+Mail 0.24 0.47 0.24 0.14 N/A N/A
Web+Web 0.29 0.28 0.17 0.35 N/A N/A
File+File+File 0.30 0.44 0.21 0.47 0.24 0.47
Mail+Mail+Mail 0.02 0.32 0.07 0.39 0.12 0.35
Web+Web+Web 0.12 0.20 0.22 0.18 0.13 0.18

dations show mostly small error values≤ 0.30. Once again the web server workload produces

some large error value outliers. However, mean relative errors over allresults compare at0.17

and0.23 for reads and writes, respectively.

Simulation Model.We focus our validation of simulation results on the performance critical

read requests. Tables4.15and4.16illustrate that approximation errors of mean response times

are in line with approximation errors of the analytical solution. For heterogeneous consolida-

tions read request error values range mostly in[0.02; 0.33]. Additionally, we record two larger

errors of0.49 and0.37 in Web+Mail and Web+Web+File, respectively. Predictions for reads

are more accurate in homogeneous consolidation, where the single largesterror value yields

0.30.

Response time predictions of write requests are more difficult due to high variability in ser-

vice times withCV W
ak

= [1.03; 13.5] and some cases where read requests interfere with writes

as depicted in Figures4.4 (b), (d), and (f). Our simulation model approximates the high vari-

ability in write request service demands with a Hyper-exponential distribution. Predictions of

write request response times have mean relative errors of0.34 and0.40 for two VM and three
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(c) Mail+Mail+File

Figure 4.15: Distributions of Measured and Simulated Read Response Times in Consolidation.
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(c) Mail+Web+Web

Figure 4.16: Distributions of Measured and Simulated Write Response Times in Consolidation.

VM consolidations, respectively. Some prediction errors are large with values> 0.50.

We choose an example case for each workload type to illustrate the potential of our model

in fitting simulation results to measured distributions. Figure4.15(a) shows that predicted re-

sponse times in File+Mail are pessimistic across most of the distribution for mail server read

requests. The quality of results is equally good for the web server workload in Figure4.15(b).

We record 90th percentiles of roughly0.0755s and0.0719s for measurement and simulation,

respectively. In the higher utilized and more difficult to predict three VM consolidation sce-

nario illustrated in Figure4.15(c), the response time distribution of file server requests is also

approximated well.

Figure 4.16 (a) illustrates that the simulation model is able to match some measured re-

sponse time distributions of write requests well. For the mail server workload inWeb+Mail the

model delivers 90th percentiles of0.0157s and0.0154s for measurement and simulation, re-

spectively. The examples in Figures4.16(b) and (c) highlight one of the problems of applying

the decomposition approach to write requests. In consolidation the workloadinterference of

write requests originates not only from other writes, but also from reads. The decomposition

model does not account for these additional overheads and leads to optimistic write request

response time predictions.
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Summary.The validation confirms that the proposed approximations could be effective in

several cases of practical interest. Predictions of read/write mixes and request throughputs are

of high quality. Approximating read request response times is more difficult, but again our

models deliver fair results. More work is needed towards investigating the behavior of write

requests, which appear to be the harder to predict in consolidation. The often asynchronous

nature of write requests [171] may be more accurately captured with an open queueing model

instead of our closed simulator. However, the capability of our models to capture read request

performance more accurately than write request performance is a positive property as read

workloads are mostly synchronous and thus may directly affect the performance of applica-

tions.

4.7 Summary and Conclusions

Conclusions.We have presented simple models that can predict response times, throughputs,

and read/write mixes of disk I/O requests when consolidating workloads on toa shared stor-

age device. Our contributions are threefold. Firstly, we parameterize the model with in-VM

measurement data only instead of instrumenting the VMM. Secondly, we definesimple linear

estimators that decompose the workload into read and write requests for prediction of mean

performance metrics in heterogeneous workload consolidations. Thirdly,we complement the

decomposed modeling approach with a simulation model that approximates response time dis-

tributions of consolidated workloads.

Proposed methodologies are validated against system measurements. Validation experiments

with emulated application workloads show that the decomposition model can accurately predict

read/write mixes and throughputs for a variety of heterogeneous and homogeneous consolida-

tion scenarios. Response times are more difficult to predict, but the model delivers fair results

for predictions of read request response time means and distributions. Forwrite requests we

record some large error values resulting from the decomposition propertybeing less evident for

writes. A positive feature of our models is that approximation results are generally better for

read requests which are the more relevant in practice. Read requests are mostly synchronous

and cause the submitting application threads to block. Thus the performance of read requests

may directly affect application performance.

Limitations. Our approach is limited to scenarios where fine-grained monitoring data is

available for a VM workload configuration. In practice such detailed monitoring may not

always be available or might be considered invasive. While our simple models work well in the

presented environment, specialized layered queueing models may be beneficial when modeling

more complex cloud topologies [117,132].
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Usability. We envisage our methodologies being used by system administrators of cloud

environments. The disk I/O performance prediction obtained from our models can support

application placement at VM granularity, e.g, for pre-configured VM images of file and mail

servers. It requires the availability of a trace repository consisting of traces collected from VM

images running in isolation on the virtualized server.
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Part II

Database Resource Management
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5 Performance Evaluation of Query Admission Poli-

cies for In-Memory Database Systems

5.1 Introduction

The availability of system memory at low cost in combination with the parallelization capabili-

ties of multicore servers have prompted in recent years the adoption of in-memory database

technology in enterprises [44, 176]. The workload of in-memory databases often consists

of long running batch jobs which process very large data sets of customerinformation and

sales records. Since longer execution times often correspond to increased costs, in-memory

databases have emerged as a mainstream technology to maximize responsiveness of data-

intensive applications [86]. By manipulating large data sets directly in memory, and therefore

omitting time-consuming disk operations, in-memory databases execute data-intensive opera-

tions in a fraction of the time of traditional databases.

This chapter is motivated by the problem of defining effective resource management method-

ologies for in-memory database systems. We progress our performance evaluation of data ac-

cess operations and investigate data sets residing in system memory. In particular, we consider

database workloads where multiple queries are running at the same time, i.e. in consolidation.

Our main contribution lies in the evaluation of admission control policies for query execution.

We provide strong evidence using trace-driven simulation that our policiesare more efficient

than popular policies such as first-come first-served (FCFS) or shortest expected processing

time first (SEPT).

Database systems essentially process queries in two steps. First the querytext is parsed

into an internal representation referred to as anoperator tree. Secondly, the internal query

representation has to be translated into a procedural program executable by the database query

engine denoted as aquery execution plan[136]. A decisive factor for database performance is

the maximum number of queries that are allowed to run concurrently in the system [142,178].

For example, choosing a small concurrency level results in underutilized resources and low

throughputs. Conversely, large concurrency levels may induce excessive contention delays for

cores or exhaustion of memory resources.

A challenge that arises in defining a good admission control policy for database systems is

the interplay between queries that are running at the same time. Related work has highlighted

the tendency of queries to affect each others performance when concurrently processed in a

database system [39,60]. The interplay effects are not limited to heightened resource contention

at the CPU cores, but may also involve delays due to memory access or due tothe internal

characteristics of the software such as limited application threads.
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The observed performance may not only depend on the total number of queries executing

concurrently, but also on the specific query mix in service. A query mix often comprises

queries of varying types, i.e. classes. For example, the decision support benchmark TPC-H

defines 22 query classes with varyingSQLexpressions, e.g., consisting of distinctSELECT,

GROUP BY, andORDER BY statements. Query completion times may decrease when queries

share data loaded into buffers. Conversely, completion times are impacted negatively if queries

compete for software resources, e.g, limited thread pools. We define the performance interplay

effects not directly related to CPU core contention as queryinterference. An important factor

determining the interference inherent in the running mix is the extent of backlogs of jobs in the

system resulting from the task parallelization introduced by the query planner. The query plan

is organized as a sequence of consecutive or parallel subtasks that are spawned synchronously,

thus suddenly increasing the number of jobs backlogged in the system. Query plans usually

vary for queries of different types resulting in different parallelizationlevels determined at

run-time and which may also change during the lifetime of the query.

As an example illustration of parallelization levels in database workloads Figures 5.1(a)-(b)

show CPU thread affinity traces collected on our reference system, introduced in Section5.6.1.

In particular, we run a single query instance and monitor over time the system cores observed

to execute threads belonging to the query process. The example trace in Figure5.1(a) conveys

a query type with a mostly synchronous execution pattern as the query planner utilizes only

a single core for large portions of the query processing. System resources appear to be uti-

lized more evenly in the example depicted in Figure5.1(b), where the query plan entails more

concurrency for this particular type of query.

This chapter proposes novel admission control policies for database systems. Our policies

aim to make efficient use of system resources and are derived solely from system measure-

ments. The database application is treated as a black box. Summarizing we make four contri-

butions:

1. We propose admission control policies derived from (i) mean job queuelengths, (ii) CPU

utilization, and (iii) a no-interference baseline measure for query class pairs computed from

ratios of queue lengths and utilization. The policies ignore I/O subsystems andtherefore

are highly applicable to in-memory databases. In essence, our policies maintain a table that

characterizes the interference and prioritize query classes that are able to use resources more

efficiently, typically at the expense of other query classes.

2. For evaluation of admission control policies we develop a trace-drivensimulation model.

The closed queueing model is validated against system measurements.

3. Using the trace-driven simulation model and simplified synthetic workloads we present a

comparative evaluation of the proposed admission control policies. In particular, we com-
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Figure 5.1: Example CPU Thread Affinity Traces Measured During Single Query Executions.
Each Measurement Point Accounts for a System Core Running a Thread at Sample Time.

pare throughput, mean response time, and mean weighted slowdown results tothe estab-

lished policies FCFS and SEPT.

4. We further validate the queue length and no-interference baseline policies using TPC-H [12]

type workloads and system traces from a commercial solution, SAP HANA [86], a product

that aims at improving the performance of complex business intelligence workloads using

in-memory database technology.

Although our work is illustrated on a specific product, the proposed methodologies are gen-

eral and may be applied to other in-memory database solutions. The remainderof the chapter is

organized as follows. Section5.2gives an overview of related work and Section5.3states the

addressed research questions. The proposed resource management methodologies are intro-
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duced in Section5.4. In Section5.5we present the trace-driven simulation model and validate

its quality in Section5.6. The resource management methodologies are evaluated in Section

5.7and Section5.8offers a summary and conclusions.

5.2 Related Work

This section summarizes related work and is structured into the research areas scheduling and

admission control, load balancing, query interaction, and simulation models.

5.2.1 Scheduling and Admission Control

There is a long history of studying scheduling algorithms for parallel processing [128]. In

the context of databases, related work can be categorized into approaches prioritizing request

classes (i) inside or (ii) outside of the database system. Researchers initiallyfocused on in-

ternal scheduling, i.e., prioritizing transactions as they are run inside the database. The work

in [112,120] introduces internal schedulers for the correct coordination of concurrent read/write

requests. In [64] priority-based schemes for management of DBMS resources, e.g., disks and

memory buffers are presented. Transaction scheduling and concurrency control in the presence

of time constraints have been studied for real-time database systems [29–31]. In [140] the

bottleneck resources CPU, synchronous I/O, and table locks are identified and subsequently

used for derivation of internal prioritization policies. The same authors later provide a statis-

tical analysis of locking with OLTP workloads and evaluate preemptive and non-preemptive

prioritization techniques [141].

More recently and closer to our work, external or interposed schedulers have been proposed.

External scheduling is typically implemented using admission control in order to prioritize

transactions before they enter the database system [140]. These techniques maintain black box

views of the applications and govern the order in which requests are admittedto the system

through an external queue. Compared to internal schedulers, this methodis less complex to

implement and allows more flexible development of custom scheduling policies asdatabase

internals do not need to be considered.

External schedulers have been proposed for a range of systems andapplication scenarios,

e.g., for the fair and proportional sharing of storage utilities [114] and admission control for

web servers [84]. For example, the approaches in [54, 197] introduce admission queues and

web server request prioritizations in an effort to provide quality-of-service (QoS) goals under

high system load. While some admission control policies for web servers advocate dropping of

requests during overload phases [54], our approach focuses on database systems and does not

allow request dropping. Furthermore, the comparative evaluation of ourpolicies focuses on the
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performance metrics throughput, response time, and slowdown and leavesan analysis of the

fairness as a possible extension. However, the simulation results providedin Figures5.13(a-c)

show that the probabilities for extremely large response times, e.g. due to request starvation,

are lower using our policies compared to the prioritization of the expected shortest running

queries.

A large body of admission control research for databases addressesthe computation and

configuration of the multi-programming limit (MPL). This quantity specifies the totalnumber

of transactions admitted to the database at any point in time, i.e. the number of transactions

concurrently in service. Setting the MPL too large may result in performancedegradation due

to memory and data contention, commonly referred to asthrashing[80]. On the contrary, low

configuration of MPLs can lead to underutilized system resources and insufficient throughput.

Related work provides techniques for estimation of maximal [65,109,151] and minimal [178]

MPLs. Instead, we consider the MPL as an optimally configured and available input parameter

and focus on the order of query admission to the database, i.e., request prioritization.

A common way to classify prioritization techniques is to distinguish between preemptive

and non-preemptive disciplines [75]. Since we consider admission control policies external

to the database system without the possibility of interrupting running requestsinside of the

database, this work focuses on non-preemptive disciplines. Non-preemptive approaches may

be further categorized into non-size based and size based disciplines [205]. Recent work has

identified the non-size based FCFS as a popular policy in database systems and highlights the

sensitivity of its performance to the request arrival order [39]: In FCFS, the performance of

short running requests can be negatively affected by queueing delays resulting from wait times

for the completion of long running requests.

In size-based techniques the size of requests is assumed to be known at the time of arrival to

the queue. For example, in [84] an external admission control for e-commerce web traffic with

SJF policy is presented. Contrary to SJF, SEPT [149] at the time of admission is only aware of

each request’s class. Each class has an associated size expectation and SEPT unconditionally

prioritizes the oldest arrived request with the smallest expectation [68]. Queueing theory has

shown that, in single server systems, policies favoring short tasks provide lower mean response

and waiting times than non-size based policies [75,78]. In addition, SJF is known to maximize

global system throughputs. However, prioritization of short running jobs at the expensive of

long running jobs may lead to the starvation of low priority requests. Related database research

has shown that in the presence of hardware, software, and data access contention, SJF may

perform worse than FCFS as admission control policy for batched workloads [37]. In this

work we use the established disciplines FCFS and SEPT as a baseline for comparison of our

proposed admission control policies.

Furthermore, the work in [177] presents theExternal Queue Management System (EQMS)
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for governance of QoS targets with multiclass database workloads. The size-based policy

prioritizes request classes in order to meet per-class goals of response time mean, variance,

and percentiles. Prioritizations are derived as a function of predefinedgoals and historical re-

sponse time measurements. Similarly,Query Patroller[23] is a commercial tool for IBM DB2

databases facilitating external admission control and static query prioritization, e.g., for short

running over long running ones. None of these techniques specifically considers the paral-

lelization of requests into subtasks in the scheduling decisions.

5.2.2 Load Balancing

In systems with multiple processing entities, load sharing can be critical in achieving favorable

throughput and response time performance [107]. The incoming requests typically enter a

router or dispatcher before they are assigned to a processor according to a load balancing

strategy. A large number of load balancing strategies have been proposed in the literature, e.g.,

for distributed database systems [208]. Queueing theory may be employed to derive system

performance estimates and optimal deterministic or probabilistic allocations of tasks to servers.

The work in [57] presents a simulation study of load balancing policies that base assignment

decisions on queue lengths at the servers and finds that the join-the-shortest-queue (JSQ) [111,

206] policy minimizes the mean response time for servers with PS scheduling and exponential

service. The JSQ policy forwards an incoming request to the server with the least number of

unfinished requests. More recently, in [106] an analytical approach for approximation of the

steady-state queue length distribution in a network with JSQ routing, PS servers, and general

service time distribution is introduced. However, with high variability in service timedistribu-

tions JSQ is no longer an optimal strategy [204]. The technique in [107] specifically addresses

heavy-tailed service time distributions by assigning job time limits: In case a job doesnot

complete within the time limit it is killed and restarted elsewhere.

A large number of the classical load balancing literature is concerned with single-class work-

loads [156]. In a more recent work a generalization of JSQ policies with multi-class queues

is provided [43]. The preemptive approach considersM/G/1 queues and routes jobs to the

least congested station, where the measure of congestion is linear in the perclass queue lengths

at the stations. Similarly, the proposed join-minimum-cost-queue (JMCQ) policy generalizes

JSQ for multi-class workloads using a cost function based on the per queue join price and

queue length [187]. In contrast to the previous techniques our queue length based policiesare

not aware of the state of the individual queues internal to the database application. Instead,

we prioritize the class of requests that on average impose the smallest increases in joint queue

length at the database.
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5.2.3 Query Interaction

The typical workload of database systems consists of a number queries ofmultiple types, i.e.

classes. The performance of concurrently running queries can be impacted by interference

effects, e.g., if two queries compete for CPU resources or share data loaded into a buffer [37].

Multiple Query Optimization (MQO) techniques account for job interference by exploiting

database application implementation details and query structures to optimize queryplans [163,

182]. In particular, MQO techniques address the problem of optimizing sets of queries which

may have common sub-expressions [170].

Closer to our work are the following methods maintaining black box views of the database.

The authors in [36–40] investigate interactions between batched TPC-H queries and propose

theQShuffleralgorithm for interaction-aware scheduling based on experimental samplingand

regression techniques. The approach considers only the total time to completion of a query

batch.

Other work studies query pairs for quantification of workload interference. The approach

in [41] uses a similar computational model to QShuffler, but expresses the response time of a

concurrently running query mix as a linear combination of execution time shares of the individ-

ual query class pairs inherent in the mix. Queries are first classified based on their unique SQL

skeletons. During a training phase the influence that the concurrent execution of a query pair of

the two classesc andr has on the mix is studied. In [157] the authors rely on measurements of

disk accesses for sequential and concurrent execution of TPC-R [13] queries to determine inter-

ference of query classes. The monitoring approach aims to exploit shared buffers and caching

effects. We instead use a combination of queue length and CPU measurementsto build our

model.

5.2.4 Simulation Models

Simulation models for performance evaluation of database designs have been proposed as early

as the ’70s [154], but did not prevail as a commonly used tool of database administrators. In

particular, the authors derive an event-driven simulation model for performance evaluation of

the operating system, database, and applications prior to development. In [59,64,66] simula-

tion models are employed for evaluation of internal database resource schedulers. The database

system is modelled as a collection of files representing relations, while CPU anddisk resources

are represented by queues. The approach in [192] uses a probabilistic cost model to parameter-

ize a simulation model for analysis of transaction scheduling in distributed real-time databases.

In [159] simulation is applied to generate database I/O traces.

Closer to our approach, the authors in [41] mention a simulation framework for evaluation of
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query scheduling disciplines. The simulation model captures the number of processor and disk

cycles the database can perform per second, and the available main memory. Query classes

are parameterized with the number of required processor cycles, disk operations, and memory.

The framework is not validated against a real system. More recently, a simple mathematical

simulation model for batched queries is presented in [40]. None of these tools consider the

parallelization of queries into subtasks or are parameterized from system traces. Instead of

capturing detailed database internals, our approach aims to model accurately the query perfor-

mance metrics response time, throughput, and queue lengths.

5.3 Research Questions

The work in this chapter addresses the following research questions in thearea of in-memory

database systems:

1. Can admission control policies based on system measurements improve query performance

compared to the established policies FCFS and SEPT?

2. How does the performance of policies based on system measurements ofqueue lengths,

CPU utilization, and query class pairs relate?

3. Should admission control polices derived from mean queue lengths be based on arrival

instant or time averaged queues?

4. Does a query no-interference baseline derived from query classpairs produce better results

compared to the policies with less overheads, i.e. mean queue lengths and CPUutilization?

5.4 Resource Management Methodologies

In this section we propose four admission control policies for in-memory database systems.

A query that runs on a database has to compete with concurrently executingqueries for core,

memory, and software resources. Our admission policies aim to improve the system perfor-

mance via prioritization of workload mixes making efficient use of the available resources.

The choice of query admission order is complicated by high variations of parallelization levels

and service demands inherent in the workload. In particular, our proposed policies derive re-

quest prioritizations from measured system queue lengths, CPU utilizations,and a query-pair

based no-interference baseline measure. We specifically choose policies based on single class

measurements and pairwise class comparisons for our evaluation. While pairwise approaches

have been introduced by related work [41], single class measurements are easier to maintain

and impose less overheads on the admission controller.
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5.4.1 Queue Length Policies

The queue length policies take into account the average number of additional tasks, i.e. threads,

imposed on the system by the admission of a request. In particular, we distinguish between

two approaches considering the (i) mean arrival instant queue length and (ii) the time averaged

queue length. LetAc
r be the mean number of tasks of classr in execution at the database as

observed by a query of classc at the instant of admission to the database, including the newly

arrived task ifr = c. The arrival queue length policy prioritizes the classr that on average adds

the smallest amount of backlog to the system conditional on the arrival instant at the database.

For example, if the number of classes isK = 2 and the mean arrival queue lengths observed

areAc
r = 2 andAr

c = 3 then the admission policy will assign higher priority for requests of

classr. This metric has the advantage of accounting indirectly for the response time of each

class. It is well known in queueing theory that, in the absence of prioritization mechanisms, the

arrival queuesAc
r are the main determinants of end-to-end response times [130]. Therefore,

this metric accounts also for the time each request spends in the system.

The second queue length based admission policy builds on the same methodology, but uti-

lizes the time averaged queue lengths. This metric has the advantage of feweroverheads as it

associates only a single value with each request classr unconditional of any other classc. We

denote the long time queue length averageQr.

5.4.2 Utilization Policy

The CPU processing capacity is an important system resource for the performance of in-

memory database systems. Our utilization policy aims to make efficient use of the processors

by prioritizing the most CPU intensive request classes. The processing demands of database

requests can exhibit high variations even for requests with identical end-to-end response times.

For example, two requests of different classes may both run for10s, but on average respec-

tively utilize 1 and 64 cores in parallel. See Figures5.1(a-b) for an illustration of the variance

in parallelization levels observed in the reference workload. LetUr be the mean system uti-

lization of classr queries averaged across cores. The admission policy prioritizes the classes

with highestUr values at the expense of requests which utilize the CPUs less.

5.4.3 Pairwise Query Interference Policy

Performance modeling theory has developed over the years analytical tools to describe con-

tention for core access using stochastic processes, e.g., product-form queueing network mod-

els [49]. This theory explains resource contention between different jobs when these are served

under processor-sharing scheduling, an idealized version of round-robin where the quantum of
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time that each job receives is infinitesimally small. Processor sharing scheduling is well known

to idealize CPU scheduling [57]. Product-form queueing network models are an appropri-

ate abstraction to describe core contention, but they place some limitations on theanalysis of

real-world systems. For example, queries submitted to a database server mayalso experience

blocking delays caused by constraints on the maximum software threading level. Thus, a query

class with high parallelism level, but low core processing requirements, may still block the

execution of other query classes if it saturates the threading limit constraint.These blocking

delays add to the core contention overheads and can be difficult to model. We shall refer to

such delays asinterferencesand, with the aim of defining a new admission control policy, we

aim to characterize and exploit interferences between query classes.

We present in this section two contributions. First, we define a metric for characterizing

the interference between any pair of query classes. Next, we proposean admission control

policy to leverage this information for better resource management for in-memory databases.

Specifically, we follow this approach:

1. We first define a simplified queueing model for the performance of the database server

in the idealized case where there is core contention, butno interference, between query

classes. Thus, this system ignores aspects such as task forking and admission control. We

prove that, in this idealized model, a certain relationship must exist between utilization

and queue-lengths (i.e., backlogs of queries) seen at the cores at the instant of admission

into the system of a new query by the planner. We shall refer to this relationship as the

no-interference baseline.

2. We then focus back on the real system. Based on the idealized result, wedefine a metric

that quantifies how much the behavior of queries in the real system deviatesfrom the no-

interference baseline. This will be used as a metric for admission control.

3. Finally, we define an admission control policy that tries to prioritize query classes that are

expected to maximize core utilization in the presence of interference.

5.4.3.1 No-Interference Baseline

We begin by defining an idealized model for the database server performance by considering a

closed queueing network composed byM processor-sharing queues, modelling the cores, and a

delay station, modelling the time taken by the scheduler to issue the next query after completion

of the previous one. This time, calledthink time, is zero if the scheduler queue contains jobs,

otherwise equals the residual time before a client issues the next requestto the database. We

denote byZc the mean think time of a class-c query. We ignore in this idealized model aspects

such as maximum threading levels, thread forking, and latency for memory access. In order to
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mimic the behavior of threads, we require each job to perform on average anumber of visits

to each core, before completing, such that the total processing demandDc,i of class-c queries,

summed across visits, placed on each corei is identical to the one in the real system for each

query class. Since cores are assumed identical, we defineDc = Dc,1 = Dc,2 = . . . = Dc,M ,

whereM is the number of cores. LetUc be the utilization of class-c queries averaged across

cores. Also, letAc
r be the mean number of jobs of classr executing at a core, averaged across

the cores, as observed by a query of classc at the instant it is issued by the query planner. We

prove the following result.1

Theorem 1. Under the above assumptions, utilizations and mean arrival queue-lengths satisfy

the following relation
Ur

Uc
=

Ac
r

Ar
c

for all classesc, r = 1, . . . ,K wherec 6= r.

Proof. Under the given assumptions, the model under study is a product-form closed queueing

network [49]. The population of the model corresponds to the population of cycling jobs.Let

G be the normalizing constant of the equilibrium state probabilities of the underlying Markov

chain model that describes the stochastic evolution of the network. Also let the notationG+
c,r

indicate the normalizing constant for a related model where we remove a job ofclassc and a

job of classr from the network, but increase the number of cores by one. Let alsoGc andGr

be the normalizing constants of models with a job less of classc andr, respectively. For the

model under study, it is established that [56]

Ac
r = Dr

G+
c,r

Gc
, Ar

c = Dc

G+
c,r

Gr

Therefore
Ac

r

Ar
c

=
Dr

Dc

Gr

Gc

Recall that the class-c and class-r throughputs, respectively denotedXc andXr, are defined in

terms of normalising constants as

Xr =
Gr

G
, Xc =

Gc

G
,

then
Ac

r

Ar
c

=
Dr

Dc

Gr

G

G

Gc
=

Dr

Dc

Xr

Xc
=

Ur

Uc

where we used in the last passage that, by the utilization law [130], Ur = XrDr andUc =

XcDc. This completes the proof.

1 Theorem 1 and the subsequent proof are contributions by paper co-author Giuliano Casale [125].
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Based on the last result, it is natural to define the no-interference baseline as the metric

ηr,c =
Ur

Uc
−

Ac
r

Ar
c

(5.1)

which for the idealized system satisfiesηr,c ≡ 0 for every possible choice of classesr andc. A

discussion of this metric is provided in the next subsection.

5.4.3.2 Interference in the Real System

Using trace-driven simulation and the measurement discussed in the next sections, we tested

if the observed utilization levels and arrival queue-lengths in a SAP HANA DB, a real-world

in-memory database, satisfied the no-interference baseline. Without loss ofgenerality, the

queue-length values for this system are intended to be of threads instead of jobs. Our empirical

observation is that, in general, the no-interference constraint is not satisfied, except in the obvi-

ous caser = c, and different pairs of classes(r, c) exhibit different degrees of deviation from

the idealized constraint. Our proposal is to interpret this deviation as a measure of class inter-

ference, i.e., the delay occurring between classes that cannot be explained by core contention.

We have in particular three cases:

• Caseηr,c > 0. This corresponds to the situation where

Ar
c

Uc
>

Ac
r

Ur

For example, this may be due to classc placing a higherAr
c value than expected. Thus,

classc consumes the threading limit constraint per unit of utilizationrelativelymore than

classr. Under this situation, it seems more efficient to execute classr queries instead of

classc queries. The same conclusion is obtained after rearranging the terms as

Uc

Ar
c

<
Ur

Ac
r

which suggests that classr produces more work (higher utilization) per thread queued at

the core. Thus, in relative terms, we say that classr is morework-intensivethan classc per

thread queued at the core.

• Caseηr,c < 0. This is similar to the previous case and corresponds to a situation where

classc utilizes resources more efficiently with respect to classr per thread queued at the

core.

• Caseηr,c = 0. The two classes utilize resources in a fair manner consistent with the no-

interference model.
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5.4.4 Query Admission Policy Implementation

Based on the observations in the previous subsections, we implement four admission control

policies for in-memory databases in a trace-driven simulation model. For a system with K

classes, the policies rely on offline definition of a matrixη = [ηr,c], where elementηr,c is

defined by the respective admission control policy for the pair of classesin row r and columnc,

r, c = 1, . . . ,K. The admission policies attempt to optimize system performance by selecting,

among the jobs queueing in the system admission queue, the earliest arrivedquery of classr∗

in the admission queue such that

K
∑

c=1

ηr∗,cN
dec
c ≥

K
∑

c=1

ηr,cN
dec
c , ∀r 6= r∗

whereNdec
c is thecurrentnumber of classc jobs in service at the cores at the instant when the

scheduler needs to take the admission control decision. (Note thatNdec
c 6= Ar

c since the latter

is instead thelong-term averagefor the number of threads observed when a classr query is

admitted to service.) In particular, the admission policies we investigate in this studyare:

ηr,c = −A
c
r: Chooses to admit the classr job that at the arrival instant of classc jobs on

average adds the smallest backlogs to the running mix.

ηr,c = −Qr: Chooses the classr job that on average adds the smallest backlogs to the
running mix.

ηr,c = Ur: Aims to maximize the work intensiveness of the running mix by admitting
the query of classr that imposes the largest additional utilization to the run-
ning mix .

ηr,c = Pr,c: This policy utilizes the pair wise no-interference baseline as defined in(5.1).

5.5 Trace-driven Simulation Model

We defined a simulation model for performance evaluation of the proposed admission control

policies for in-memory database systems. The simulation model is helpful for what-if compar-

ison of admission control policies and provides a testbed for computing theη matrix defined

by our proposed policies. The model implementation extends JINQS [87], a library for simu-

lating multiclass queueing networks, and is parameterized solely from measured system traces.

Maintaining a black box view of the database internals is advantageous sincesuch details may

not always be available, usually complicate the model, and can require modeling changes once

the application implementation is altered.
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We consider a workload of clients interactively accessing hosted database services and use

the closed queueing model depicted in Figure5.2 for performance evaluation. The model

specifically captures delays due to contention for hardware and software resources. Database

performance degradation due to hardware contention has been mainly linked to storage re-

sources in previous work [157]. However, the absence of time consuming disk I/O operations

on in-memory platforms allows us to focus on modelling contention delays for cores. We rep-

resent available system processors with a network of processor-sharing queues in the model.

In multicore environments, databases can efficiently utilize parallel processors by incorpo-

rating concurrency into query plans. Parallelizing large portions of query tasks may result in

contention for threads allocated to the application. We model the maximum threading limit

with a finite capacity region (FCR) [130]. A FCR is a subnetwork with a constraint on the

maximum number of jobs that can simultaneously visit it at a given time. Arriving jobs are

added to anAdmissionQueueif available capacities are exhausted. No jobs are dropped. The

AdmissionQueueis governed by a configurable admission control policy, e.g., non-preemptive

FCFS, SEPT, etc. When the FCR capacity is exceeded, upon departure of a job from the FCR to

the outside, the next job to be admitted is chosen within theAdmissionQueueby the admission

control policy.

Consider thejth query instance, i.e. job, requesting access to the FCR. In the real system,

this corresponds to thejth query received by the database from the clients. In the simulation,

we describe this job by a classk(j), which describes the type of operation performed, and by

an iteration numberi(j) ≤ I(j), whereI(j) represents the maximum number of cycles jobj

performs in the FCR before leaving. This corresponds to the number of processing phases the

query undergoes before completing. Thus, a cycle corresponds to a single execution round at

the cores. We define the response time for jobj as the difference between time of its completion

at the FCR and the time of its arrival at the admission buffer.

5.5.1 Fork and Join Elements

The parallelization of queries is captured with fork and join elements. TheJobForkStation

element forks a job into a number oftasksand essentially models a client query being broken

up into smaller tasks by the query planner. We assume cores to have identicalprocessing speeds

and jobs to have equal routing probabilities to each core. The number of tasks forked for jobj

at cyclei ≡ i(j) is denoted byfj,i that is a positive integer. Similarly, the time demand placed

by each task at the core at cyclei is indicated withdj,i. After leaving the cores, all tasks are

progressively accumulated by theJobJoinStationelement until allfj,i tasks have arrived. At

this point, they are merged back into jobj which is then either moved to the next cyclei(j)+1

or departs the network ifi(j) = I(j). Thus, the time to complete cyclei equals the maximum
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Figure 5.2: Simulation Model.

residence time of thefj,i forked tasks in the queues modelling the cores.

5.5.2 Finite Capacity Region

The FCR models a constraint on the quantity of available software thread resources in the

database application. We implement this restriction with a global counter trackinghow many

forked jobs have entered the FCR region. Jobs positioned in theAdmissionQueueare granted

FCR access if the nominal job fork size, i.e. the fork count at iterationi = 1, does not exceed

the available FCR capacity. That is, let

nfcr(t) =
∑

j ∈ jobs in FCR

fj,1 (5.2)

be the number of jobs in execution inside the FCR at timet. Then the FCR imposes

nfcr(t) ≤ Nfcr, ∀t

whereNfcr is the total FCR capacity, an input parameter of the model that limits the concur-

rency level inside the region. Tasks from different jobs concurrentlyexecuting on the cores

may place different service demands and are therefore likely to complete execution at different

times and with different orders with respect to the arrival order. Our model introduces control

signals that are triggered as soon as a forked task arrives at theJobJoinStationelement. The

control signals decrement the FCR counter and are routed from theControlJobSourceto the

ControlJobSinkelements in the model as shown in Figure5.2.
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Table 5.1: Summary Reference System.

Hardware

Architecture IBM X5, 4-Sockets

Memory 1TB RAM

CPU 32 Cores (64 Hyperthreads)

Chipset Intel Nehalem 7560, 8 cores at 2.27GHz

Software

Operating System SLES 11

In-Memory DB HANA DB (GA) CL 351658 1.00

Size Data Set Uncompressed1.3TB

Size Data Set Compressed 80GB

5.6 Simulation Model Validation

5.6.1 Reference System

For validation of our methodologies, we used a dataset from benchmark experiments performed

on a four socket IBM X5 server with Intel Nehalem 7560 chipset and 1TB of RAM. This dataset

was obtained and studied in [116]. The server features 32 physical cores, each clocked at

2.27Ghz with hyperthreading enabled, and so can leverage 64 hyperthreads. (In what follows,

we use the terms core and hyperthread interchangeably.) The in-memory database used in the

experiments is SAP HANA DB in the General Availability (GA) version 1.00. Thehigh-level

architecture of this system is illustrated in Figure5.3. Once a database client submits a query

request, it first enters the internal admission buffer of theIndexServer. This software compo-

nent maintains the query execution control and is responsible for planningand management of

query execution steps. Query planning is essential to database performance as complex queries

may require multiple separate steps to complete (selects, joins, . . . ). TheIndexServerdecides

this parallelism level in such a way as to utilize cores efficiently. A configurable maximum

threading level is maintained in order to control the parallelism level. Depending on the job

mix currently in execution and on task parallelization levels when the query planis completed,

queries issued to HANA that cannot be served by the available threads wait in the admission

buffer. See Table5.1for a summary of the hardware and software environment.

5.6.2 Workload

The workload is based on the TPC-H [12] benchmark which emulates workloads of online

analytical processing (OLAP) systems. This benchmark definesK = 22 query classes. For

amplification of the analytical workload, additional columns were added to the database tables

lineitemandorders. The database was populated with a 1.3TB dataset (80GB working set in
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Figure 5.3: Reference System.

memory after HANA DB compression). Benchmark experiments were executed with different

numbers of clients. In single client mode, denotedCON1 (concurrency level 1), the benchmark

driver at any time has only a single outstanding query (i.e., job) in the system. In concurrent

user mode, multiple client streams submit jobs so that job response times are affected due to

contention. A client randomly chooses the class of the next job and upon its completion submits

the subsequent job without delay. Two scenarios with 8 and 16 concurrent clients, respectively

denotedCON8 andCON16, were available in the dataset.

All benchmarks are executed over a period of1 hour during which timestamps were recorded

for query arrival and departure events. The dataset reports thread status, i.e., affinity to a certain

core, in sampling intervals of0.2s. This sampling rate may appear coarse grained for reporting

core thread affinities, but is appropriate for the workload under study as it consists of queries

with mean processing times many times larger than the sampling rate.

The workload contains a set of database queries with quite diverse characteristics. Due

to the large number of classes and some long execution times, the measurements for some

classes were limited to a few points. We determine the confidence of the measurements using

95% confidence intervals (CIs) and compute the CI widths as relative values to the mean.

Figure5.4 reports measurements for classes producing the reasonably low CI widths ranging

in [24%; 130%]. Measurements are normalized by the values of class 2.

Figure5.4(a) conveys that the range of query response times is large. A set of short running

classes have small response times close to the base class. Classes{10, 22, 1, 4} can be charac-

terized as medium length runners and have response times up to 20 times largerthan class 2.

Finally we record the two significantly longest running classes{9, 21}. The diversity in work-

load classes is further highlighted by the measured parallelization levels. Figure 5.4(b) shows
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(b) Parallelization Levels

Figure 5.4: Single Client Measured Response Times and Parallelization Levels for Query Sub-
set.

the mean parallelization levels over query processing phases as described in Section5.6.3and

illustrates that parallelization levels induced by the query planner are uniquefor each class.

Interestingly, there is no clearly visible relationship between query response time and level of

parallelization.

5.6.3 Validation

For validation of the proposed simulation model, we simulate theCON8 andCON16 scenarios

and compare simulation results to measurements. The model input parameters jobfork sizeand

service timeare computed from core thread affinity traces included in the dataset. In particular

we use data from isolation runs, i.e. with only a single query in execution, where over the

length of the run the total number of active threads pertaining to the query process are recorded.

Figure5.5 illustrates the model parameterization methodology. The number of threads during

query execution may change depending on parallelization levels in the queryplan. We count

each change in parallelization levels, i.e. number of active threads, as a separate processing

phase of the query. In measurements we keep a record of the number of active threads per

processing phase and the length of time the processing phase lasted. In simulation the number

of active threads in a given processing phase and the time interval duringwhich the phase was

observed are used as parameters for fork sizesfj,i and service timesdj,i, respectively. The

measured query processing phases map to the modeling concept of job iterations, denotedi(j).

Furthermore, our reference system maintains 64 cores and consequently our model com-

prises 64 processor sharing queues: processor sharing is a well known idealization of CPU

scheduling in computer systems [57]. Additional input parameters for the model are job think

times, job population size (N ), and FCR threading limit (Nfcr). For think times we use mea-
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Figure 5.6: Mean Response Time and Slowdown in Measurement and Simulation.

sured traces fromCON8 andCON16, respectively. Populations are estimated from measured

throughput and response times using Little’s law [130] (N = 41 for CON8 andN = 60 for

CON16). The FCR parameterNfcr was unknown, here the value producing similar mean job

arrival queues in simulation compared to theCON8 andCON16 data was chosen (Nfcr = 180

for CON8 andNfcr = 275 for CON16).

Our simulation experiments show that the model captures measured contention delays rea-

sonably well. Figure5.6(a) reveals that simulation tends to overestimate mean response times.

Define the slowdownSk of class-k queries as the ratio between that class’s response time and

its demandDk, estimated as the response time in theCON1 experiment. As shown in Fig-

ure5.6(b), the mean class slowdown is matched very accurately: we record simulation errors

for CON8 and CON16 of 0.06 and0.10, respectively. To better understand the source of the

per-class errors, Figures5.6(c)-(d) compare per-class slowdowns from measurement and simu-

lation. The model accurately captures variances in slowdown values and closely matches most

measurements. Class 7 appears to be difficult to model inCON8. Simulation data of Class 1

overestimates measurements in bothCON8 andCON16 scenarios. Considering the complexity

of the model topology and the total of 22 considered classes, low deviationsfrom measure-

ment appear of sufficient quality for the purpose of defining a validation environment for the

admission control policies.
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Table 5.2: Fork Sizes (fj,i) and per Core Service Times (dj,i) of Synthetic Workload Classes.
Var-Service Var-Para Inv_Increase Lin_Increase

Class fj,i dj,i fj,i dj,i fj,i dj,i fj,i dj,i
SC1 10 2 5 10 5 10 5 2
SC2 10 5 10 10 10 5 10 5
SC3 10 10 15 10 15 2 15 10

5.7 Comparative Evaluation of Resource Management Methodol ogies

We now use our simulation model for a comparative evaluation of job admission policies. The

first part of this section applies simplified synthetic workloads before progressing in the second

part to more realistic workload mixes based on measurements from the reference system, de-

scribed in Section5.6.2. In simulation the job scheduling is performed in theAdmissionQueue

element depicted in Figure5.2. We quantify the performance using throughput, response time

and weighted slowdown metrics. Weighted slowdown explains how much the slowdown of a

particular class affects the workload mix and is defined as

W (Sk) = Sk
Xk

X
, (5.3)

whereXk andX describe the classk and total throughputs, respectively. Thus lowW (Sk)

values are preferable. We compare the admission policies[Pr,c], [Ur], [−Ac
r], and [−Qr] to

the traditional policies FCFS and SEPT. In related work, shortest job prioritization was applied

successfully as admission control policy [84].

5.7.1 Synthetic Workloads

The study of synthetic workloads facilitates the creation of simplified example cases and aids in

the interpretation of admission policy prioritizations. In particular, we define the four workload

types specified in Table5.2consisting of three classes each, denotedSC1, SC2, andSC3. The

synthetic classes differ in terms of the parameters fork sizefj,i and service timedj,i:

• fj,i quantifies the number of tasks jobj is forked into at hisith circle to the servers

• dj,i specifies the service time of a jobj task at hisith circle to the servers

The first workload type, denotedVar-Service, is configured with static fork size and altering

service time parameter, whileVar-Paravaries fork sizes and maintains the service times stable

for all classes. Both parameter dimensions are configured to be dynamic in the workloads

denotedInv_IncreaseandLin_Increase. The maximum number of cycles each job performs in
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the FCR is set toI(j) = 1. Think times are generated from an exponential distribution with a

mean of five.

For each workload we obtain three distinct mixes, denoted[Mix-I ,Mix-II ,Mix-III ], by ap-

plying the probability vectors[0.6, 0.2, 0.2], [0.2, 0.6, 0.2], [0.2, 0.2, 0.6] specifying how many

jobs of classes[SC1, SC2, SC3] are in the mix. Intuitively, the scalar in the identifier of the

mix encodes which synthetic class holds the largest number of jobs in the workload, e.g., Mix-I

has a majority of class SC1 jobs. Our simulations use a population ofN = 30 jobs,n = 64

servers, and the FCR constraint limitNfcr = 100. Theη tables are built in FCFS simulations.

5.7.1.1 Simulation Results Workload Var-Service

This workload features constant fork size and varying service time parameters. The perfor-

mance results and admission policy statistics for Var-Service are illustrated in Figures5.7(a)-(c)

and Table5.3, respectively.

[Pr,c]. We find this policy prioritizing the classes with largest service requirements resulting

in low throughputs especially in the case of Mix-III. The mean response timesand weighted

slowdowns in Mix-II and Mix-III are considerably larger compared to theconventional policies

SEPT and FCFS. The policy produces competitive response times in Mix-I.

[Ur]. Prioritizing classes with high utilizations delivers good performance only in Mix-I, where

the majority of jobs are of the class with the smallest service time, i.e. SC1. However, Ur does

not admit jobs in the same order as SEPT in Mix-I and assigns higher priority toSC3 over

SC2. In Mix-I and Mix-II we observe equal prioritizations for[Ur] and [Pr,c] resulting in

similar performance.

[−Ac
r], [−Qr]. The statistics presented in Table5.3convey that arrival instant queue lengths and

time averaged queue lengths are similar. The admission policies leverage unique prioritization

patterns for each of the studied workload mixes. Interestingly, the throughput performance is

competitive to SEPT in Mix-I and Mix-II in spite of different prioritizations. Werecord the

best response time performance using this approach. Weighted slowdowns are considerably

smaller compared to the utilization based policies in Mix-II and Mix-III.

Interpretation.The two approaches leveraging utilization consistently prioritize the jobs with

highest service requirements. Not surprisingly this leads to low mean throughputs and large

response times: short jobs are trapped behind the longer ones. The queue based policies favor

jobs that over time build up the smallest backlogs and therefore choose the classes imposing

the smallest additional load to the running mix. This strategy leads to different prioritizations

than SEPT for Mix-I and Mix-II resulting in competitive throughputs and favorable response

times.
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Figure 5.7: Synthetic Workload Var-Service Global Throughput, Mean Response Time, and
Weighted Slowdown in Simulation. The Legend Shown in Figure (c) is Identical for Figures (a)
and (b).

Table 5.3: Synthetic Workload Var-Service Table-Row Sum (
∑K

c=1
), Mean Class Utilization

(Ur), Mean Task Arrival Instant Queue Length (Ac
r), and Task Time Averaged Queue Length

(Qr) as Used to Compute Admission Policy High (3), Medium (2), and Low (1) Prioritizations
(Prio). Priorities High, Medium, Low are respectively highlighted in Red, Amber, and Green.

Admission Policy
Pr,c Ur −Ac

r −Qr

Class
∑K

c=1
Prio Ur Prio Ac

r Prio Qr Prio

Mix-I
SC1 -0.19 1 0.45 3 46.5 1 43.4 1
SC2 0.02 2 0.23 1 21.9 3 22.2 3
SC3 0.04 3 0.29 2 27.2 2 27.9 2

Mix-II
SC1 -0.08 1 0.12 1 14.0 3 12.0 3
SC2 0.33 3 0.59 3 59.1 1 58.1 1
SC3 0.24 2 0.26 2 24.7 2 25.2 2

Mix-III
SC1 -0.09 1 0.10 1 12.4 3 10.1 3
SC2 0.16 2 0.17 2 17.8 2 17.1 2
SC3 1.05 3 0.69 3 67.7 1 68.3 1

Key points for Var-Service:

• [−Ac
r] and[−Qr] quantities and prioritizations are very similar

• [Pr,c] and[Ur] show worst overall performance

• SEPT has high throughputs but some large response time values

• [−Ac
r] and[−Qr] competitive for throughputs and best response time results

5.7.1.2 Simulation Results Workload Var-Para

In workload Var-Para the fork size parameters are configured to uniformly increase from class

SC1 to SC3, while the service times remain constant. The performance results of our simulation
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Figure 5.8: Synthetic Workload Var-Para Global Throughput, Mean Response Time, and
Weighted Slowdown in Simulation. The Legend Shown in Figure (c) is Identical for Figures
(a) and (b).

Table 5.4: Synthetic Workload Var-Para Table-Row Sum (
∑K

c=1
), Mean Class Utilization (Ur),

Mean Task Arrival Instant Queue Length (Ac
r), and Task Time Averaged Queue Length (Qr)

as Used to Compute Admission Policy High (3), Medium (2), and Low (1) Prioritizations (Prio).
Priorities High, Medium, Low are respectively highlighted in Red, Amber, and Green.

Admission Policy
Pr,c Ur −Ac

r −Qr

Class
∑K

c=1
Prio Ur Prio Ac

r P Qr Prio

Mix-I
SC1 0.0005 2 0.40 3 41.1 1 40.8 1
SC2 0.03 3 0.24 1 23.8 3 23.1 3
SC3 -0.06 1 0.33 2 33.3 2 31.5 2

Mix-II
SC1 -0.01 1 0.11 1 11.2 3 11.1 3
SC2 0.22 3 0.59 3 59.2 1 57.5 1
SC3 0.02 2 0.28 2 27.9 2 26.5 2

Mix-III
SC1 -0.03 1 0.09 1 9.45 3 9.41 3
SC2 0.08 2 0.17 2 16.8 2 16.4 2
SC3 0.26 3 0.72 3 71.4 1 68.1 1

experiments using this workload are depicted in Figures5.8(a)-(c). Table5.4 shows statistics

of the evaluated admission control policies.

[Pr,c]. The no-interference baseline based approach delivers the maximal throughputs in Mix-I

and Mix-II, where it assigns highest priority to SC2: the class with medium fork size. While

this prioritization is successful in terms of throughput and weighted slowdown, it produces

large response times in Mix-II and Mix-III where classes with largest fork sizes are admitted

first. The poor response time performance may result from classes with high fork sizes claiming

large fractions of the FCR limit causing delays for the remaining classes.

[Ur]. This policy overall delivers the poorest performance for workload Var-Para. In Mix-II

and Mix-III this choice of admission results in low throughputs, high response times, and large

weighted slowdowns. The explanation for these results may be the prioritization of classes
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with highest fork counts. While all classes have identical per core service requirements, this

admission order saturates the FCR limit at the expense of classes with smaller fork sizes.

[−Ac
r], [−Qr]. The queue lengths based techniques appear to be a good choice for workloads

with variable fork sizes. Our simulation results reveal high throughputs and low response times

especially in Mix-II and Mix-III where the majority of jobs have large fork sizes. Since all jobs

have identical per core service requirements these policies make best useof the FCR resource

by prioritizing the job classes building up the smallest backlogs. Interestingly,job classes

with smallest fork sizes do not always get prioritized FCR entry. For example, in Mix-I and

Mix-II SC3 does not receive the lowest priority. In terms of weighted slowdown this policy is

competitive in Mix-I and proves to be the best choice for Mix-II and Mix-III.

Interpretation.Assigning highest priorities to the classes with largest parallelization levels is

not an optimal strategy. The query-pair and utilization based policies follow this approach for

Mix-II and Mix-III resulting in poor response time performance. We interpret this finding with

the thread pool limit constraint causing delays for requests waiting for other highly parallel

jobs to complete. Instead, the queue based policies privilege the least parallel class SC1 in

Mix-I and Mix-II leading to better throughputs and response times than any other policy.

Key points for Var-Para:

• [−Ac
r] and[−Qr] quantities and prioritizations are very similar

• [Ur] delivers very large response time results

• [Pr,c] is not competitive with[−Ac
r] and[−Qr] in Mix-II and Mix-III

• SEPT behaves identical to FCFS in this setting performing worse than[−Ac
r] and [−Qr]

especially in Mix-III with mostly highly parallelized jobs

• [−Ac
r] and[−Qr] produce best overall results for throughput, response time, and slowdown

5.7.1.3 Simulation Results Workload Inv_Increase

In workload Inv_Increase the combination of fork size and service time parameters is config-

ured uniquely and inverse for each class. For example, SC1 has the smallest fork size and

largest service requirement, while SC3 has the largest fork size and smallest service require-

ment. Illustrations of simulation results and statistics of the admission policies can befound in

Figures5.9(a)-(c) and Table5.5, respectively.

[Pr,c]. The lowest priority is consistently assigned to class SC3: The one with largest fork size

and smallest service time. The strategy of prioritizing classes with largest pertask service times

produces competitive throughputs and favorable response times compared to SEPT admission

across all workload mixes.
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Figure 5.9: Synthetic Workload Inv_Increase Global Throughput, Mean Response Time, and
Weighted Slowdown in Simulation. The Legend Shown in Figure (c) is Identical for Figures (a)
and (b).

Table 5.5: Synthetic Workload Inv_Increase Table-Row Sum (
∑K

c=1
), Mean Class Utilization

(Ur), Mean Task Arrival Instant Queue Length (Ac
r), and Task Time Averaged Queue Length

(Qr) as Used to Compute Admission Policy High (3), Medium (2), and Low (1) Prioritizations
(Prio). Priorities High, Medium, Low are respectively highlighted in Red, Amber, and Green.

Admission Policy
Pr,c Ur −Ac

r −Qr

Class
∑K

c=1
Prio Ur Prio Ac

r Prio Qr Prio

Mix-I
SC1 0.27 3 0.48 3 46.4 1 47.2 1
SC2 0.13 2 0.24 2 22.4 3 22.7 2
SC3 -0.19 1 0.22 1 24.6 2 21.0 3

Mix-II
SC1 0.11 2 0.15 1 14.6 3 15.0 3
SC2 0.55 3 0.63 3 61.0 1 61.5 1
SC3 -0.28 1 0.19 2 21.6 2 18.0 2

Mix-III
SC1 -0.03 2 0.15 1 15.1 3 15.4 3
SC2 0.11 3 0.22 2 20.8 2 21.5 2
SC3 -0.34 1 0.60 3 61.0 1 56.3 1

[Ur]. Our simulation results for throughput and response times reveal similar performance

characteristics to SEPT admission for this policy. This finding is particularly interesting, since

the prioritization patterns are remarkably different to SEPT in case of Mix-Iand Mix-II. How-

ever, choosingUr or SEPT as admission policy delivers the worst response time performance

for workload Inv_Increase.

[−Ac
r], [−Qr]. This policy once more delivers the best performance for mean response time.

In addition, it is competitive to SEPT in global throughputs and weighted slowdown. In Mix-II

and Mix-III the choice of admission is similar to[Pr,c] in that classes with small fork sizes and

large service times are prioritized.

Interpretation.The SEPT policy prioritizes the short and highly parallel jobs leading to high

saturation levels of the thread pool limit. We find this to be the worst strategy resulting in
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poor response time performance. On the contrary, the query pair policy prioritizes the classes

with little parallelization and high service requirements: we interpret these to be the work-

intensive jobs. Prioritizing the work-intensive mixes leads to competitive throughputs and with

the exception of Mix-II to the joint lowest response times. Similarly to the query pair based

policy the queue length approaches prioritize jobs with small parallelization levels.

Key points for Inv_Increase:

• Minor difference in[−Ac
r] and[−Qr] prioritizations

• SEPT and[Ur] with worst response time performance

• [Pr,c] performance similar to[−Ac
r] and[−Qr]

• [−Ac
r] and[−Qr] overall produce best and most stable results

5.7.1.4 Simulation Results Workload Lin_Increase

The fork size and service time parameters of workload Lin_Increase areconfigured as linearly

increasing along both dimensions. Table5.6 presents the statistics of the admission policies

and Figures5.10(a)-(c) provide illustrations of the performance metrics from simulation.

[Pr,c]. The throughput performance of this admission policy is low in Mix-II and Mix-III, while

response times are competitive with the other policies except for the case of Mix-III. We find

lowest table-row sums for class SC3 which is configured with the largest fork size and service

time.

[Ur]. Building admission policies solely based on job utilization again proves to be a bad

choice. Our results show lowest throughputs paired with highest response times and large

slowdowns for this policy.

[−Ac
r], [−Qr]. The performance results of the queue based policies are excellent forthrough-

puts and consistent in beating SEPT for lower response times. The prioritization favors the

classes with smaller fork sizes facilitating small delays for available FCR capacities. Weighted

slowdown results show a clear improvement compared to the utilization based policies.

Interpretation.Due to the workload characteristics the prioritizations of[−Ac
r], [−Qr], and

SEPT are quite similar: The classes building up the least amount of backlogs also have smallest

service times. Results for the utilization based policy are significantly worse, since it assigns

high priorities to the classes with largest parallelization levels and service requirements. This

strategy most likely results in large fractions of the limited threads being blockedfor long

periods of time.
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Figure 5.10: Synthetic Workload Lin_Increase Global Throughput, Mean Response Time, and
Weighted Slowdown in Simulation. The Legend Shown in Figure (c) is Identical for Figures (a)
and (b).

Table 5.6: Synthetic Workload Lin_Increase Table-Row Sum (
∑K

c=1
), Mean Class Utilization

(Ur), Mean Task Arrival Instant Queue Length (Ac
r), and Task Time Averaged Queue Length

(Qr) as Used to Compute Admission Policy High (3), Medium (2), and Low (1) Prioritizations
(Prio). Priorities High, Medium, Low are respectively highlighted in Red, Amber, and Green.

Admission Policy
Pr,c Ur −Ac

r −Qr

Class
∑K

c=1
Prio Ur Prio Ac

r Prio Qr Prio

Mix-I
SC1 0.07 3 0.27 2 26.6 2 25.6 2
SC2 -0.03 2 0.24 1 23.2 3 23.0 3
SC3 -0.06 1 0.41 3 38.5 1 39.5 1

Mix-II
SC1 -0.002 2 0.06 1 6.82 3 6.44 3
SC2 0.17 3 0.56 3 57.2 1 55.1 1
SC3 -0.02 1 0.35 2 33.4 2 33.8 2

Mix-III
SC1 -0.01 2 0.04 1 4.13 3 3.82 3
SC2 0.18 3 0.13 2 13.7 2 12.8 2
SC3 -0.10 1 0.80 3 79.0 1 77.7 1

Key points for Lin_Increase:

• [−Ac
r] and[−Qr] quantities and prioritizations are very similar

• [Ur] delivers a very large response time result in Mix-III

• [Pr,c] is not competitive with[−Ac
r] and[−Qr] in Mix-II and Mix-III

• SEPT, [−Ac
r], and [−Qr] perform equally well with the exception of Mix-II where the

response times from the queue based policies are lower
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5.7.1.5 Summary Synthetic Workloads

Our comparative evaluation of admission control policies conveys that the proposed table based

approaches can deliver improved performance compared to FCFS and SEPT scheduling in sim-

ulations. While building the admission table from class utilization[Ur] produced some less

favorable results in our study, the no-interference baseline table from query pair arrival instant

queue lengths and utilization ratios showed its potential especially with workloadInv_Increase

and workload Lin_Increase. These workloads are the most important in terms of our applica-

tion scenario as they are configured to vary both service time and fork sizeparameters. Our

simulations further convey that performance results may be improved using the queue lengths

techniques[−Ac
r] and [−Qr]. In particular, we record the most stable results and lowest re-

sponse times using this approach.

This in an interesting result of our study, since scheduling policies typically do not consider

thread pool limits and job parallelization, but rely on prioritizations based on request sizes

and service demands. Conversely, load balancing policies consider the queue lengths at the

destination servers. However, we consider a reference system with external admission control

and without control over the destination environment. Our simulation results indicate that the

presented queue length policies are a viable approach for external admission control in presence

of finite capacity regions and high variance in job parallelization levels. In addition, we find that

buildingη tables from arrival instant queue lengths and time averaged queue lengths produces

very similar results. Using the time averaged queue lengths for admission policyprioritization

has the advantage of less overheads, since rather than maintaining a table this metric facilitates

storing of a single backlog value for each workload class.

5.7.2 Customized TPC-H Based Workloads

In this section we progress to more realistic workload definitions and obtain fork size and ser-

vice time parameters from the reference workload, introduced in Section5.6.2. Our evaluation

focuses on the best admission policies identified in the previous study of synthetic workloads:

SEPT,[Pr,c], [−Ac
r], and[−Qr]. For ease of interpretation of the experiment we consider a

subset of six classes. In particular we use classes{16, 18}, {1, 4}, and{9, 21} to represent

short, medium, and long running query types, respectively. We regard three workload mixes

with a population ofN = 200 jobs denotedLight, Medium, andHeavy Mix. The mixes are

defined by the probability vectors[0.6, 0.2, 0.2], [0.2, 0.6, 0.2], [0.2, 0.2, 0.6] specifying how

many jobs of[short,medium, long] running types are in the respective mix. We specifically

chose workloads with high variance in job service demands. For example, Figure 5.4(a) re-

veals that class21 response times inCON1 are roughly 8 times larger than class1 and 120

times larger than class2 response times. SEPT admission prioritizes job classes with smaller
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Figure 5.11: Customized TPC-H Type Workload Global Throughput, Mean Response Time,
and Weighted Slowdown in Simulation. The Legend Shown in Figure (c) is Identical for Figures
(a) and (b).

Table 5.7: TPC-H Based Workload Normalized CON1 Response Time (Rnorm), Table-Row
Sum (

∑K

c=1
), Mean Task Arrival Instant Queue Length (Ac

r), and Task Time Averaged Queue
Length (Qr) as Used to Compute Admission Policy Highest (6) to Lowest (1) Prioritizations
(Prio).

Admission Policy
SEPT Pr,c −Ac

r −Qr

Class Rnorm Prio
∑K

c=1
Prio Ac

r Prio Qr Prio

16 1.0 6 1.4 6 5.0 5 1.6 6
18 1.4 5 0.2 4 12.1 4 6.8 4
1 7.2 4 -1.5 3 14.3 3 10.1 3
4 9.7 3 1.3 5 4.3 6 3.1 5
9 27.4 2 -63.9 1 78.5 1 57.8 1
21 59.0 1 -29.4 2 38.5 2 43.9 2

CON1 response times. Theη matrix tables are built fromCON16 measurements.

Throughput Result.The global throughput results presented in Figure5.11(a) show that our

proposed admission policies increase global throughputs compared to SEPT. This finding is

particularly interesting in the Light Mix where largest throughputs would naturally be expected

with highest priorities for short jobs. The prioritization statistics shown in Table 5.7reveal that

[Pr,c], [−Ac
r], and[−Qr] assign prioritized access to class 4 over the shorter running classes

18 and 1. In addition and contrary to SEPT, class 21 is granted access ahead of class 9. To

better understand the performance effects of our admission policies we study the per class

throughputs illustrated in Figures5.12(a)-(c). Prioritizing classes 4 and 21 appears to be most

effective in the Medium and Heavy Mixes, respectively depicted in Figures 5.12(b) and (c).

With the exception of class 9, all remaining classes benefit from this choice.

Response Time Result.Simulation results indicate that mean response times can be signifi-

cantly decreased using our proposed admission policies. Compared to SEPT we record lower

mean response times across all workload mixes. To verify that our policies do not lead to
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Figure 5.12: Throughputs in Simulations with TPC-H Type Custom Workloads.
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Figure 5.13: Complementary Cumulative Distribution Function (CCDF) of Response Times in
Simulation with Shortest-Expected-Processing-Time-First (SEPT), No-Interference Baseline
(Pr,c), and Time Averaged Queue (−Qr) Policies.

the starvation of low priority job classes we studied the tail distributions of response times in

simulation. The results of the complementary cumulative distribution function, reported in Fig-

ures5.13(a)-(c), reveal that probabilities for large response times are significantly lower than

for SEPT scheduling in all workload mixes.

Weighted Slowdown Result.Figure5.11(c) shows the weighted slowdowns are similar in

the Light and Heavy Mixes with a slight advantage for[Pr,c], [−Ac
r], and[−Qr]. However,

we observe a substantial difference in the Medium Mix, where our policiesproduce lower

weighted slowdowns compared to SEPT.

Summarizing.Simulation results with TPC-H type workloads indicate that system perfor-

mance can be increased with the proposed resource management methodologies. Specifically

we compare the[Pr,c], [−Ac
r], and[−Qr] policies to SEPT and find that total throughputs can

be increased, while mean response times and weighted slowdowns are reduced.

Key points for TPC-H Based Workloads:

• [Pr,c], [−Ac
r] and[−Qr] increase global throughput compared to SEPT

• SEPT admission produces largest response times particularly in the Medium Mix
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• Results of the queue based policies are slightly better than[Pr,c]

• [−Ac
r] and[−Qr] record similar results

5.8 Summary and Conclusions

Conclusions.In this chapter we have proposed novel admission control policies for in-memory

database systems. In particular, we make four contributions. First we develop admission poli-

cies based on queue lengths, utilization, and a query pair based no-interference baseline that

aim to prioritize query mixes making efficient use of the system resources. The development

of high performance policies is complicated by the complex interplay of database queries com-

peting for processing resources and a limited number of software threads. In addition, typical

workloads of such large memory systems entail high variance in service requirements and par-

allelization levels. Our policies ignore I/O subsystems and therefore are highly applicable to

in-memory databases. Secondly, we present a trace-driven simulation model for evaluation

of admission control policies. The simulation model features fork/join elements and captures

limited thread pools with a FCR. The model is validated against system measurements.

Our third contribution is a comparative simulation study of the proposed admission control

policies using a set of simplified synthetic workloads. Finally, we validate our techniques with

trace-driven simulations and more realistic TPC-H type workloads build frommeasurements of

the in-memory system SAP HANA. We find that our policies have the potential to significantly

increase performance compared to the established policies FCFS and SEPT.

In particular, the policies considering job queue lengths deliver the best and most stable re-

sults in terms of response times and throughput. This is an important result of our study as

external scheduling policies typically rely on service requirements for derivation of job priori-

tizations. This implies that queue lengths might be a better metric in systems with high variance

in service demands, varying parallelization levels, and constraints on thread pool limits. Inter-

estingly, the policy derived from the time averaged queue length delivers equal performance to

the one using the arrival instant queue. This is a positive property of our methodology, since

using the time averaged queue lengths entails less overhead.

The size based SEPT admission produces high throughputs particularly for workloads with

small variance in parallelization levels. However, we record less favorable performance in

cases where short jobs claim large fractions of the thread pool limit. The query pair based

approach performs well with the TPC-H type workload, but has less favorable results in some

simplified cases. This might be due to the use of the utilization metric in the no-interference

baseline ratio. System utilization proves to be the worst choice for derivation of admission

policies in our study.
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Limitations. The proposed policies are limited to scenarios where system measurements of

averaged thread queue lengths pertaining to a query class are available.Such measurements can

be logged and made available by the operating system or the database application. The thread

affinity monitoring used in our study employs the rather coarse grained sampleinterval of

0.2s. Smaller sample intervals may deliver more realistic results, but can impose measurement

overheads. In addition, our policies rely on the mapping of each arrivingrequest to a class. In

practice OLTP queries usually remain stable, while OLAP queries may be refined more often

resulting in new class mappings. Related work offers clustering techniquesfor the assignment

of database queries to classes [39]. Finally, our policies rely on a table generated during a

training phase.

Usability. The proposed admission control policies can be used as a dispatcher external to the

database. This approach has the advantage of treating the database as ablack box. Therefore it

is independent of implementation changes to the database internals.
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6 Concluding Remarks

6.1 Conclusions

This thesis has presented a performance evaluation of data access operations in shared enter-

prise systems. It is structured into two parts addressing virtualized servers with disk storage and

in-memory databases maintaining data sets in RAM. The first part of the thesis proposed pre-

dictive models of the performance of disk requests in virtualized environments. Our method-

ology uses measurements obtained within a VM running in isolation and effectively treats the

VMM as a black box. Based on the measurements of the isolation case we then estimate the

disk request performance of multiple VMs running in consolidation.

In particular, we presented models for homogeneous and heterogeneous workload consoli-

dations. The homogeneous approach applies an open queueing model andtrace-driven simu-

lation. In the absence of detailed VMM level measurements, it is enhanced witha heuristic for

model calibration accounting for inaccuracies in the model parameterization.

The heterogeneous approach is more powerful as it allows the predictionof workload con-

solidations of different types. In addition, we employ a decomposition technique to model

read and write requests separately. The presented Decomposition models use a set of sim-

ple analytical estimators for prediction of averages of disk request latencies, throughputs, and

read/write mixes. Furthermore, the model is complemented with a closed queueingmodel and

trace-driven simulation for prediction of disk request latency distributions. All homogeneous

and heterogeneous models are validated against system measurements.

Our models may assist administrators of virtualized data centres in finding placement con-

figurations for VMs submitting disk I/O intensive workloads. In particular, the methodology

requires the collection of system traces collected inside the VMs when running in an isolated

environment. The traces are added to a trace repository and can subsequently be used for pre-

diction of the disk I/O performance of VMs when they are consolidated on a single virtualized

server.

In the second part of the thesis our performance study focused on systems storing data sets

in system memory. We proposed and evaluated admission control policies forin-memory

databases. Our policies rely on tables built from detailed measurements of system CPU traces

thereby treating the database as a black box. In particular, we employ measurements of aver-

aged job queue lengths and mean CPU utilization to derive four admission policies. We find

that the queue length based policies deliver the most stable and best resultsin trace-driven

simulations when compared to the established policies FCFS and SEPT.

For evaluation of our policies we used a closed queueing model with fork/joinelements
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and a FCR modeling limited thread pools. The simulation tool is validated against system

measurements obtained on an enterprise server hosting the SAP HANA in-memory database.

The evaluation of the admission policies comprised a comparative study basedon simplified

synthetic workloads and more realistic system traces recorded using a TPC-H type workload.

We see the proposed policies used as part of an admission controller deployed external to

the database application. Database queries submitted from the clients may enterthe admission

controller where the admission order to the database application is altered according to the

prioritizations of the admission policy. The admission controller aims to prioritize mixes of

queries delivering good performance.

6.2 Directions for Further Research

A number of further research directions resulting from the presented work may be considered.

We suggest the following extensions to the methodologies in Chapters3 and4:

• Validation of the proposed methodologies on other virtualization platforms with similar

system characteristics. In particular, the fully virtualized environmentParallels Cloud

Server[8] may be an interesting reference system for further validation of our methodology.

In contrast to VMware ESX and Parallels, the hypervisor shipped withVirtualBox [17] is

not installed on bare-metal, but requires an available operating system on the server. This

kind of configuration is commonly referred to as ’hosted’ hypervisor andmay also be an

interesting reference system for further validation of our proposed models.

• Application to different storage technologies with block device interfaces. The performance

of data access operations can be significantly improved with modern storage devices omit-

ting the mechanical movements inherent in traditional magnetic disks.Solid State Drives

(SSDs)typically employ integrated circuits, i.e. NAND flash memory, and therefore do

not require any movable mechanical parts. RecentlyStorage Class Memory (SCM)[89]

has been proposed as an enterprise storage solution. This flash basedtechnology can of-

fer a block device interface and, e.g., promises performance improvementsby omitting the

traditional storage protocols, controllers, and interconnects [16].

• Investigation of environments where storage is federated across multiple VMMs, i.e. physi-

cal hosts. Related work has investigated how the consolidation of workloads submitted from

multiple virtualized servers affects the performance of disk I/O requests [100]. It would be

interesting to investigate how our models may be applied to environments where a number

of VMs are hosted on different servers and share a storage device.

• Capture of more realistic disc I/O workloads and consideration of production traces in

addition to synthetic and emulated application workloads. A possible extension into this
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direction could be the consideration of real-world application traces published in third party

repositories [15,27]. More realistic would be the validation with customer production traces.

However, customer data sets are difficult to obtain in practice.

• Investigation of how the predicted disk request performance at the VM operating system

level correlates to end-to-end application performance. This extension would require first

the move from I/O benchmarks to a test application, e.g.,DVD Store[2]. Using code profil-

ing and system level tools the I/O intensive parts of the application may be identified. With

statistical analysis, e.g. regression techniques, this information could be used for correlation

of end-to-end application performance metrics and system level disk I/O request latencies.

For the approaches in Chapter5 we recommend the following extensions:

• Implementation of the time averaged queue lengths and no-interference baseline based poli-

cies in an online database installation. This extension could be implemented as a software

admission controller component external to the database application. In an initial training

phase theη matrix needs to be built, e.g., using the TPC-H workload. The matrix is sub-

sequently passed as input to the admission controller. In the second phasethe controller

could intercept incoming TPC-H queries and change the admission order to the database

application based on the prioritizations derived from theη matrix.

• Dynamic construction of theη matrix at runtime instead of during offline training. This ex-

tension would have the advantage of less training overheads. In addition,theη matrix could

be automatically extended in presence of changing workload classes. Theimplementation

could initially set all values of theη matrix to a predefined value, e.g.,0. Based on runtime

measurements the matrix values could be dynamically updated.

• Comparative evaluation of admission policy fairness. Our proposed policies aim to priori-

tize work intensive query mixes at the expense of other query mixes. A possible extension

of our work could be a time-varying analysis of the query prioritizations introduced by our

policies. For example, in simulation each query could maintain statistics of favourable and

unfavourable prioritization decisions. Such statistics could be beneficial for a comparative

evaluation of the fairness of the proposed policies.
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C Statistics of Benchmark Experiments

Table C.1: Summary Number of Benchmark Experiments, Number of Individual Benchmark
Runs, Aggregated Benchmark Run Length, and Number of Analyzed Measurement Samples.

Workload Experiments Runs Length (min) Analyzed Samples

PM-1 8 120 600 31,599,255

PM-2 8 120 600 24,933,654

FFSB-1_S 8 120 600 8,653,807

FFSB-1_R 8 120 600 8,000,687

FFSB-2_S 8 120 600 6,217,162

FFSB-2_R 8 120 600 7,503,867

Sum 48 720 3600 86,908,432

File 13 130 650 14,768,374

Mail 14 140 700 21,660,664

Web 15 150 750 16,744,931

Sum 42 420 2100 53,173,969

TOTAL 90 1140 5700 (95h) 140,082,401
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D Benchmark Configuration Files

PM-1

# working directory

set location /home/more/postmark/bm

# number of files initially created

set number 10000

# number of create/delete and read/append transactions

set transactions 250000

set report verbose

run

quit

PM-2

# working directory

set location /home/more/postmark/bm

# number of files initially created

set number 10000

# number of create/delete and read/append transactions

set transactions 250000

# file size range in bytes

set size 10000 20000

# size of reads in bytes

set read 2048

# size of writes in bytes

set write 2048

set report verbose

run

quit
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FFSB-1_S

# global options
# 0: dont use direct IO
directio = 0
# time in sec
time = 300

[filesystem]
location=/home/more/ffsb/bm
num_files = 400
num_dirs = 10
size_weight 4k 33
size_weight 8k 21
size_weight 16k 13
size_weight 32k 10
size_weight 64k 8
size_weight 128k 5
size_weight 256k 4
size_weight 512k 3
size_weight 8m 2
size_weight 32m 1
init_size = 100m
reuse = 0
agefs = 0
[threadgroup]
num_threads = 10
write_size = 400
write_blocksize = 1024
create_weight = 10
append_weight = 10
delete_weight = 1

[end]
desired_util = 0.2

[end]
[threadgroup]
num_threads = 100
append_weight = 1
append_fsync_weight = 1
stat_weight = 1
write_weight = 10
read_weight = 10
create_weight = 1
create_fsync_weight = 1
delete_weight = 1
readall_weight = 1
writeall_weight = 1
writeall_fsync_weight = 1
open_close_weight = 1

read_random = 0
write_random = 0
write_size = 4k
write_blocksize = 4k
read_size = 4k
read_blocksize = 4k
#think time in ms
op_delay = 0
[stats]

enable_stats = 1
enable_range = 0
msec_range 0.00 0.01
msec_range 0.01 0.02
msec_range 0.02 0.03
msec_range 0.03 0.04
msec_range 0.04 0.05
msec_range 0.05 0.1
msec_range 0.1 0.2
msec_range 0.2 0.5
msec_range 0.5 1.0
msec_range 1.0 2.0
msec_range 2.0 3.0
msec_range 3.0 4.0
msec_range 4.0 5.0
msec_range 5.0 10.0
msec_range 10.0 10000.0

[end]
[end]
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FFSB-1_R

# global options
# 0: dont use direct IO
directio = 0
# time in sec
time = 300

[filesystem]
location=/home/more/ffsb/bm
num_files = 400
num_dirs = 10
size_weight 4k 33
size_weight 8k 21
size_weight 16k 13
size_weight 32k 10
size_weight 64k 8
size_weight 128k 5
size_weight 256k 4
size_weight 512k 3
size_weight 8m 2
size_weight 32m 1
init_size = 100m
reuse = 0
agefs = 0
[threadgroup]
num_threads = 10
write_size = 400
write_blocksize = 1024
create_weight = 10
append_weight = 10
delete_weight = 1

[end]
desired_util = 0.2

[end]
[threadgroup]
num_threads = 100
append_weight = 1
append_fsync_weight = 1
stat_weight = 1
write_weight = 10
read_weight = 10
create_weight = 1
create_fsync_weight = 1
delete_weight = 1
readall_weight = 1
writeall_weight = 1
writeall_fsync_weight = 1
open_close_weight = 1

read_random = 1
write_random = 1
write_size = 4k
write_blocksize = 4k
read_size = 4k
read_blocksize = 4k
#think time in ms
op_delay = 0
[stats]

enable_stats = 1
enable_range = 0
msec_range 0.00 0.01
msec_range 0.01 0.02
msec_range 0.02 0.03
msec_range 0.03 0.04
msec_range 0.04 0.05
msec_range 0.05 0.1
msec_range 0.1 0.2
msec_range 0.2 0.5
msec_range 0.5 1.0
msec_range 1.0 2.0
msec_range 2.0 3.0
msec_range 3.0 4.0
msec_range 4.0 5.0
msec_range 5.0 10.0
msec_range 10.0 10000.0

[end]
[end]
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FFSB-2_S

# global options
# 0: dont use direct IO
directio = 0
# time in sec
time = 300

[filesystem]
location=/home/more/ffsb/bm
num_files = 400
num_dirs = 10
size_weight 32k 33
size_weight 64k 21
size_weight 128k 13
size_weight 256k 12
size_weight 512k 11
size_weight 8m 5
size_weight 32m 5
init_size = 100m
reuse = 0
agefs = 0
[threadgroup]
num_threads = 10

write_size = 400
write_blocksize = 1024
create_weight = 10
append_weight = 10
delete_weight = 1
[end]
desired_util = 0.2

[end]
[threadgroup]
num_threads = 100
append_weight = 1
append_fsync_weight = 1
stat_weight = 1
write_weight = 10
read_weight = 10
create_weight = 1
create_fsync_weight = 1
delete_weight = 1
readall_weight = 1
writeall_weight = 1
writeall_fsync_weight = 1
open_close_weight = 1

read_random = 0
write_random = 0
write_size = 32k
write_blocksize = 4k
read_size = 32k
read_blocksize = 4k
#think time in ms
op_delay = 0
[stats]
enable_stats = 1

enable_range = 0
msec_range 0.00 0.01
msec_range 0.01 0.02
msec_range 0.02 0.03
msec_range 0.03 0.04
msec_range 0.04 0.05
msec_range 0.05 0.1
msec_range 0.1 0.2
msec_range 0.2 0.5
msec_range 0.5 1.0
msec_range 1.0 2.0
msec_range 2.0 3.0
msec_range 3.0 4.0
msec_range 4.0 5.0
msec_range 5.0 10.0
msec_range 10.0 10000.0
[end]

[end]
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FFSB-2_R

# global options
# 0: dont use direct IO
directio = 0
# time in sec
time = 300

[filesystem]
location=/home/more/ffsb/bm
num_files = 400
num_dirs = 10
size_weight 32k 33
size_weight 64k 21
size_weight 128k 13
size_weight 256k 12
size_weight 512k 11
size_weight 8m 5
size_weight 32m 5
init_size = 100m
reuse = 0
agefs = 0
[threadgroup]
num_threads = 10

write_size = 400
write_blocksize = 1024
create_weight = 10
append_weight = 10
delete_weight = 1
[end]
desired_util = 0.2

[end]
[threadgroup]
num_threads = 100
append_weight = 1
append_fsync_weight = 1
stat_weight = 1
write_weight = 10
read_weight = 10
create_weight = 1
create_fsync_weight = 1
delete_weight = 1
readall_weight = 1
writeall_weight = 1
writeall_fsync_weight = 1
open_close_weight = 1

read_random = 1
write_random = 1
write_size = 32k
write_blocksize = 4k
read_size = 32k
read_blocksize = 4k
#think time in ms
op_delay = 0
[stats]
enable_stats = 1

enable_range = 0
msec_range 0.00 0.01
msec_range 0.01 0.02
msec_range 0.02 0.03
msec_range 0.03 0.04
msec_range 0.04 0.05
msec_range 0.05 0.1
msec_range 0.1 0.2
msec_range 0.2 0.5
msec_range 0.5 1.0
msec_range 1.0 2.0
msec_range 2.0 3.0
msec_range 3.0 4.0
msec_range 4.0 5.0
msec_range 5.0 10.0
msec_range 10.0 10000.0
[end]

[end]
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Filebench Mail

load varmail

set $nfiles=50000

set $dir=/home/more/filebench/bm

run 300

Filebench Web

load webserver

set $nfiles=50000

set $dir=/home/more/filebench/bm

run 300

Filebench File

load fileserver

set $nfiles=50000

set $dir=/home/more/filebench/bm

run 300
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